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Abstract 

The Coffins of Sen (%n) and Gua (GwA), four Middle Kingdom coffins of high officials of the Hare 

Nome, have been part of multiple studies since their arrival at the British Museum in 1899. These 

rectangular Middle Kingdom coffins of Egypt are richly decorated with extensive detailed objects in 

polychrome, ornamental painted texts and Coffin Texts (CTs). While being practical funerary items they 

are a deeply personal reflection of life and death and they have multiple meaning on a social, economic, 

ideological and religious level. The practice of having multiple coffins for an individual is known across 

ancient Egyptian history, though the meaning and function is not fully understood. Therefore, a clear 

gap in these studies has been the interaction of the decoration between the inner and outer coffins. It 

had been determined that there was no functional variance between multiple coffins across the whole 

corpus of Middle Kingdom Coffins; despite this conclusion, the objective of this thesis is to explore the 

spatial structure of the decoration and texts within these four coffins of the Middle Kingdom, two from 

each individual. This is enables us to understand how these layouts and patterns compare between the 

inner and outer coffins of each ensemble, in particular, examples of layering of features and themes, and 

significant differences. The comparison of the two sets will aid in the understanding, on a smaller scale 

and specific to these two contemporary individuals, how multiple coffins could be conceptualised.  
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Chapter One: Introduction1  

Coffins, cartonnage and sarcophagi simultaneously hold “social, economic and ideological meaning,” 

while being practical funerary objects and also a deeply personal reflection of both life and death.2 They 

are multi-functional, giving a window into a multitude of aspects of Ancient Egyptian life and death. 

The preparation for death was noted by Cooney to involve “intense and systematic material 

preparation,” indicating thought and a great deal of effort going into the creation of these vessels.3 This 

thesis intends to explore the spatial structure of the decoration and texts within four coffins of the 

Middle Kingdom, two from two individuals – those of Sen (%n) and Gua (GwA), to begin to understand 

some of the choices made on these highly valuable objects.  

This thesis will examine the layout of the CTs and decoration found within and on the coffin, and how 

these layouts and patterns compare between the inner and outer coffins of each ensemble and how the 

ensembles compare to each other. The coffins chosen are in good condition with a large amount of the 

interior and exterior decoration still intact and with a large percentage of the detailed interior CTs 

undamaged and readable. A coffin, in this thesis, is made of a coffin base, four sides and a floor, and a 

lid. The base has mitred corners held together with dowel pins. Three of the four coffins have lids, B1L 

is incomplete as the lid is lost.4  They are currently located in the British Museum and consist of the 

Inner and Outer Coffins of Gua (B1L, B2L) and the Inner and Outer Coffins of Sen (B3L, B4L), 

originally from Dayr al-Barshā.5 It should be noted that there are other numeration systems used to 

refer to these coffins, in this case, the system of De Buck and Willems will be followed.6 When 

                                                
1 Unless otherwise stated, the translations, plans and drawings in this thesis are the author’s own. Abbreviations follow 
http://egyptologyforum.org/EEFrefs.html, along with the abbreviations of the parts of the coffins as shown in Figure 1 and 
the following abbreviations for the coffins studied: 
B1L Inner Coffin of Gua, Dynasty 12, Dayr al-Barshā, BM (EA30840).  
B2L Outer Coffin of Gua, Dynasty 12, Dayr al-Barshā, BM (EA30839).  
B3L Inner Coffin of Sen, Dynasty 12, Dayr al-Barshā, BM (EA30842). 
B4L Outer Coffin of Sen, Dynasty 12, Dayr al-Barshā, BM (EA30841). 
Coffin Text references will refer to volumes and line numbers as per A. De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts. Edited by A. De 
Buck and A. Gardiner. Vols. 7. University of Chicago Press, 1935-1961, i.e. “CT I 1a.” 
2 K. Cooney, “The Functional Materialism of Death in Ancient Egypt: A Case Study of Funerary Materials from the 
Ramesside Period,” in Das Heilige und die Ware. Eigentum, Austausch und Kapitalisierung im Spannungsfeld von Religion und Ökonomie, 
ed. M Fitzenreiter, IBAES 7, 2007, 273; K. Cooney, “Coffins, Cartonnage, and Sarcophagi,” in A Companion to Ancient 
Egyptian Art, ed. M. Hartwig (John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2014), 269. 
3 Cooney, “The Functional Materialism of Death in Ancient Egypt,” 273. 
4 “Coffin EA30840,” British Museum, accessed February 17, 2017, 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=117226&partId=1&m
useumno=30840&page=1 The author has been able to view the coffin bases of all four coffins and the lids of B3L and B4L, 
however, she has not been able to access the lid of B2L during the time of this research.  
5 The site is also known as Deir el Bersha, among other variations. In this text, it will be referred to as Dayr al-Barshā or 
Barshā following the current references to the location.  
6 H. Willems, Historical and Archaeological Aspects of Egyptian Funerary Culture: Religious Ideas and Ritual Practice in 
Middle Kingdom Elite Cemeteries (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2014), 248–49; De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts. 
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discussing the layout of the coffins, this thesis will use the generally accepted descriptors of front 

side/eastern side (FR), back-side/western side (B), head end/north (H), foot-end/south (F), lid (L) and 

bottom (BO) (see Figure 1).7 

This thesis first examines, as a form of context, the background of the coffins and summarises relevant 

literature. The four coffins’ decoration is discussed firstly concerning the exterior and then each of the 

interior sides. This will be conclude with a discussion that summarising and comparing the four coffins 

to examine the spatial layout of the pairs.  

 

  

                                                
7 Following that of H. Willems, Chests of Life: A Study of the Typology and Conceptual Development of Middle Kingdom 
Standard Class Coffins (Leiden: Ex Oriente Lux, 1988), 47. 
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Chapter Two: Background  

The focus of this thesis is the spatial layout of the four coffins. For this study, it is essential to begin 

with the background to the artefacts and the individuals who owned them, their construction, as well as 

context to provide a firm foundation for an examination of these coffins. 

2.1 Materials and Construction 

The coffins are made of Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani), a non-native wood to Egypt.8 The cedar bases 

and lids were painted ornately and the pigment of B1L has been found to include: black (carbon), blue 

(copper calcium silicate or Egyptian blue9), green (copper chloride and/or copper carbonate), red (iron 

oxide), white (huntite/calcite/gypsum), and yellow/brown pigments (iron oxide and/or jarosite).10  

Coffin Dimensions Notes on condition 

B1L 224 x 60 x 65 cm Lid lost, damage to the H from the edge of the CT and above.  

B2L 261.7 x 93 x 123.8 cm Damage to H and the top of FR, at the H end.  

B3L 215.5 x 61 x 62.5 cm Mostly intact, small cracks and chips on the exterior. 

B4L 262 x 89 x 107.5 cm A damage to the FR top at the H end. Scratches to the H and FR 
at the F end.  

Table 1: Dimensions and notes on the physical appearance and construction of B1L1B-4L11 

2.2 Context  

The site of Dayr al-Barshā, located at the mouth of the Wadi Deir en-Nakhla on the eastern bank of the 

Nile in Middle Egypt, was used as a site for the burial of Nomarchs and high officials of the Hare nome 

(UE 15), including Sen and Gua.12 Sen and Gua are believed to have been part of the nomarchal court 

                                                
8 W. Davies, “Ancient Egyptian Timber Imports: An Analysis of Wooden Coffins in the British Museum,” in Egypt, the 
Aegean and the Levant: Interconnections in the Second Millenium BC, ed. W. Davies and L. Schofield (London: British Museum 
Press, 1995), 147; A. Middleton and S. Humphrey, “Pigments on Some Middle Kingdom Coffins,” in Colour and Painting in 
Ancient Egypt, ed. W. Davies (London: British Museum Press, 2001), 11; R. Gale et al., “Wood,” in Ancient Egyptian Materials 
and Technology, ed. P. Nicholson and I. Shaw (Cambridge, U.K.; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 349–50. 
9 L. Corcoran, “The Color Blue as an ‘animator’ in Ancient Egyptian Art,” in Essays in Global Color History: Interpreting the 
Ancient Spectrum, ed. R. Goldman (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2016), 49 notes that Egyptian Blue is produced “by firing a 
mixture of quartz, lime, a copper compound and an alkali flux.” 
10 Middleton and Humphrey, “Pigments on Some Middle Kingdom Coffins,” 12–14, and fitting analysis undertaken of 
pigments of a variety of artefacts by L. Lee and S. Quirke, “Painting Materials,” in Ancient Egyptian Materials and Technology, ed. 
P. Nicholson and I. Shaw (Cambridge, U.K.; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 104–120. 
11 Dimensions from Davies, “Ancient Egyptian Timber Imports,” 147. 
12 Willems, Chests of Life, 68–70; M. Robinson, “The Bersheh Necropolis,” in Bersheh Reports I Report of the 1990 Field 
Season of the Joint Expedition of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, Leiden 
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of Djehutihotep, nomarch of the Hare nome. Sen and Gua were buried in the forecourt of Dayr al-

Barshā tomb no. 2, Djehutihotep’s tomb, and likely in tomb shaft nos. 11 and 12 (Figure 3 and Figure 

4). 13 These four coffins were purchased by the British Museum in June-July 1899 and remain in the 

museum collection to this day.14  

The necropolis Dayr al-Barshā stretches “across a strip of low desert (approximately 1 kilometre wide), 

and up the slope of the Gebel el-Bersheh.”15 It was a burial ground throughout much of Egyptian 

history, including finds from the predynastic and the Coptic periods.16  

The tomb of nomarch Djehutihotep, and therefore the tomb shafts of Sen and Gua, is in what is 

referred to as ‘Zone 2’ on the northern slope of the valley (Figure 5).17 The tomb shafts that are believed 

to have housed Sen and Gua were in the forecourt of the tomb of Djehutihotep, along with three other 

tomb shafts. Willems notes with regards to these five tomb shafts, nos. 11 to 15, that "one is almost 

forced to assume that they were hewn out in the course of a single building programme" and can be 

considered contemporaneous.18  

Barshā has been an area of interest for many years by multiple groups, with those recorded expeditions 

detailed in Table 2. 

Date Excavation Team Publications  Key Finds related to 
Zone 2 

1891-1892 EEF Expedition -
Newberry et al 19 

Newberry, Percy Edward, and F. L. 
Griffith. El Bersheh. Vols. 2. 
Offices of the EEF, 1895. 

Completed an epigraphic 
survey of the high terrace.20 

1895 & 
1899 

Clandestine 
searches21 

None. Unknown.  

                                                
University., ed. D. P. Silverman (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1992), 3; H. Willems, “Deir El-Bersheh: Preliminary 
Report,” GM 110 (1989): 75. 
13 Willems, Chests of Life, 76. The numbering of the tombs and tomb shafts differs between publications in this case, the 
author has opted to follow the commonly used numeration by M. Kamal, “Fouilles à Déïr-el-Bersheh (Mars-Avril 1900),” 
ASAÉ 2 (1901): 14–43, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
14 Ibid., 68–77; See G. Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” ASAÉ 1 (1900): 17–43, for 
original excavation report of Dayr al-Barshā. 
15 Robinson, “The Bersheh Necropolis,” 3; Willems, “Deir El-Bersheh: Preliminary Report,” 75; Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir 
el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 17. 
16 Robinson, “The Bersheh Necropolis,” 3; Willems, “Deir El-Bersheh: Preliminary Report,” 75. 
17 H. Willems, Dayr Al-Barshā: The Rock Tombs of Djehutinakht (No. 17K74/1), Khnumnakht (No, 17K74/2) and Iha 
(No. 17K74/3) with an Essay on the History and Nature of Nomarchal Rule in the Early Middle Kingdom., vol. 1, 
Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 155 (Leuven: Peeters, 2007), 7; Willems, Chests of Life, 75. 
18 Willems, Chests of Life, 75. 
19 Newberry and Griffith, El Bersheh: The Tomb of Tehuti-Hetep. 
20 Robinson, “The Bersheh Necropolis,” 7. 
21 Zimmer, “La Moyenne Égypte,” 23; Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 240. 
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1897; 1900-
1902 

Egyptian Antiquities 
Service22  
Georges Daressy and 
Ahmed Kamal 

Daressy, Georges. “Fouilles de Deir El 
Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 
1897).” ASAÉ 1 (1900): 17–43. 

Kamal, M. “Fouilles à Déïr-El-Bersheh 
(Mars-Avril 1900).” ASAÉ 2 
(1901): 14–43. 

Kamal, M. “Fouilles à Deir-El-Barché, 
Exécutées Dans Les Six Premiers 
Mois de L’année Par M. Antonini 
de Mallawi.” ASAÉ 3 (1902): 
276–82. 

Found tomb shafts 11-15, 
those of particular interest 
to this study.23 Daressy 
records finding 13-15 while 
Kamal records all 5.24 

1915 Harvard University-
MFA Expedition 
George A. Reisner 

Photographs and records are housed at 
the Museum of Boston.25 

Found the sarcophagus of 
Djehutinakht.26  

Surveys in 
1968, 1970 
and 197327 

Unknown, perhaps 
Egyptian Antiquities 
Organization in the 
1970s.28 

None.   Found graves from 
different eras including a 
tomb shaft covered by a 
mastaba.29 

5th - 10th 
Nov 1988 

Leiden University - 
Harco Willems and 
Olaf Kaper.30 

Willems, Harco. “Deir El-Bersheh: 
Preliminary Report.” GM 110 
(1989): 75–95. 

Review of tombs no. 5, 8, 9 
and 10; and Ahanakht II 
(?).31 

1990  MFA; University 
Museum, University 
of Pennsylvania; 
Leiden University 32 

Brovarski et al. Bersheh Reports I. Boston, 
MA: Museum of Fine Arts, 1992. 

Excavation of tombs of the 
high terrace, not including 
the tomb of Djehutihotep.33  

1992 Leiden University- 
Willems at al.34 

 Continued work on 
Ananakht and 
Djehutinakht’s tombs.35 

                                                
22 Robinson, “The Bersheh Necropolis,” 7. 
23 Robinson, “The Bersheh Necropolis,” 7; Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 25–26. 
24 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 23; Kamal, “Fouilles à Déïr-el-Bersheh (Mars-Avril 
1900),” 15. 
25 Zimmer, “La Moyenne Égypte,” 24; Willems, Chests of Life, 70. 
26 Zimmer, “La Moyenne Égypte,” 24. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 240. 
29 Zimmer, “La Moyenne Égypte,” 24. 
30 Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 241. 
31 Willems, “Deir El-Bersheh: Preliminary Report.” 
32 Team detailed in E. Brovarski et al., Bersheh Reports I Report of the 1990 Field Season of the Joint Expedition of the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, Leiden University. (Boston: Museum of Fine 
Arts, 1992); Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 241. 
33 Brovarski et al., Bersheh Reports I. 
34 Rest of the team detailed in Willems, Dayr Al-Barshā, 1:v; Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 241. 
35 Willems, Dayr Al-Barshā, 1:v. 
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2002-
Present 

Leuven University, 
Belgium. 
Willems et al.36 

Well-published excavation, a full list of 
publications can be found on the project 
website.37 

Since 2002, work was 
undertaken on 
Djehutihotep’s tomb.38  

Table 2: History of excavations at Dayr al-Barshā 

The EEF Expedition gave no reference to tomb shafts 11-15 in their study of Djehutihotep’s tomb.39 

The first mention of them was by Daressy, who at the time of his excavation only discussed finding 

three shafts (13-15) but records at least one more found after he left his excavation.40 These were 

indicated on the plan published in 1900 (Figure 2) with the inclusion of the shaft labelled “Gua.”41 He 

discusses in detail the artefacts found in tomb shafts 13-15, but as he had not excavated them, there was 

no further mention of tomb shafts 11-12.42 A short while after Daressy returned from his excavation, 

Kamal explored the five tomb shafts on his map (Figure 3 and Figure 4).43 By this point in 1900, the 

shafts of Sen and Gua were missing their coffins as they arrived at the British Museum in June - July 

1899.44 After this, as shown in Table 2, there have been many excavations in and around the area of the 

five tomb shafts. Until the 2002 excavations, there had been no further finds of consequence published 

concerning the tomb shafts of Sen and Gua. 

Current research in the area is being undertaken by an interdisciplinary group directed by the KU 

Leuven, as a continuation of work undertaken from 1988 to 1992.45 The project, since 2002, has not 

been solely focused on the area of tombs of the Middle Kingdom where the tomb shafts in question 

were discovered (Zone 2, Figure 5), rather the substantial site stretching along the Wadi Nakhla 

covering the village through to the subterranean quarries. 46  The tomb complex of Djehutihotep has 

been explored, including the re-excavation of the five tomb shafts, leading to questions of the reports of 

Daressy of this area and the finding of another Middle Kingdom coffin, potentially related to those of 

                                                
36 List of current members of the team can be found at “Dayr Al-Barshā Project,” accessed May 13, 2016, 
http://www.dayralbarsha.com/ 
37 “Dayr Al-Barshā Project.” 
38 H. Willems et al., “Report of the 2004―2005 Campaigns of the Belgian Mission to Deir al-Barsha,” MDAIK 65 (2009): 
382–83; P. Spencer, “Digging Diary 2005-2006,” EA 29 (Autumn 2006): 29; Web report on the 2012 excavations notes that 
the excavation of the five shafts were still being excavated, at the time of reporting having reached a 4m depth, further details 
at “Dayr Al-Barshā Project”; Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 246. 
39 Newberry and Griffith, El Bersheh: The Tomb of Tehuti-Hetep. 
40 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 25–26; Willems, Chests of Life, 76. 
41 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 23. 
42 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897)”; Willems, Chests of Life, 76. 
43 Kamal, “Fouilles à Déïr-el-Bersheh (Mars-Avril 1900),” 15. 
44 Willems, Chests of Life, 68–77; Kamal, “Fouilles à Déïr-el-Bersheh (Mars-Avril 1900)”; M. Kamal, “Fouilles à Deir-el-
Barché, exécutées dans les six premiers mois de l’année par M. Antonini de Mallawi,” ASAÉ 3 (1902): 276–82. 
45 Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 247; “Dayr Al-Barshā Project.” 
46 Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign”; Willems et al., “Preliminary report of the 2003 campaign”; 
Willems et al., “Report of the 2004―2005 Campaigns”; “Dayr Al-Barshā Project.” 
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Gua.47 At this point, reports are unclear as to how they impact the study of the individuals, Sen and 

Gua.  

2.3 Individual’s Backgrounds 

As discussed previously, the coffins of Sen and Gua were never recorded in archaeological records. 

However, it is highly likely that they came from these two tomb shafts when the dates of their arrival in 

Britain are taken into consideration, along with the presence of a record of Gua at Dayr al-Barshā and 

the strong similarities between these four coffins and those from the rest of the shafts.48 The context of 

their burial, including those individuals buried in the surrounding tomb shafts, is important to cover, 

especially when examining highly personal artefacts connected to both their life and death. 

Sen and Gua 

Sen and Gua were referred to as chief physicians (wr swnw) in the scholarship. 49  These individuals are 

assumed to have played this role in the nomarchal court of Djehutihotep, and a reference to Gua is 

found in Djehutihotep's tomb (Figure 6).50 Gua is consistently referred to as a chief physician in all the 

ornamental texts. Sen is referred to nearly universally on the exterior of B3L and B4L, and the interior 

ornamental texts and CTs of B3L as a steward (imy-r pr). However, on B4L’s interior texts he is 

referred to as a chief physician.51 Willems suggested that a shared profession, chief physician, may be a 

signifier of a familial relationship. 52 However, given that Sen is more commonly referred to as a steward, 

this is less clear. The question of whether Sen had both titles or just one cannot be ascertained on this 

evidence, and thus he will be referred to as both in this thesis.  Other than this, very little is known of 

the two individuals as other sources are quiet on these two tomb shafts.53 There is, however, a little 

more known about the nomarch that they are believed to have worked for.     

Djehutihotep 

The nomarch Djehutihotep is known to be in office in the reigns of Sesostris II and III as nomarch of 

the Hare nome.54 Willems has traced the nomarchal family of the Hare Nome back, showing the 

                                                
47 Willems et al., “Report of the 2004―2005 Campaigns,” 382–83. 
48 Willems, Chests of Life, 76–77. 
49 PM 4:187; Willems, Chests of Life, 76. 
50 PM 4:187; Willems, Chests of Life, 76. 
51 For example, the horizontal text of the F end of B4L which reads prt-xrw t Hnqt kA Apd n imAx.y imy-r pr Sn mAa-xrw – 
“Invocation offering of bread, beer, oxen, fowl for the venerated one, steward, Sen, true of voice.”  
52 Willems, Chests of Life, 76, note 87. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., 77. 
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ancestry Djehutihotep as going back to the nomarchs of Dynasty 11 under Mentuhotep II-IV.55 He was, 

therefore, from a well-established nomarchal family and, along with the finds from his tomb, it can be 

assumed he had a significant amount of wealth, prestige and power. His tomb is famous for its reliefs 

and text regarding the movement of a colossal statue of his likeness.56 These included reliefs of his high-

officials, which, although damaged, seems to include part of Gua’s name (Figure 6). This shows the 

close association between the two men. Djehutihotep was likely the last representative of this nomarchy, 

which aligns with many other nomes, in which the nomarchy seemed to disappear around the end of 

the reign of Sesostris III.57 This does not mean that Djehutihotep had decreased power or prestige in his 

lifetime, as the nomarchies were “a force to be reckoned with during most of the twelfth dynasty.”58 

Therefore, Sen and Gua, in their association with such a court, were part of robust local governance. 

Individuals of tomb-shafts 13-15 

As with Sen and Gua, little is known about the other neighbouring tomb owners. The coffins of the 

steward (imy-r pr) Sepi were housed in shaft no. 15.59 The commanders of troops (imy-r mSa) Sepi and 

Sepi were housed in shaft 14. 60 Lastly, the steward (imy-r pr) Neferi were housed in shaft no.13.61 

Daressy suggested that these individuals may have been in the same family. Willems suggests that the 

generals named Sepi could have been from the same family, perhaps a family succession, because of 

their shared tomb shaft. 62 Daressy recorded these three individuals in detail and, therefore, there is a 

vast source of information on the artefacts found with them, which may indicate items that could have 

been originally buried with Sen and Gua, and therefore, signalling their wealth and status in the Hare 

nome. 63    

2.4 Conclusion 

There is limited information available about the lives of Sen and Gua and the arrival of their funerary 

furniture at the British Museum from Dayr al-Barshā, a site for the burial of Nomarchs and high 

officials of the Hare nome. Sen and Gua were members of the nomarchal court of Djehutihotep. The 

shafts where they were buried have been explored several times including recent excavation in the area. 

                                                
55 Ibid., 71. 
56 Willems et al., “Preliminary Report of the 2002 Campaign,” 238. 
57 Ibid., 179–80. 
58 Ibid., 179. 
59 Willems, Chests of Life, 76; PM 4:183. 
60 Willems, Chests of Life, 76; PM 4:183–84. 
61 Willems, Chests of Life, 76; PM 4:184. 
62 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 25–26; Willems, Chests of Life, 76. 
63 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897).” 
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As excavations continue, there is potential that further information that might fill out the background of 

these two individuals may come to light. When examining the known information about those buried 

around Sen and Gua, it is clear they were part of a nomarchal court, a centre of local power and 

prestige, under the last known nomarch. This information is an essential background to have before 

undertaking this research.  
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Chapter Three: Scholarship of Middle Kingdom Coffins 

The literature on Middle Kingdom Coffins is extensive, and this chapter forms a summary of a subset 

related to the study being undertaken by this thesis. It will focus on three main subject areas: metaphors 

and concepts of the coffins, the spatial layout of coffins’ decoration, and studies of inner and outer 

coffins as an ensemble which will be developed further in the analysis of these four coffins. 

3.1 Metaphors and Conceptions of Coffins 

Coffins, at their most practical level, provide shelter for the corpse.64 In the case of Middle Kingdom 

coffins, they are also a “writing surface for religious texts and images.”65 Therefore, they simultaneously 

hold “social, economic and ideological meaning,” while being practical funerary objects.66 They are 

multi-functional and are a very complex object with multiple symbolic roles and spaces.67 There are 

many metaphors and symbolic conceptions that have been ascribed in the current scholarship; thus not 

all will be discussed here. Those that are relevant to this thesis are a miniature tomb, an eternal dwelling, 

a microcosm, a temple, a mother, and an egg. 68   

The coffin as a miniature tomb comes from the close connection between the tomb and the coffin, 

borrowing “structural or decorative elements from each other.” 69 Middle Kingdom coffins were 

inspired by the chambers of pyramids from the late fourth and fifth dynasties given their shared basic 

function as a shelter for the deceased. 70 This concept is similar to the conception of the coffin as a 

temple, where the mummy can be compared to the cult statue within the holiest of holies, with the 

multiple layers of coffins being similar to the effect of the multi-chambered tomb or temple.71  

As will be further discussed in relation to offering tables and false doors, coffins can be considered as an 

eternal dwelling, where the deceased can move from the realm of the living and dead and be sustained 

by various offerings.72  

                                                
64 A. Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process: A Case Study of a 21st Dynasty Coffin at the University Museum of Cultural 
Heritage in Oslo” (PhD, University of Oslo) 2004, 7. 
65 Ibid. 
66 K. Cooney, “The Functional Materialism of Death in Ancient Egypt: A Case Study of Funerary Materials from the 
Ramesside Period,” in Das Heilige und die Ware. Eigentum, Austausch und Kapitalisierung im Spannungsfeld von Religion und Ökonomie, 
ed. M Fitzenreiter, IBAES 7, 2007, 273; K. Cooney, “Coffins, Cartonnage, and Sarcophagi,” in A Companion to Ancient 
Egyptian Art, ed. M. Hartwig (John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2014), 269. 
67 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 7. 
68 Nyord, “Permeable Containers: Body and Cosmos in Middle Kingdom Coffins,” 29. 
69 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 20-21. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid., 30. 
72 Ibid., 22-23. 
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The coffin can also be considered as a microcosm of the cosmos or a “model of the universe.”73 This 

model places the deceased at the centre of the cosmos with the L as the sky, or Nut the sky goddess, 

and the BO as the underworld.74 The sons of Horus, who are found at the four corners of three of the 

four coffins, are closely connected with the HH-gods who help Shu separate the sky and the earth.75 This 

theme is closely connected with the idea of the coffin as representative of a mother. Nut as the cosmic 

mother is found on the sides and lid on Middle Kingdom coffins and is a key part of this theme.76 Early 

burials found the deceased in an oval grave, metaphoric of a womb, and also a shape closely associated 

with Nut in the PT.  

The final theme of the coffin to be discussed that is relevant to these four coffins is that of the egg. The 

egg is closely connected with the concept of rebirth and was a term used later to designate an inner 

coffin (swHt), which will be discussed in further detail with relation to inner and outer coffins as 

ensembles.77   

3.2 Layout of Coffins 

Coffins have been discussed in a vast number of scholarly outputs, with the location of groups of 

elements noted and typographies created. The seven volumes of De Buck's transcription and some 

plans of the extant Middle Kingdom coffins is a crucial resource.78  

A comprehensive typography of the decoration of coffins is that written by Willems, which gives 

detailed analyses of the types of spatial layouts seen in a broad cross-section of Ancient Egyptian coffins 

from across the country. 79  His PhD thesis on the Coffin of Heqata is also a key piece of literature for 

this subject area as it explores in further detail than plans or maps of the coffin decorations and how the 

decoration and CTs are placed on the coffins.80 Willems' typology of Middle Kingdom coffins provides 

                                                
73 Ibid., 30-32; Willems, Chests of Life, 140-141; M. J. Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the Orientation of the Human Body,” 
JEA 91 (January 1, 2005): 41-43. 
74 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 32. 
75 Ibid.  
76 Ibid., 32-33. Nils Billing, Nut: The Goddess of Life in Text and Iconography, Uppsala Studies in Egyptology 5 (Uppsala: 
Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, Uppsala University, 2002), 12. 
77 Ibid., 34; Willems, Chests of Life, 238. 
78 A. De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, ed. A. De Buck and A. Gardiner, vol. 1, The University of Chicago Oriental Institute 
Publications 34 (University of Chicago Press, 1935). 
79 Willems, Chests of Life. 
80 H. Willems, The Coffin of Heqata (Cairo JdE 36418): A Case Study of Egyptian Funerary Culture of the Early Middle 
Kingdom (Peeters Publishers, 1996). 
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a wealth of information on the location and structure of the decoration for all four coffins. Lapp also 

provides a typology of coffins, which extends into the First Intermediate Period and Old Kingdom.81  

There has also been discussion of the orientation of the body, within the coffin and the cosmos, as 

shown in Figure 1, where the “deceased is generally put on his left side, so that his face is turned 

towards one of the long coffin sides,” generally the FR side, “so that the front of the deceased is turned 

towards the east, and correspondingly his back towards the west, while the head is to the north and the 

feet to the south.” 82 

Layout of the Exterior  

The exteriors of the coffins studied are less adorned than their intricate interiors. The hieroglyphs on 

the exterior are in an ornamental style, applied with paint rather than ink.83 They assist in forming a 

typology both by their content and their relative positioning. Three of the four coffins (B1L, B2L, B4L) 

were ascribed type IVab for the exterior decoration, whereas B3L was assigned type VIII.84 These types 

are defined based on two significant features: false doors and wDA.t eyes, and the exterior hieroglyphs. 

Layout of the Interior 

The inner decoration of these four coffins, however, is made up of several features. All four coffins 

share the same type of interior decoration – type 2, which sees object friezes on all sides.85 Within this 

type, there were multiple layouts for the four sides of the coffins which are noted by Willems – on the 

FR side B2L, B3L, and B4L all had a FR7 structure whereas B1L had a FR8 structure (Figure 7).86  All 

four coffins were noted to have H3 and F4 structures for the short ends of the coffins (Figure 7).87 

Lastly, for the B side, all four were noted to have the B2 structure (Figure 7).88 The inner decoration is 

made of seven parts: the ornamental frame, ornamental texts, object friezes, non-ornamental texts, false 

doors, offering tables on the sides and the ‘Book of Two Ways’ found on the base.89 Fischer discusses 

the direction of the decoration on the sides in relation to the direction of tomb inscriptions, the 

                                                
81 Günther Lapp, Typologie der Särge und Sargkammern von der 6. bis 13. Dynastie, SAGA 7 (Heidelberg: Heidelberger 
Orientverlag, 1993). 
82 Nyord, “Permeable Containers: Body and Cosmos in Middle Kingdom Coffins,” 29; Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the 
Orientation of the Human Body,” 41. 
83 Willems, Chests of Life, 193. 
84 Ibid., 21. 
85 Ibid., 21 & 189.  
86 Ibid., 184–85. 
87 Ibid., 182. 
88 Ibid., 183. 
89 Ibid., 175. 
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direction of each of the sides will be laid out in the following chapters and follows that which is 

expected by Fischer.90 

Ornamental Frame 

In this study, the ornamental frame is quite a simple decoration, formed out of rectangular blocks of 

colour and animal skin patterns, which lines the rim and edges of the coffins of Sen and Gua (Figure 28 

and Figure 29).91 On the left and right-hand sides of each of the long and short sides of the coffin, there 

is a leopard-skin type pattern in black and white.92  Accompanying this is a band of stars below the 

horizontal frame on B2L and B3L (Figure 28). The stars are replaced on B1L and B4L with a white and 

blue band respectively.  

Ornamental Texts 

The interior ornamental texts are found horizontally in registers above the object frieze, which run from 

H to F, and from FR to B on both short ends.93 They are applied to the coffin with paint and show the 

hieroglyphs in polychrome.94  

Object Frieze 

Jéquier's 1921 Frises d’objets provides a study of individual objects in the frieze and classifies the objects 

into eight major categories: Costume, jewellery, toiletries, the batons and sceptres, weapons, furniture, 

food, and cleansing/ritual objects.95 There is a multitude of objects within these categories and variation 

in the display of each object. Not all of the objects detailed are found on each coffin, but Jéquier 

provides a detailed survey of those known, along with the known information on each of the objects.96 

As noted by Willems, there are four fundamental principles for the location of the object frieze: the 

relation between the body and an object; “once an object had received its place, it tended to attract 

other functionally related objects;”97 symmetry where objects are placed opposite each other; and lastly, 

arrangements associated with earlier tomb painting layouts.98 

                                                
90 H. Fischer, L’écriture et l’art de l’Egypte ancienne: quatre leçons sur la paléographie et l’épigraphie pharaoniques (Paris: 
Presses universitaires de France, 1986), 117-119 & Fig. 45. 
91 Willems, Chests of Life, 175. 
92 Ibid., 192, fig. 22d. 
93 Ibid., 176. 
94 Ibid. 
95 G. Jéquier, Les frises d’objets des sarcophages du Moyen-Empire (Cairo: Institut Français d’archéologie orientale, 1921). 
96 Ibid. 
97 Willems, Chests of Life, 209. 
98 Ibid., 209–10; R. Nyord, “The Body in the Hymns to the Coffin Sides,” CdÉ 82, no. 163–164 (2007): 7. 
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Non-Ornamental Texts 

The non-ornamental texts are made of two types: Coffin Texts (CTs) and Offering Lists.99 CTs appear 

as black and red ink hieratic text on the interior sides including the base and lid. These texts have been 

transcribed, translated and discussed by many as a corpus.100 They also have been indexed by location.101 

Willems notes that the locations of the texts are not “systematic.”102 Significant progress has been made 

by Assmann, having found liturgies within the corpus.103 Assmann also notes that the CTs indicate an 

“astonishing transformation” where the “sky and earth no longer represented the distinction between 

afterlife and life.”104 Both the sky and the netherworld are the next world in “contrast with the earth” as 

the world of the living.105  

The solar connection of the CTs is discussed in the context of the lid as it is generally associated with 

the sky, the base with the Book of Two Ways and therefore the netherworld and the sides with the four 

cardinal points.106 Willems suggests that FR CT texts are generally concerned with “the deceased’s 

ascent to heaven and his entry into the solar vessel,” the B side texts also have solar and cosmic links, 

but he notes that “their connection to the West is not always clear.”107 Given there is a large corpus of 

CTs, this is a summary which does not touch on many of the issues and debates around them and 

focuses on their location and the discussions around that.  

There has been some discussion on the grouping of particular kinds of texts found on each of the sides 

and their interrelation with the object frieze and the body's position.108 For example, those texts 

regarding the trampling of enemies, sandals, and walking tend to be located on the F-end and those on 

H, concern the head. Willems notes with the late publication of de Buck's final volume (1961) that there 

is a lot to be studied regarding these texts and their locations.109  

                                                
99 L. Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, NES 17 (Berkley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California Press, 
1977), 2. 
100 See R. Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, vol. 1 (Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1977); De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin 
Texts, 1935 among others. 
101 L. Lesko, Index of the Spells on Egyptian Middle Kingdom Coffins and Related Documents (Berkeley, CA: B. C. Scribe 
Publications, 1979). 
102 Willems, Chests of Life, 232. 
103 J. Assmann, Death and Salvation in Ancient Egypt, trans. David Lorton (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005). 
104 Ibid., 148. 
105 Ibid. 
106 Willems, Chests of Life, 233. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid., 232. 
109 Ibid. 
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The second type of non-ornamental texts - the offering lists - are generally found closely associated with 

the representation of the offering table on the FR.110 Willems notes that the offering lists were not as 

esteemed as the CTs and thus often the offering lists were omitted.111  

Offering Tables, False Doors and wDA.t eyes 

The offering table appears on the FR side of all four coffins. As in tomb chapels, the offering table sat 

before the false door; on the two-dimensional surface of the coffin, the offering table sat next to the 

false door, within reach of the hands of the deceased.112  False doors, along with wDA.t eyes, provide a 

way for the BA to see the sunrise and to take part in solar rebirth. 113 The false doors are also thought to 

provide an exit from the coffin into the tomb chapel.114  

Maps  

The most famous of the compositions, the Book of Two Ways, which comprises of CT 1029-1185 

alongside a pictorial map and other features, is found in several Barshā coffins.115 The bases of these 

coffins are impressive with regards to the interaction of the CT with the pictorial representations as 

there are set places for each of the CT in this layout. Another map, or vignette, is that of the Field of 

Hetep, found on three of the four coffins on the FR side as will be discussed further in Chapter 6.  

3.3 Inner and Outer Coffins as sets 

Works that look at the inner and outer coffins of the Middle Kingdom as sets and discuss them in 

relation to each other are scarce. As discussed by Willems, it is well-known that individuals could have 

multiple coffins; however, this practice is “still ill-understood” as across the corpus of Middle Kingdom 

coffins “no functional variance could be determined,” particularly as there are examples of inner and 

outer coffins being near exact copies.116  

Landgráfová’s recent work on ‘creative copying’ and multiple occurring texts on the walls of the tomb 

and the sarcophagi Iufaa (Late Period, Abusir) is an interesting piece to consider in relation to the inner 

and outer coffins of the Middle Kingdom.117 She found that multiple texts were found both on the 

                                                
110 Ibid., 229. 
111 Ibid., 231. 
112 Ibid., 229. 
113 Ibid., 228. 
114 Ibid. 
115 Willems, Chests of Life, 235. 
116 Ibid., 51. 
117 R. Landgráfová, “‘Creative Copying’: Notes on Text Tradition and Alteration Evidenced in Multiple-Occurring Texts in 
the Shaft Tomb of Iufaa at Abusir.,” in Text: Wissen - Wirkung - Wahrnehmung: Beiträge Des Vierten Münchner Arbeitskreises Junge 
Ägyptologie (MAJA 4), 29.11. Bis 1.12.2013, ed. G. Neunert et al. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2015), 31–58. 
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tomb walls and the sarcophagus.118 She noted multiple PT and BD texts repeated along with one CT, 

530.119 From this, she concluded that various versions of texts were available to scribes and artisans and 

the mixture of PT, CT and BD texts in the Late Period along with the divergence from the original texts 

or the combination with others indicates the use of and access to a vast corpus of texts.120 This study is 

relevant in the case of divergence from the expected form of the text between inner and outer coffin 

sets. 

Bettum has discussed Middle Kingdom coffins as sharing several features with a temple or a tomb, as 

“houses of eternity,” with the multi-layered coffins being potentially metaphoric of the multi-roomed 

tomb.121 In later periods, in particular with anthropoid coffins and mummy-covers, the understanding of 

the difference in purpose of the layers of coffins is better understood, however, it cannot easily be 

mapped back onto the Middle Kingdom examples.122 Bettum notes that it is “the principle of layers,” 

with the layering of decoration as that is of significance in and of itself; and is a key focus of this 

thesis.123 

3.4 Conclusion 

Scholarship on Middle Kingdom Coffins is extensive, vast and diverse as the coffins themselves. This 

chapter reviewed a subset of the literature focused on the three key areas related to this study: 

metaphors and concepts of the coffins, the spatial layout of coffins’ decoration, and studies of inner and 

outer coffins, which will be drawn upon through this thesis.   

  

                                                
118 Ibid., 34. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid., 48–49. 
121 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 30. 
122 Ibid., 47. Bettum notes that in the 19th dynasty, the inner most coffin was referred to as swHt (translated as “egg” or 
“garment”), the next anthropoid coffin was mn-anx “place of life” and the outer most as wt which indicated size. This is not 
certain, however, as there are references to inner coffins as wt.   
123 Ibid., 49. 
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Chapter Four: The Exterior Decoration 

In Willems’ typology, B1L, B2L, B4L were identified as belonging to type IVab and B3L to type VIII on 

the basis of their exterior decoration.124 These types are defined based on two major features: false doors 

and wDA.t eyes, and the exterior hieroglyphs, which allow for both the formation of a chronology and 

typology. The hieroglyphs on the exterior, which are in an ornamental style, applied with paint rather 

than ink, have been found to complement the interior ornamental hieroglyphs (see Figure 10-Figure 

25).125 They assist in forming a typology both by their content and their relative positioning. The two 

lids to be discussed (of the three extant), are noted for their marked difference in decoration and textual 

content. B4L is framed in the coloured rectangle pattern discussed previously and B3L with just the 

simple blue and white outlining. 

4.1 Typologies  

There are fifteen types of exterior decoration classified by Willems, two of which are shown in the 

sample examined in this thesis. The first four types, I through IV, show change over time or variation 

by location.126 The earliest type, Type I, has horizontal ornamental exterior texts only and the presence 

of wDA.t eyes with offerings to Anubis on the western (B) and Osiris on the eastern (FR) side, with a less 

uniform H and F ends.127 Type II shows the experimental introduction of text columns, where they are 

included towards the centre of the long sides but not included at all on the H or F ends; there is some 

variation forming subsets IIa (one column) IIb (two columns) in the centre of the long sides.128  

Type III has found four variants based on two types of text and the presence or absence of a false 

door.129 The variation of texts, however, is the point of interest as they have a bearing on the typology 

of B1L-B4L. The horizontal texts of Type III coffins include offering texts to Anubis and Osiris on the 

long sides and varied H and F texts.130 The first of the subtypes – a (IIIaa and IIIba) – is “strongly 

rooted in the PT” with a strong connection to the deceased being Osiris.131 Nut appears on the H and F 

ends appearing to “order her two daughters Isis and Nephthys to attend to Osiris' body,” and therefore 

                                                
124 Willems, Chests of Life, 21. 
125 Ibid., 193. 
126 Ibid., 121, 122–71. 
127 Ibid., 122–24. 
128 Ibid., 127–31. 
129 Ibid., 131. 
130 Ibid., 133 & 122. 
131 Ibid., 133. 
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that of the deceased.132 The second text type is the “standard formulation,” as it will be continued in 

Type IV, this consists of phrases with the deceased described as a “imAx.y xr” phrases.133  

This standard formulation is explored further in relation to Type IV, and it's "a" textual variation.  Type 

IV has four variants, IVaa – no false door, text a, IVab – no false door, text b, IVba – false door, text a 

and IVbb – false door, text b.134 Text a includes the horizontal texts of B and FR, which follow the 

original Type I arrangement of offering texts. 135 However, H and F have given way to the imAx.y xr-

phrases.136 Isis appears on F and Nephthys on H.137 The columns on the side are also formed with 

imAx.y xr-phrases. The text b is a variation on this standard formulation, which is found on three of the 

four coffins. It is formed with a mixture of traditional texts found in Type III and phrases borrowed 

from a standard formula. 138 Thus the Type IVab found on three of the four coffins had the presence of 

wDA.t eyes without the depiction of a false door and with these innovative ornamental texts, only found 

on the Barshā coffins.139 

The eleven other types are a mix or variant of the types above.140 The one that is relevant to this work is 

Type VIII which appears in B3L, the only one attested as having this variant.141 B3L has short ends that 

fit Type IV and long sides that fit Type IIIb.142   

4.2 Decoration  

B1L, B2L and B4L share the same typology, type IVab. There are, however, differences between the 

coffins. They all share the lack of the false door on the exterior but the presence of wDA.t eyes. The 

wDA.t eyes on the exterior of FR at the H end are contained within a blue and white framed box, and the 

eyes themselves are outlined in black, and B4L has brown irises with a black pupil. B1L and B2L have 

black eyes. The eyebrows and other detailing are in blue with thin black outlining. The eyes are placed at 

the top of the framed box. B2L and B4L leave a blank space below of roughly the same height as the 

eyes, whereas B1L has a small space below. The ornamental hieroglyphs are applied with blue paint and 

                                                
132 Ibid., 134–35. 
133 This phrase begins with imAx.y xr, followed by a (deities name), which is translated as “The revered one with (deity)” as 
per Willems, Chests of Life, 136. 
134 Ibid., 137. 
135 Ibid. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ibid. 
138 Ibid., 160. 
139 Ibid., 136. 
140 Ibid., 165–67. 
141 Ibid., 165. 
142 Ibid. 
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are framed in white and blue frames. A horizontal frame around the top edge of all four sides is formed 

by rectangular blocks of colour, in a pattern of green, red and blue with black edged white bands 

between each colour. B2L and B4L’s ornamental hieroglyphs have no black outlining, which is present 

in B1L and B3L.  

B3L follows type IV on the short ends with two ornamental text columns below a horizontal band, and 

the long sides follow IIIb.143 The long sides have three text columns rather than the four found in type 

IV. The exterior decoration has a false door and wDA.t eyes. The wDA.t eyes of B3L are like those of B1L 

and B2L, have solid black irises and no visible distinction of the pupil with the rest of the detail in blue 

with black outlining.  B3L differs from the other three with the inclusion of a false door painted using 

blue, white, red and green paint with black outlining (Figure 26). The blue painted ornamental 

hieroglyphs with black outlines and detailing were observed by the author to be thickly layered and 

vibrant with sharp black outlining. As with B4L, the framing of the ornamental texts was in white and 

blue with thin black edges and a horizontal frame around the top edge is formed by a band of 

rectangular coloured blocks including red, green, blue, and uncoloured blocks, with white bands 

between each colour.  

On B3L, the horned viper (I9)144 and the cobra in repose (I10)145 in the ornate hieroglyphs are 

decapitated each time they are used (Figure 27).146 The mutilation of hieroglyphs in such a way was first 

seen in the Pyramid Texts of Unas.147 Lacau noted the use of decapitation of snakes in the Middle 

Kingdom funerary texts to render the snake harmless as although the hieroglyphs represent sounds they 

retain their image or form and therefore the power of the image.148 Such mutilations are not found 

outside of the funerary context, as these images are not likely to harm the living but are seen as being 

possibly harmful for the dead.149 Its significance is the presence or lack of mutilation between the 

coffins in the ensemble. This mutilation of hieroglyphs on B3L, but not on the other three coffins, 

where I9 and I10 are shown intact, is an intriguing difference. It could be suggested that, as the 

mutilation is present on B3L, the inner coffin, but not on B4L, the outer coffin, the hieroglyphs closest 

                                                
143 Ibid., 165 & 41. 
144 Gardiner, EG3, 476. 
145 Ibid., 476. 
146 P. Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications de signes dans les textes funéraires,” ZÄS 51 (1914): 1–64; N. Picardo, 
“‘Semantic Homicide’ and the So-Called Reserve Heads: The Theme of Decapitation in Egyptian Funerary Religion and 
Some Implications for the Old Kingdom,” JARCE 43 (2007): 233–38. 
147 Picardo, “‘Semantic Homicide’ and the So-Called Reserve Heads,” 234. 
148 Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications de signes dans les textes funéraires,” 1. 
149 Ibid., 2. 
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to the body were mutilated as their closeness made them more dangerous than those on the outer 

coffin. However, there is not the comparable pattern on Gua’s coffins to further discuss this finding.   

4.3 Exterior Texts 

The exterior translations are found on pp.96-115. B1L, B2L and B4L contain the standard formulation 

of imAx.y xr-phrases to the Sons of Horus found in the standard formulation on the long sides in the 

columns that bordered with the short ends.150 Willems notes that they “mention a more or less fixed 

selection of deities, who appear in a more or less fixed order.”151 He notes that the strictest arrangement 

is that of the presence of the four sons of Horus who are located on the edges abutting the H and F 

ends of the B and FR sides.152 These are usually found in the following locations Duamutef at the F end 

of FR, Ambet or Imseti at the H end of FR, Hapi at the H end of B, and Qebehsenuf at the F end of 

B.153 This is shown on both B1L and B4L. However, B2L differs by switching Duatmutef to the H end 

of B and Hapi to the F end of FR.154 The middle columns of the long sides have specific texts, with the 

middle columns having PT §580c = §1607a-b 155 and the phrase “May you depart to the sky among the 

gods, and may your arm be grasped by Thoth” (henceforth referred to as the Thoth phrase) on the B 

side; or imAx.y xr-phrases.156 B1L has these specific texts, whereas B2L has imAx.y xr-phrases to Shu 

and Tefnut (FR) and Geb and Nut (B) and B4L has imAx.y xr-phrases to Geb and Shu (FR) and Tefnut 

and Nut (B).157  

On the short ends, Isis and Nephthys are vital, and are usually found with the following pairs: Neith and 

Serqet, and the Little and Great Enneads.158 However, the Enneads are not found on these four coffins. 

On the short ends, there is variation with the inclusion of either texts from Type IIIaa or IVaa and in 

one case both, meaning the short ends could contain speeches to Nut or the standard formulation 

imAx.y xr-phrases.159 It is rare for other gods to be included. The standard formulation has been 

suggested to have a liturgical background, and that each of these gods had a role in the funerary 

                                                
150 Willems, Chests of Life, 160. 
151 Ibid., 138. 
152 Ibid. 
153 Ibid., Fig. 11 & no. 59; Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the Orientation of the Human Body,” 42. 
154 This is not confirmed as this particular column is obscured in the display and has not been published previously.  
155 psS.n=s mwt=k nwt Hr=k di=s wn=k m nTr - Your mother Nut has spread herself over you so that she may cause you to 
be as a god (as translated from B1L) 
156 Willems, Chests of Life, 42. 
157 Ibid., 138. 
158 Ibid., 138–40.  
159 Ibid., 42 & 160. 
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rituals.160 B1L, however, includes Geb placing Isis under the feet of Gua on the F end, while Nephthys 

in placed under Gua's head by Nut. It seems likely that Geb was included here on B1L as there had 

been no mention on the long side columns, given the inclusion of the two phrases, above. B2L has 

damage to H. However, it fits the inclusion of Neith, Nut, Serqet, Nephthys and potentially on the 

obscured F column, Isis; it does, however, use the unusual “local god” in the imAx.y xr phrase on the 

horizontal text of F.  B3L follows the expected pattern with imAx.y xr phrases on the horizontal texts 

and the inclusion of Isis and Serqet at the F and Nephthys and Neith at the H. B4L is the only one of 

the four to use prt-xrw phrases on the horizontal texts on the short ends and also references “the great 

god” on the second F end column. 161  

Lastly, the two lids differ significantly in their texts, B3L includes an offering formula to Anubis, similar 

to that found on its B side. B4L, in contrast, includes “PT §580c = §1607a-b,” this strongly links the lid 

to Nut, which as will be discussed in Chapter 10, as an apparent connection between the lid and the sky, 

and therefore the sky-goddess.   

4.4 Comparison and Conclusion 

The exterior of these four coffins is worthy of note as it shows the differences between them all and 

within the pairs. B3L is the coffin that stands out the most with the mutilation of the snakes, the 

inclusion of a false door, the three rather than four columns on the long sides and the outlining of its 

exterior hieroglyphs which are only shared to some degree with B1L. The differences between it and its 

pair, B4L, visually and textually, are striking, providing questions as to why they are so different. B1L 

and B2L have far more in common, although there are some differences of notes such as the B1L FR 

middle columns having PT §580c = §1607a-b and the B columns including the Thoth phrase whereas 

B2L only has imAx.y xr phrases. B2L also switches the location of the sons of Horus, and therefore B1L 

and B2L are not exact copies of each other.   

It is interesting to note, however, the similarities between the two outer coffins and the two inner 

coffins. Both outer coffins (B2L and B4L) share imAx.y xr phrases on the long sides, although not the 

same gods in the same places. Visually they are similar with the use of more of the silhouette than the 

outlined signs of B1L and B3L. B2L, however, looks like the signs may have been carved in as sunken 

relief before paint is applied. The inner coffins (B1L and B3L), despite their different typologies, also 

share the use of the Thoth phrase on the B side and the use of PT §580c = §1607a-b on the FR. It 

                                                
160 Ibid., 141. 
161 Ibid., 138–39, no. 60. 
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seems from this discussion of the exterior that there are some similarities of note between the two outer 

and two inner coffins and that there are some differences within the pairs of coffins that are intriguing.  
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Chapter Five: The Interior Decoration of H 

The H decoration consists of the ornamental frame, ornamental texts, object frieze, and CTs and is the 

north facing side.162 The H of both B1L and B2L are damaged. Therefore, a significant proportion of 

the evidence regarding the H is from B3L and B4L (Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32 and Figure 33).  

5.1 Ornamental texts 

The ornamental texts on B1L and B2L are entirely missing due to the damage sustained. B3L and B4L 

are intact and share a reference to Nephthys, which is, in turn, shared with the H exterior texts of both 

coffins (see translations on p.114). B3L is an imAx.y phrase with Nephthys, mirroring her presence in 

B3L’s exterior H. B4L is interesting in that it has two registers of ornamental texts, rather than the 

expected one register. 163 B4L mirrors the exterior H with Nephthys being under the head of the 

deceased.164 As we only have these two cases extant of the four, there is little conclusion to be drawn 

other than to note the symmetry of the reference to Nephthys on both.  

5.2 Object Frieze  

There are nine standard items found on the H end of type 2 coffins, as listed in Table 3:, with their 

presence on B1L-B4L noted.  

Object Dayr al-Barshā coffins containing objects 

Headrests165 B4L 

Masks Omitted on all four 

Wigs Omitted on all four 

Seven sacred unguents166  B3L, B4L. Remains evident on B1L. 

Two bags of eye-paint167 B3L, B4L. Omitted on B1L 

Two wnx-cloths or towels168 B3L, B4L. Remains evident on B1L. 

                                                
162 Ibid., 124; Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the Orientation of the Human Body,” 40. 
163 Willems, Chests of Life, 194, Table 12. 
164 Ibid. 
165 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets, 235–38. 
166 Ibid., 141–52. 
167 Ibid., 153–55. 
168 Ibid., 120–22. 
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Vases B2L169 

Xnm.t-wr sieves170  B4L. Remains evident on B1L. 

Weaponry171  B2L172 

Myrrh, incense B1L, B3L 

Table 3: H-end object frieze items.173 

Both B3L and B4L begin from the FR side of H with the seven unguents, two bags of eye paints, wnx-

clothes and then have two different objects following. B3L has snnTr incense and an incense flame 

(Figure 32) and B4L has a Xnm.t-wr sieve and a headrest (Figure 33). The objects on B3L are also 

labelled in hieratic. In the case of B4L, space for the labels was created with lines dividing where the 

individual captions would be, however, there are none present. B3L lists its objects from FR to B as: sT-

Hb, the festival fragrance, 174 Hknw, the perfume of acclamation, 175 sft, which has been designated as a 

molten fat from its root sf – to burn,176 nSnm, an essence containing mn oil, acacia flowers and molten 

fat,177 twAwt, perfume of salvation,178 hAtt aS, pine oil,179 HAtt n(y)t THnw, oil of Libya,180 msdmt, bags of 

eye-paint,181 wnxy, wnx-cloths,182 xt-snTr, incense flame,183 and snTr, incense.184 

5.3 Coffin Texts  

The H of the four coffins are particularly interesting when it comes to their CTs as neither of the 

individuals' coffins sets shares the same CT at the H between the inner and the outer coffin. However, 

B1L and B4L share CT 154-157 and B2L and B3L share CT146 as the FR end of the H end. The order 

and layout of these texts can be found in Table 4. 

                                                
169 Noted to be present by Willems, Chests of Life, 211, no. 158; H. Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed. Remarks on the 
Meaning of the Decoration of Some Middle Kingdom Coffins,” in Essays on Ancient Egypt in Honour of Herman Te Velde, ed. J. 
Van Dijk (Groningen, The Netherlands: Styx Publications, 1997), 351. 
170 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets, 238–40 suggests that these are pillows, however, Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 345 
notes that it is seen having water poured through as part of a purification ritual. 
171 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets, 193–231. 
172 Noted to be present by Willems, Chests of Life, 211, no. 158. 
173 Also noted by Willems, Chests of Life, 209-211. 
174 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets, 146; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 58. 
175 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets, 146. 
176 Ibid., 147. 
177 Ibid., 147–48 notes that the translation “Elephantine oil” is incorrect and should be dismissed. 
178 Ibid., 148. 
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid., 149. 
181 Ibid., 154. 
182 Ibid., 120–22. 
183 Ibid., 321. 
184 Ibid., 320, notes the literal translate being “le divinisateurs,” which suggests that the product makes one akin to a god 
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Table 4: Order of H end CT from FR to B 

B1L and B4L, with CT154-157, have four spells that all call for the knowledge of the BAw of Heliopolis, 

the New Moon (psDntyw), Hermopolis and Pe, respectively. These texts mirror each other with the 

knowing of the BAw, a connection to Osiris, and having power or being provisioned in the realm of the 

dead.185 CT146, shared by B2L and B3L, calls for the assembling of the deceased’s loved ones, family, 

associates, and along with provisions such as white bread for the deceased.186 CT146 is found on all four 

coffins. B2L, following CT146, goes on with CT101, 102, 98 which all reference the movement of the 

BA and the shade of the deceased. Following these are CT363-366, which speak of the deceased as being 

with the gods and born of them in the West, barques of the gods, and the deceased being in the land of 

the Silent One.187 Lastly, CT367– 372 are all texts that call for the deceased to be able to function 

normally in the afterlife including walking the right way up, not eating faeces instead eating bread, and 

driving away snakes.188  

                                                
185 CT II 267a [CT154] [rx] bAw Iwnw “Knowing the BAw of Heliopolis;” 291a [CT155] rx bAw psDntyw “Knowing the BAw 
of the new moon;” 323c [CT156] iw=i rx.kwi bAw Xmnw “I know the BAw of Hermopolis;” 348b [CT157] iw rx.kwi bAw P 
“I know the BAw of Pe.” 
186 E.g. CT II 180a dmD Abt n=f m Xrt-nTr “Assemble family for him in the necropolis” 
187 CT V 23a [CT363] r n(y) Haa imnt nfrt m xsfw s iiw.n=i xr=k sA nwt “] Utterance of the beautiful West is joyful at 
meeting the man. I have come to you, son of Nut;” 24d [CT364] ink ama pr m Ra “I am the uncircumcised one who came 
forth from Re;” 26a [CT365] hA.n=i m xnt tA igr “I have gone down into the land of the Silent One;” 28b [CT366] mi 
smn=s sA=s @r m HAt wiA Ra nss=f  “like she made firm her son Horus on the bow of the bark of Re, which he raised up” 
188 For example, CT V 28d [CT367] tm Smm Sxdxd “Not walking upside down;” 30b [CT368] n Hs is rn=k “Excrement is 
not my name;” 33b [CT370] tm rdi wmn sw HfAtw pw m Xrt-nTr “Not permitting the snakes to eat him in the necropolis.” 
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5.4 Discussion  

It has been argued in the case of other coffins that the decoration elements should be considered 

together, in particular, the CTs and the Object Frieze.189 Willems details several CTs that may be linked 

to objects, however, none of these CT are found on these coffins despite the presence of some of these 

objects.190 Despite this apparent lack of linkage between specific texts and the objects depicted in the 

case of these coffins, it is clear that the H end there is a strong association with the position of the body, 

particularly the spatial closeness to the deceased’s head for both the frieze and the texts. The provision 

of food in the case of CT146 shows a connection to the mouth. This is accompanied by frequent 

references to eyes, such as the Eye of Horus, in particular, the reference to the “Kultlegende von Buto” 

where Seth injures his eye as a black pig in CT157.191 In CT154-156 the references to eyes act as 

metaphors of the moon; CT156, in particular, references the eating of an eye as a metaphor for the 

waxing and waning moon.192 CT 101, 102 and 98 refer to the head, lips, speech, and mouth along with 

the grain-god, bread and food, showing a focus on the mouth and eating. Most of CT363a-372 texts 

also refer to the head including vision (CT363); the brow (CT366); eating (CT368-372); eyebrows, head 

coverings, and baldness (CT370); the face and nostrils (CT372). This association with the closeness of 

the head is also shown in the object frieze, which contains headrests (B4L) and eye makeup (B3L-B4L).  

Willems notes that the object frieze on H conforms “most closely to a common pattern,” which links to 

the “purification ritual of PT §§50-57.”193 However, the H addresses rituals including the purification 

ritual, offering ritual, the Opening of the Mouth and those rituals around the Place of Embalming.194 

The “Purification Ritual” involved the application of the seven unguents and the eye paint to the face of 

either a mummy or statue and the use of wnx-cloths.195 Together, the three items are noted on B3L and 

B4L. In the case of the labelled B3L, the order of the unguents does not quite follow that of PT §§50-

57. However, both B3L and B4L do follow the overall order of unguents, eye paint and then the wnx-

cloths. This list of items is also found at the start of offering lists which “outline the material content of 

                                                
189 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 101. 
190 Willems, Chests of Life, 208. 
191 Hermann Kees, Totenglauben und jenseitsvorstellungen der alten Agypter: Grundlagen und Entwicklung bis zum Ende des Mittleren 
reiches (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1980), 218; CT II 339c-341a Dd in Ra dg my r SA pf kmt aHa[.n @r dg]t r SA pf  ah.n @r kiwt 
Hr qd wrt n irt=f nSnt  Dd=f mk irt=i mri sqr pf ir.n %tX irt=i "Then Re said: “Look at that black pig.” Then Horus looked 
at that pig. Then Horus cried out concering the great condition of his injured eye, (and) he said “Behold! My eye is like that 
strike which Seth caused on my eye.” 
192 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 183 & 216; CT II 315c [CT156] wnm irt ini Darw s<t>"The eye is eaten, the one who searched it 
out are fetched.” 
193 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 344; PT §§50-57 can also be referenced as Utterance 72-81 and are translated by J 
Allen, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 2nd ed. (Atlanta, Georgia: SBL Press, 2015), 24–25. 
194 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 101. 
195 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 344. 
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invocation offerings” which are for either the presentations of offerings or the Opening of the Mouth 

ceremony.196 Multiple tomb friezes have been suggested to show the purification of the deceased, which 

use snw-vases197 and Xnm.t-wr sieves, these sieves are also found on B1L and B4L 198 These objects were 

also known to form a part of the activities in a “Purification Tent (ibw)," and the sH-nTr (Sacred Booth) 

found in the offering formula to Anubis on the B  is argued to be equivalent to the Purification Tent.199 

Given the ‘deceased' is shown as living in these images, and in the clothing of an officiant, and that 

there are two possible interpretations, Willems argues that the friezes “situate the corpse in the position 

of an officiant, preparing him for entering the Place of Embalming” and the H and F friezes situate “the 

corpse as lying in between in the position of the body being embalmed.”200 This link to embalming is 

also shown in CT363, which alludes to embalming through the mention of the gods within mourning 

and refers to gods involved in the embalming and protection of Osiris.201 CT155 also refers to “(on) the 

day of the great bandaging (at) his death, (on) the night of covering what is in his mouth” which not 

only connects to embalming but the mouth, and, therefore, the head.202 

5.5 Conclusion 

The H of all the coffins, despite some evidence being lost through the ravages of time, is very clearly 

linked to both the position of the body and the rituals around offering, purification, embalming and the 

Opening of the Mouth. The coffins differ slightly in their provision of objects in the object frieze. The 

ornamental hieroglyphs of B3L and B4L mirror their exterior texts with their reference to Nephthys and 

B4L is interesting in that it has two registers of ornamental hieroglyphs, thus, less room for CTs. B1L 

and B4L mirror each other in having CT154-157. B2L and B3L share CT146 as the first spell on the FR 

side of H, however, given the more substantial real estate of B2L, it follows on with spells not found on 

any of the other three. The comparison of outer and inner between the two sets is interesting 

concerning the CTs, as the outer coffin of Gua mirrors the inner coffin of Sen and vice versa, thus what 

is the inner and outer pattern of H for Gua is essentially the outer and inner pattern for Sen.  

  

                                                
196 Ibid. 
197 Not found on B1L-B4L but are usually located on the F end.  
198 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 344–49. 
199 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 347; Hoffmeier, “The Possible Origin of the Tent of Purification in the Egyptian 
Funerary Cult,” 173–76, notes that both ibw and sH-nTr were purification tents, for the nobility and royalty in the Old 
Kingdom respectively and following that sH-nTr was no longer restricted to these groups. 
200 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 349. 
201 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 163, see also note 818. 
202 CT II 303b iw=i rx=k <hDi> xnt xAt m a Inpw 
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Chapter Six: The Interior Decoration of FR  

The FR side, the eastern side, has several unique features not found on any of the other sides of the 

coffin, including the false door, wDA.t eyes, offerings table and texts, and the Field of Hetep, along with 

the ornamental texts, the object frieze, and the CTs as found on the other sides (Figure 34, Figure 35, 

Figure 36 and Figure 37).  

6.1 Ornamental texts 

All four coffins have an offering formula to Osiris, mirroring the exterior, with B4L having a second 

register with an offering formula to Thoth (see translations on p.115). The additional register on B4L 

includes the offering formula to Thoth, which is often used in replacement of the offering to Osiris and 

Willems notes that this text “deals with the performance for Osiris – the deceased – of an offering ritual 

by Thot.”203 

6.2 Object Frieze 

The object frieze on the FR side is rare elsewhere but is found across all four coffins.204 B1L, B3L and 

B4L have one register of object frieze, and B2L has two. The arrangement found on Barshā coffins 

from H follows: “1) a row of four or five cobras or vultures; 2) the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, 

sometimes followed by the double crown; 3) a nms-headcloth; 4) jewellery and amulets,” following, the 

objects are in a less strict order, as shown in Table 5.205 On B2L and B3L, the objects are labelled, with 

the other two having space left for labels but none present.  

B1L B2L B3L B4L 

 Register 1 Register 2    
5 cobras 5 cobras Ousekh Collar (pp. 

62–71) 
4 cobras  

The Crown of UE The Crown of UE Simple loincloths 
(pp.17-18) 

The Crown of UE The Crown of UE 

The Crown of LE The Crown of LE Loincloth or “Les 
Mesit” (pp.21-23 & 
94-96) 

The Crown of LE The Crown of LE 

The Double Crown   Coat (pp.24-26) The Double Crown   
The nms-headdress 
(pp.8-11) 

The nms-headdress Royal loincloths The nms-headdress The nms-headdress 

Lying falcon with 
flail (pp.91-92) 

 Mirror Lying falcon with 
flail 

 

                                                
203 Willems, Chests of Life, 197. 
204 Ibid., 218. 
205 Ibid., 220. Note that it is unique to Barshā to find cobra/vultures on FR. 
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Lying falcon with 
red disc (pp.91-92) 

Lying falcon with 
red disc 

Sceptres of the gods Lying falcon with 
red disc 

 

Walking sticks 
(pp.159-162) 

The head of a 
serpent and labelled 
as “mnqbyt” (p.54) 

Forked stick Walking sticks Necklace (pp.60-61) 

“Sceptre makes” 
(p.173) 

Isolated beads 
(pp.49-51) 

Triangular smA-
amulet (pp.85-87) 

Cane (p.162) Shell on a necklace 
(pp.58-60) 

Walking sticks HAt-amulet Forked sticks Bows Isolated beads 
Sceptre mâkes Bows Simple loincloths  Quiver of arrows 5 vultures  
Slings (pp.220-223) Slings Walking sticks Slings Idmi-fabric (pp.31-

39) 
Bows Quiver of arrows Forked sticks Sceptres of the gods Towel 
Quiver of arrows smA object shaped as 

F36 (pp.85-87) 
Bows Mirror  

Walking sticks Walking sticks Quiver of arrows White Mace  
abA sceptre (p.108) Ankh (pp.333-335) abA sceptre Conical Mace 

(p.201) 
 

White Mace (pp.203-
205) 

Sceptre mâkes Walking sticks Vases of the baptism 
of life (pp.312-315) 

 

Sceptres of the gods Unknown item in 
fabric (damaged) 

pD-aHa-objects 
(pp.223-227) 

abA sceptre  

Bowl (p.115) Royal loincloth 
(pp.20-21) 

Ring (pp.336-337) Queue (pp.110-111)  

Flail (pp.187-191) Fabric rectangles 
with tassels  

Unknown item in 
fabric 

Valise (pp.264-265)  

HH-gods Fabric as the cross 
of Saint Andrew 
(p.39) 

Royal loincloths, 
including one with 
an Anubis head 

Vulture (p.15)  

HAt-amulet Wrapped Lying 
falcon with red disc 

Fabric rectangles 
with tassels  

Sistrum (p.79-83)  

HH-gods Fabric in with a 
fringe (p.33) 

Fabric as the cross 
of Saint Andrew 

Imnti-symbol 
(pp.84-85) 

 

Unknown Unknown item in 
fabric (damaged) 

Unknown item in 
fabric  

Bowl  

Slings  Unknown item in 
fabric (damaged; 
label: qbH snw=f 
Qebehsenuef) 

Fabric in the form of 
a vase  

Flail  

Walking sticks Royal loincloths Pearl apron with an 
uraeus on each side 
(p.106) 

  

Bows   Simple loincloths    
Quiver of arrows  Unknown item in 

fabric (label 
connects to red 
crown) 

  

Sceptres of the gods  Towel (pp.120-122)   
Forked stick 
(pp.165-168) 

    

Walking sticks     
Mirror (pp.132-137)     

Table 5: Layout of objects in the FR Frieze with page references to Jéquier’s discussion and catalogue of objects for the first mention of 
the item206 

                                                
206 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets. 
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the object frieze is believed to be organised along four principles, in the case 

of the FR of these four coffins, two of these apply: symmetry where objects are placed opposite each 

other; and arrangements associated with earlier tomb paintings. These coffins’ object friezes are “rooted 

in the royal sphere.”207 The crowns and the nms-headdress have a clear royal association.208 Goebs 

discussed the role of crowns as “insignia of gods, as emblems the deceased receives in the course of his 

transfiguration, but also as symbols for properties of cosmic gods and metaphors for cosmic 

phenomena.”209 

This royal association is also shown with the inclusion items of “royal object ritual” from PT §40+1-11 

- 49+9 and PT Utt. 742-756.210 These texts form part of the “Regalia Offering Direction,” and several 

items from this ritual are found in the object friezes of the coffins, including bows, arrows, maces, flails, 

staffs, smA-staffs, forked staffs, crooks, pD-aHa-objects, cobras, and vultures. 211 There is a lack of 

“objects of daily use,” with available space focused on the royal items.212  

6.3 False Doors, wDA.t eyes and Offering Tables 

B1L, B2L, B4L include a false door below a pair of wDA.t eyes on the interior. B3L includes just a false 

door on the interior.213 They are located on the H-end of FR, so they are closest to the face of the 

deceased. Next to the false door, the offering table is found on all four coffins, within arm’s reach of the 

deceased.214 The offering table is closely linked with the offering texts. 215 B1L has an offering table half 

the size of the other depictions as the space below is taken up with an offering text.  

6.4 Coffin Texts 

The CTs found on the FR side have minimal overlap between the four coffins, as shown in Table 4.  

                                                
207 Willems, Chests of Life, 220. 
208 Goebs, Crowns in Egyptian Funerary Literature. 
209 Ibid., 30. 
210 Ibid., 208 & 220. 
211 Harold M. Hays, The Organization of the Pyramid Texts: Typology and Disposition, Probleme Der Ägyptologie, 31. Bd (Leiden; 
Boston: Brill, 2012), 608-9. 
212 Willems, Chests of Life, 221. 
213 Ibid., 47. 
214 Ibid., 229. 
215 Ibid.; Jéquier, Les frises d’objets, 287–89. 
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Table 6: Order of FR end CT from H to F 

The critical overlap is the spells towards the H end of the FR in the case of B1L and B3L which 

reference the Field of Hetep and include a vignette of the Field of Hetep (CT404, 464, 465, 466, 467).216 

The vignette containing CT466 shows the “characteristics of an area in the Beyond and serves as a 

Netherworld guide.”217 It is found on several coffins from Barshā including B1L, B3L and B4L. In the 

case of B4L, CT466 is missing and is a more simplified graphic. Also, B1L and B3L have CT464 and 

465, and B3L has CT467, which are on “the same matters” as CT466.218  These are discussed by Lesko 

in the order of CT464 through CT467, if all are present, within some splitting of either 465 or 467 

around the vignette of 466, as is found in B1L and B3L.219 Willems states that the vignette is often 

shown in the “immediate vicinity of the offering table.”220 B1L is not immediately adjacent, but in the 

                                                
216 CT V 199a [CT404] prt im=f m Xnw sxt iArw “Going forth therein into the Field of Rushes;’ 336c [CT464] mAA n=i Ra 
xmy=i sxt Htp=i “Re looks at me (when) I touch the Field of Offerings;” 348b [CT465] wnn m Htp nb sXt Htp “To be Hetep, 
Lord of the Field of Hetep;” 353IV [CT466] wnn m Htp nb sxt Taw m fnD n mn mt.n=f  “to be Hetep, Lord of marshland, 
breath in his nose, he will not remain die;” 363a [CT467] anx=i m Htp “I live as Hetep.” 
217 Willems, Chests of Life, 234. 
218 Ibid., 235. 
219 L. Lesko, “The Field of Ḥetep in Egyptian Coffin Texts,” JARCE 9 (1971): 90. 
220 Willems, Chests of Life, 235. 
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first third of the FR side, B3L is slightly further away from the offering table again. This closeness 

shows a connection between the offering ritual, of which the offering table is a key part and symbol, 

and the Fields of Hetep where “the deceased would have access to whatever provisions he liked.”221  

B1L continues after CT466 with CT187-194 calling for the deceased not to eat excrement.222 This 

reference to excrement not being eaten is also found in a similar location on B3L.223 The remaining texts 

reference going forth, the opening of thresholds for the deceased, the exception is CT94 which focuses 

on the deceased’s relation to Osiris. 224   

B3L continues after CT467 with CT489-492 which refer to opened doors, gates and portals, and paths 

being made for the deceased, like those found on B1L, include references to the deceased's BA, magic, 

shadow and spirit.225 CT493 also includes the deceased BA with its body and shadow being kept out of 

harm.226  

B2L differs in having CTs that do not reference the Field of Hetep, instead referring to breathing in 

water (CT373) and the deceased becoming various birds (CT374, CT272-4, CT271).227 B2L continues 

with CT136 which refers to the assembling of the deceased’s family and the deceased’s mouth as that of 

the HH-god along with attributes of the other gods.228 CT137 has cattle and birds not entering the 

shambles of the gods and an interesting reference to the apparent title of “the authority of the heart of 

the hound.”229 CT138-140, 285 and 700 have references to the deceased with the gods Sobek, Seshat, 

Neith, and Geb.230 CT701, 594 and 702 parallel CT187-194 on B1L in calling for the deceased to eat 

with its mouth and excrete with its hindquarters, providing the burial, beer, bread and the morning 

                                                
221 Ibid. 
222 E.g. CT III 87f-g [CT187] bwt=i pw Hs n wnm=i “Excrement is what I detest, I will not eat.” 
223 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 327. 
224 E.g. CT IV 330q [CT336] Hr ntt ink swA wab Hr ib msqt rdy.n=f msyt m THnt m THnt “because I am the one who passes 
pure through the Milky Way, to whom is given supper in faience in a glittering <place>;” VI 89j [CT503] iw=f pr=f r Ddd 
ib=f m xprw nb mrw prt im=f “He goes forth in order that his heart may endure in all forms that which goes forth therein 
it;” II 67c [CT94] ink bA pw aA n Wsir “I am the Great Ba of Osiris.” 
225 E.g. CT V I69a [CT491] wnn wAt n bA=i Axt=i n HkA=i Swyt=i “A path is opened for my Ba, my Spirit, my magic and my 
shadow.” 
226 CT VI 74g-i ink XAt tw rmit.n n=s tm qrst inpw  iw bA […] Dt=i iw Swyt=i n a=s “I am the corpse which Atum wept for 
it, which Anubis buried. [My] Ba, my body, my shadow, are at its side.” 
227 CT V 35a [CT373] ssnt TAw mm mw “Cause to breath air therein water;” IV 9a [CT271] xprw m awa “Becoming a awa-
bird;” 10a [CT272] xprw m nwr “Becoming a heron;” 11a [CT273] xprw m bik “Becoming a falcon;” 13e [CT274] ink Tny=i 
m bik “I am uplifted as a divine falcon;” 
228 CT II 160f dmD Abt n=f m Xrt-nTr “Assembling a family in the necropolis;” 162b iw r=i m HH sSm=i nfr 2 “My mouth is 
that of the HH-god, I lead doubly well.” 
229 CT II 166a nHm.kA.t<w> Hw ib Tsm m a Ra “The authority of the heart of the hound shall be taken away from Re’s arm.” 
230 CT II 172k [CT138] ink ms sSAt “I am who birthed Seshat;” 173a [CT139] ibyt Nt “[Unknown] of Neith;” 173g [CT140] 
sAg n=i Gb prt n=f im “Geb is [unknown] for me what went forth from him;” IV 35a [CT285] xprw m sH nb Sw <n>xA 
“Becoming Sobek, Lord of the winding lakes;” VI 333a-b [CT700] wnn s mm anxw imt idt Gb “A man shall exist among the 
living, who are between the two cows of Geb.” 
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meals for the deceased. CT415 reports the deceased going to Pe and Dep. CT75 is discussed in detail by 

Willems as a Shu-Spell and a transformation spell, where the deceased is multiple characters introduced 

with “I am,” and these new stages may indicate a transition in the ritual performance.231 The text places 

Shu as the “creator god” and gives the Heliopolitan creation myth as the creation account, although it 

seems to purposely deny “another Heliopolitan dogma” that “Shu was created by Atum’s masturbation” 

which is unusual for an Egyptian text to weigh one dogma against another.232 Willems does not discuss 

CT76 as a Shu-spell but it is undoubtedly so, with multiple references to Shu.233 In contrast to CT75, 

Shu is referred to as the one whom Atum created. 

B4L has only four spells on the FR which are also repeated on B. CT158, CT159 and CT160 follow 

from the CT154-7 that are found on the B4L H end, which reference the knowing of various BAw of 

Hierconpolis, Easterners, Westerners. CT146 has been discussed previously as calling for the deceased’s 

family and loved ones to be assembled for them. 

6.5 Discussion 

It is clear that the decoration, in particular, the CTs and the object frieze, should be considered together. 

Although Willems’ survey does not provide a link between CTs and object frieze found on these four 

coffins, there is a link between the HH-gods found on B1L’s object frieze and CT619 which references 

the HH-gods. 234 There are also frequent references to the HH-gods on B2L in the Shu spells, CT75 and 

CT76.235 These are in a similar location to CT619, showing a link between the inner and outer coffins of 

Gua. 

The four coffins have CTs and themes in common. The two inner coffins, B1L and B3L, begin with 

texts dealing with the Field of Hetep. B1L continues with the theme of not eating excrement and living 

on proper sustenance in the afterlife and then the opening of portals and making paths and parallels this 

with B3L's opening of portals and making of paths. B2L differs largely from B1L, B2L beginning with 

breathing in water, becoming animals such as birds, assembling of the deceased’s family and associating 

the deceased with multiple gods. B2L does, however, parallel texts from B1L and B3L calling for the 

deceased to eat with their mouth and excrete with their hindquarters, the providing of a burial, beer, 

bread and the morning meals for the deceased. B2L then finishes with CT75 and CT76, two Shu-Spells. 

                                                
231 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 297. 
232 Ibid., 304–6. CT I 374c-d xpr.n=i m nTr xpr Ds=f wa smsw r nTr “I have come into being by the god who comes into 
being himself alone, being older than the gods.” 
233 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 465. CT II 3d ink pw Sw qmA tm “I am Shu who Atum created.” 
234 Willems, Chests of Life, 208. 
235 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 339. 
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B4L is unique in repeating CT146 which is found on the H end of B2L and B3L, and then continuing 

from its H end with CT158-160 which reference the knowing of various Bas, which doesn’t compare to 

the other four coffins.  

6.6 Conclusion 

The FR sides are diverse, and the ornamental texts largely mirror the exterior FR. The object frieze of 

the four coffins is found to be rooted in the royal sphere.236 There is a connection between the HH-gods 

in B1L and B2L and several shared themes and texts between the four coffins, which is highly relevant 

to the comparison of the coffins.  

  

                                                
236 Hays, The Organization of the Pyramid Texts, 608; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 208 & 220; Goebs, Crowns in 
Egyptian Funerary Literature, 30. 
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Chapter Seven: The Interior Decoration of F 

The interior decoration of F consists of ornamental texts, object frieze, and CTs and, in the case of 

these four coffins, the decoration is diverse ( Figure 38, Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41). This leads 

to discussions of the body’s position, rituals and previous tomb depictions, and their connection to the 

decoration.  

7.1 Ornamental Texts 

The ornamental texts of F are imAx.y xr phrases (see translations on p.117). B1L, B2L and B4L all 

reference the venerated one with Isis. B3L does not reference any gods, mirroring the exterior text that 

also has no god in the vertical text. B1L and B4L mirror the reference to Isis on the F exterior.  

7.2 Object Frieze 

The object frieze of F is similar across the four coffins, with the presence of sandals and the granaries. 

The order of these objects is shown in Table 7.  

 
Table 7: Objects found on F from FR to B with page references to Jéquier’s discussion and catalogue of objects for the first mention of 
the item237 

                                                
237 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets. 
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Willems observed that “the main category of F-objects is formed by implements used during the rites of 

the purification tent,” similar to those found on H, including the sandals, anx-symbols, vases as found 

on these four coffins.238 He notes that there are six object patterns for F, including one that is unique to 

Barshā group D in which the “frieze includes a row of granaries, writing equipment and carpenter’s 

tools.” 239  

7.3 Coffin Texts 

The F of the four coffins, like H, are particularly interesting when it comes to their CTs. B1L and B3L 

share the same CTs (CT379-382) towards the B end of F. The layout of the CTs is detailed in Table 8.  

 
Table 8: Order of F end CT from FR to B 

B1L begins with CT158, CT159 and CT160 which reference the knowing of various BAw of 

Hierconpolis, Easterners, Westerners, these follow on from CT154-7 found on B1L’s H.240 B1L goes on 

with CT379-382, which are also found on B3L, which call for snakes and other animals to be driven 

                                                
238 Willems, Chests of Life, 213. 
239 Ibid. 
240 CT II 349a [CT158] rx bAw nxn "I know the BAw of Hieraconpolis;" II 363c [CT159] iw=i rx.kwi bAw iAbtyw "I know 
the BAw of the Easterners;" II 375b [CT160] rx bAw imntyw "Knowing the BAw of the Westerners.”  
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away from the deceased.241 The F is completed with CT419, refers to the festival of Sokar, and groups 

worshipping the deceased, and in CT420, the deceased enters netherworld locations.242  

B2L begins with CT292, and CT363-4 which focus on the deceased travelling in the West.243 This 

moves onto CT227-8 in which the deceased becomes Osiris and Horus.244 CT165-167 focus on 

providing food and gifts.245 CT168 refers to being without water.246 CT453-4 share a reference to “O, 

the one who cuts off heads (and) sever necks.”247 Then CT395 speaks of the deceased going aboard 

lotus barque.248 CT698-9 speak of the feet not having power over or opposing the deceased.249  This side 

then finishes with CT318, regarding the Nile-god which continues on B.250  

B3L begins with CT146, as previously discussed in Chapter Five: , which calls for the assembling of the 

deceased’s loved ones, and along with provisions for the deceased and then continues with 379-382.  

B4L includes CT30-36, which are focused on Osiris, and the West.251 There is also reference to magic in 

the belly of the deceased in CT30, CT33 and CT36 which forms part of a standard statement.252 

Assmann discusses these seven texts in the context of “death as transition, as passage,” in particular, 

“transition as Journey to Osiris.”253 Assmann’s discussion, along with Ogdon, Jürgens, and Willems, has 

                                                
241 CT V 42f [CT379] xsf rkrk “Driving away the snake;” 43h [CT380] xrt <H>ti bik “Be far from the Hty-falcon;” 44e 
[CT381] xsf rkrk pw “driving away the snake;” 44h [CT382] xsf rkrk m Xrt-nTr Hr iwf N pn “The snake is driven off in the 
necropolis upon the flesh of this N.” 
242 CT V 256e-f [CT419] inD Hr=k Wsir GwA pn m ra pw nfr n(y) Hb skr “Hail to you, Osiris Gua, in this good day of the 
festival of Sokar;” e.g. 257a [CT420] aq.n=i m nbs n iAw “I have entered into the zizphus tree of the Mound.” 
243 CT IV 43k [CT292] aHa=i Hr xns <r> imnt “I stand upon and travel to the West;” V 23a [CT363] r n(y) Haa imnt nfrt m 
xsfw s “Utterance of the beautiful West is joyful at meeting the man;” 25d [CT364] i pA=i xnn=i m wiA xpr m HAt wiA=f im 
nwt “O, I fly and alight in the Barque of Khepri, on the bow of his Bark which is in Nut.” 
244 CT III 260g [CT227] iw nD n wi sA=i @r Hna mwt=f Ast “My son Horus and his mother Isis have protected me;” 276b 
[CT228] wsr.kwi xay.kwi m Wsir “I am strong (and) I appear as Osiris.” 
245 CT III 5a [CT165] wnm t Hr wdHw n(y) Ra “Eating bread upon the offering tables of Re; 16a-b [CT166] imi n=i Awt 
Sm=i r=i “Give to me gifts, I will depart to me;” 16c [CT167] Hms sp sn wnm t “Sit down, sit down, eat bread.”  
246 CT III 28c sSr itrw “The rivers have dried up.” 
247 CT V 322c and 324k-l [CT453 and CT454] i Hsq Hrw sni wsrtw  
248 CT V 68a r n hAt r sSn wiA “Spell for going aboard the lotus-barque.” 
249 CT VI 332p [CT698] n sxm rd=k im=i “Your foot will not have power there over me;” 332v [CT699] n xsf rd=I Drw Axt 
“My foot will not be opposed to the limit of the horizon.” 
250 CT IV 136a-b [CT318] xpr n HkA=i m Drw pt tA ink Hap “My magic came into being in the limits of the sky and land, for I 
am Hapy (the Nile God);” 
251 CT I 85d-87a [CT30] mA<.n=sn>%n pn imy imnt “They saw Sen who is in the West;” 98d-100a [CT31] ix=i mAA n imy-r 
pr %n pn Wsir m Ddw m saH=f n kA imnt “I will cause this steward Sen to see Osiris in Djedu in his dignity of the Bull of the 
West; 102a [CT32] Wsir %n pn m Ddw “Osiris (and) this Sen in Djedu;” 114a [CT33] Hmt imnt Ds=s m %n pn “Majesty of the 
West herself with this Sen;” 122a-b [CT34] ix mAA Wsir %n pn Wsir Ddw sDA=k Hna=f r AbDw Therefore, causing this Osiris 
Sen to see Osiris of Djedu (and) you shall travel with him to Abydos;” 130b [CT35] sfx.t<w>=f m iw dwAtw “He is purified 
in the Island of those of the Netherworld;” 135b-136a [CT36] mk %n pn iwi xr=k mAA.n=f nfr=k n(y) nTr aA imy imnt 
“Behold, this Sen has come to you, so he may see your beauty of the Great Gods who are in the West.” 
252 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 355–56. CT I 91b, 118a, 137d [CT30, 33 and 36] mH.n=f Xt=f m HkAw “He has filled his body with 
magic” 
253 Assmann, Death and Salvation in Ancient Egypt, 141 & 147. 
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placed these texts as potentially forming part of a liturgy – “the screenplay of a ritual “drama” enacted 

on the day of the funeral.”254 Willems notes that despite some flaws in the initial work by Ogdon that 

these texts do belong to a liturgy and explores further the social and ritual conclusions that can be 

ascertained from these texts.255  CT30-37 form the “core of this composition,” and the spells CT38 to 

41, in this case only CT38, are additional to it.256 These sequences are rarely found, with the known 

samples from the reigns of Sesostris II-III at Dayr al-Barshā, and likely are created during this time.257 

Willems observes that both sets of spells, the core CT30-37, and the additional CT38-41 “concern 

interaction between a dead father and his living son.”258 The argument that these texts being dramatic or 

glorification spells, is one of great interest. The suggestion of drama from Ogdon’s work is disproven by 

Willems who clearly shows that only one speaker recites the text.259 Jürgens continues with Ogdon’s 

thesis but proves the presence of only one speaker and suggests that the liturgy is made of glorification 

spells.260  Willems maintains that the spells are not glorification spells as defined by Assmann, given that 

the “speaker frequently refers to himself in the first person singular, and he even describes his ritual 

activity” which is in direct contrast to the understanding of glorification spells.261  

7.4 Discussion 

There are associations with the body’s position between the CT and object frieze.  For the object frieze, 

sandals have a clear connection to the feet, and are therefore found on F.262 Unlike the H, there is not as 

strong a connection to the body in the CTs, however it is still present in CT698 and CT699 on B2L and 

reference “other beings having power over” and “oppose” his legs.263 The anx-symbols, which are found 

                                                
254 J. Ogdon, “A New Dramatic Argument in the Coffin Texts (Spells 30-37),” in L’Egyptologie En 1979: Axes Prioritaires de 
Recherches., vol. 2 (Paris: Éditions du Centre national de la recherché scientifique, 1982), 37–43; H. Willems, “The Social and 
Ritual Context of a Mortuary Liturgy of the Middle Kingdom (CT Spells 30-41),” in Social Aspects of Funerary Culture in the 
Egyptian Old and Middle Kingdoms: Proceedings of the International Symposium Held at Leiden University, 6-7 June, 1996, ed. Harco 
Willems, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 103 (Leuven; Sterling, VA: Uitgeverij Peeters and Dep. Oosterse Studies, 2001), 
253; P. Jürgens, Grundlinien einer Überlieferungsgeschichte der altägyptischen Sargtexte: Stemmata und Archetypen der Spruchgruppen 30-32+ 
33-37, 75 (-83), 162+ 164, 225+ 226 und 343+ 345 (Otto Harrassowitz Verlag, 1995), 237; Assmann, Death and Salvation in 
Ancient Egypt, 147–58. 
255 Willems, “The Social and Ritual Context of a Mortuary Liturgy of the Middle Kingdom (CT Spells 30-41),” 254. 
256 Ibid., 255. 
257 Ibid. 
258 Ibid. 
259 Ibid., 355; Ogdon, “A New Dramatic Argument in the Coffin Texts (Spells 30-37).” 
260 Jürgens, Grundlinien einer Überlieferungsgeschichte der altägyptischen Sargtexte, 189–90. 
261 Willems, “The Social and Ritual Context of a Mortuary Liturgy of the Middle Kingdom (CT Spells 30-41),” 356. 
262 Willems, Chests of Life, 209. 
263 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 283–84. 
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on B1L also have a close association with the feet as an anx-shaped object has previously been found at 

the feet of another Barshā coffin, B1C.264 

The sandals and anx-symbols are connected to the purification ritual with regard to H. The short ends 

“situate the corpse in the position of an officiant, preparing him for entering the Place of Embalming” 

and “the corpse as lying in between in the position of the body being embalmed.”265 In depictions of the 

purification ritual, as detailed by Willems, the xnm.t-wr sieve (found on H) above the figure and the 

anx-symbols and vases below show a clear “spatial relationship between the corpse.”266 There is also a 

connection to the purification ritual in the CTs of B2L. CT168 and 318 refer to the river banks, streams, 

putrefaction, and the inundation of the Nile.267 This connects with discussions by Willems where the 

“application of water to the body of the deceased meant that his bodily efflux, which had flowed away 

during the mummification process, was reconstituted to him…” and “the efflux of Osiris…was… the 

inundating Nile.”268  

The granaries have also been depicted on the south wall of Old Kingdom tombs.269 This forms one of 

the four fundamental principles for the location of the object frieze as discussed by Willems with 

arrangements associated with earlier tomb painting layouts.270 

7.5 Conclusion 

All the F sides are diverse in their decoration with a few similarities between them. The ornamental 

hieroglyphs are largely similar, with three of the four as being an imAx.y xr phrase with Isis. These 

include the inclusion of granaries and sandals in the object frieze and the CT379-CT382 on B1L and 

B3L, the two inner coffins. This diverse decoration has a connection to the position of the body; to the 

rituals around purification, and embalming; and previous tomb depictions of offerings.  

  

                                                
264 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 346–47; Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 42, 
fig. 1. 
265 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 349; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 137. 
266 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 346. 
267 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 138.  
268 Ibid. 
269 Willems, Chests of Life, 213. 
270 Ibid., 209–10; Nyord, “The Body in the Hymns to the Coffin Sides,” 7. 
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Chapter Eight: The Interior Decoration of B 

The B, being the western side of the coffin, has a connection to ‘the West' – a central part of the 

Ancient Egyptian conception of death - being where the sun sets at the close of the day and therefore 

associated with the “end of the sun god's life.” 271 Therefore, this side is significant, despite its lack of 

unique features of the FR, rather using the extra space for large numbers of objects in the frieze, and 

more non-ornamental texts (Figure 42, Figure 43, Figure 44 and Figure 45).  

8.1 Ornamental Texts 

The ornamental texts largely (B1L-B3L) mirror the exterior B horizontal text with an offering formula 

invoking Anubis (see translations p.118). However, B4L does not reflect the exterior in its inclusion of 

an offering formula invoking Geb. B4L’s B also differs from F, H and FR in having two ornamental 

text registers.  

8.2 Object Frieze 

The object frieze contains a vast number of objects. B2L and B3L are labelled, and the other two 

provide space for labelling, but the text itself is absent. B2L and B4L have two registers of object frieze. 

In the case of B4L, there was no space for labelling for the first register, perhaps indicating that it was 

intended for the second register of ornamental text. The order of the objects is shown in Table 9.  

B1L B2L B3L B4L 
 Register 1 Register 2  Register 1 Register 2 
“La Bulle” 
necklace 
(pp.56-58) 

5 Vultures Valise (pp.264-
265) wsx collar 

wsx collar 
with falcon 
heads 

Royal Loincloth 

wsx collar 
(pp.62-72) wsx collar Roll of papyrus 

(pp.266-267) 
manx.t-
counterpoise 

manx.t falcon 
counterpoise 
(p.65) 

anx symbols 

manx.t-
counterpoise 
(pp.62-72) 

manx.t-
counterpoise Tablet (p.266) wsx collar 

wsx collar 
with falcon 
heads 

Red walking 
sticks (p.159) 

wsx collar wsx collar 
Scribe’s palette 
and bucket 
(p.265) 

manx.t-
counterpoise 

manx.t falcon 
counterpoise   

White walking 
sticks (p.159) 

manx.t-
counterpoise 

manx.t-
counterpoise abA sceptre wsx collar 

wsx collar 
with falcon 
heads 

Slings 

wsx collar Fabric bundles 
(p.32) White Mace manx.t-

counterpoise 
manx.t-falcon 
counterpoise   

Red apron 
(pp.21-23) 

manx.t-
counterpoise mnfrt-bracelets abA sceptre wsx collar mnt necklace Unknown red 

octagonal object 

                                                
271 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 196. 
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wsx collar “La Bulle” 
necklace 

Walking stick 
resting on a 
stand 

manx.t-
counterpoise 

mnfrt-
bracelets 

nms-object 
(p.281) 

manx.t-
counterpoise wsx collar Package (p.282) Isolated beads arrows Lancet (p.130) 

mnfrt-bracelets 
(pp.98-100) mnt necklace Daggers 

(pp.195-200) 
nwbt-necklace 
(p.60-61) pD-aHa-objects Sprinkling Vase 

(pp.305-308) 
Snake head 
(pp.53-54) Mirrors Saw (pp.271-

273) Isolated beads Forked staff Cue (pp.110-
111) 

Isolated Bead mnfrt-bracelets  Axe (pp.270-
271) 

Tablet with 
CT387 and 390. Crook Unknown, 

water drops (?) 

mnfrt-bracelets Curved stick 
(p.161) 

Adze (pp.273-
275) Palette  

Fabric in the 
form of St 
Andrews 
Cross 

Vases 

mnt necklace 
(pp.73-77) 

Ams batons 
(p.160) Drill Papyrus roll Mirror Bundles of 

fabric 
Small bracelet 
(pp.100-102) pD-aHa-objects Mirror Case Scribe’s bucket Razor case Censer (p.321) 

mnfrt-bracelet anx symbols Razor case 
(p.165) Scribe’s tools Cue (pp.110-

111) Forked staffs 

pD-aHa-objects 
(pp.296-297) Sling Soap (p.122) Saw Fan knife 

(pp.296-297) 
Falcon with sun 
disk on a staff 

Unknown and 
ring  Razors Axe Shield 

(pp.229-231) abA sceptre 

“La Bulle” 
necklace  Buffer Saw 

Mace in black 
and white 
(pp.203-205) 

Apron of beads 
(pp.104-108) 

Rack of sticks 
and sceptres 
(p.160) 

 Crooks Bow (pp.275-
277) Hatchet  Sceptres of the 

gods 

nms-object 
(p.281)  

White mace 
with cutting 
edge (pp.205-
208) 

Drill (pp.275-
277) Censer (p.322) Vases 

Mirror in a case 
(p.136)  bows 

Carpenter’s 
Chisel (pp.277-
278) 

Incense 
(pp.317-322) mirror 

Items of the 
toilette (p.129)  Sceptres of the 

gods  Support (p.246) Sceptres of 
the gods bows 

Crooks (p.168-
173)  Symbol of 

Anubis (p.87) Saw Falcon with 
flail  

Royal 
Loincloth  Cue Buffer (p.279) Javelin case 

(p.218-220)  

mnfrt-bracelet  Small bracelet 
(p.101) Mirror in a case Shield  

Palette  
A purification 
object272 

Razor case 
(p.128)   

Papyrus roll  Unknown and 
ring 

“Spatule” 
(p.130)   

Tablet   Cue Razors (pp.124-
125)   

nwbt-necklace  Curved stick 
(p.161) Soap   

                                                
272 Lapp, Typologie der Särge und Sargkammern, 83, Abb.90.e. 
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Apron of beads 
(pp.103-108)  Snake head Unknown and 

ring   

Dagger  Sprinkling Vase 
(p.306) mnfrt-bracelets    

Saw  mTpnt object 
(pp.94-95)  

manx.t-
counterpoise     

Unknown tool  Sprinkling Vase Hatchet 
(pp.208-210)   

Drill bow   
White mace 
with cutting 
edge 

  

Adze   Hatchet   

Drill   Dagger (pp.195-
200)   

Saw   Hatchet   
Items of the 
toilette   pD-aHa-objects   

Razors    Royal Loincloth   
Isolated beads    Dagger   
Fabric in the 
cross of St 
Andrews 

  Crooks   

Sprinkling Vase 
(p.306)   anx   

Sandals (2 
pairs)   Sprinkling Vase   

   Bundles of 
fabric   

   Sandals (3 pairs)   
Table 9: Objects found on B from H to F with page references to Jéquier’s discussion273 

The object frieze has multiple patterns, and there are ten clusters of objects: wsx-collars and manxt-

counterpoises; jewellery; aprons and kilts; pD-aHa objects; sticks and sceptres; weaponry; objects from 

the offering list of Old Kingdom pyramids (PT §40+1 - 49+9); tools; sandals; and textiles.274 B1L has 

items from eight of the ten clusters, B2L has seven, B3L has nine and B4L has eight. 

The arrangement is “less strict in the middle region of the frieze,” and stricter at each end.275 The 

presence of sandals is closely linked with the body’s position. In the first, or only, registers of the four, 

all have the wsx-collars and their counterpoises at the head end, followed by jewellery before deviating 

into other groups of items. At the F end, tools, weapons and sandals are found.276 This pattern is 

present on B1L, B3L and B4L. The anx symbols on B2L and B3L are likewise associated with the feet, 

                                                
273 Jéquier, Les frises d’objets. 
274 Willems, Chests of Life, 215. 
275 Ibid., 215–16. 
276 Ibid. 
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connecting to the purification ritual discussed in the previous chapter. B4L has them close to the head 

end, which is found in an arrangement found mainly on Meir coffins.277   

8.3 Coffin Texts 

The B side CTs have several similarities between the four coffins. The layout of the majority of the CTs 

on this side can be found in Table 10.  

 
Table 10: Order of B end CT from H to F 

                                                
277 Ibid., 216. 
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The critical similarity found across three of the four coffins (B1L, B3L and B4L), is the inclusion of 

some or all of CT30-38. B1L and B3L have CT30-36 on B, whereas B4L has CT30-36 on F and the 

remainder of CT36 and CT37-38 continue on B. These texts are discussed in Chapter 7 concerning their 

categorisation as a liturgy.278 The only text that is found in all four coffins is CT146, B1L and B4L both 

feature CT146 on B. 

B1L and B3L share a vast number of CTs, the entirety of the texts found on B3L are found on B1L 

with B1L adding a few texts before and after the pattern found on B3L. These shared texts, in addition 

to CT30-36, include CT228, CT455- 461, CT337, CT341, CT290, and CT298-301. CT228, which is also 

shared by B2L in roughly the same location, is a text which equates the deceased to appearing as 

Osiris.279 CT455-456 provide for the deceased to be provided power in their body.280 CT290, 298-301 

follow CT456; CT290 speaks of the deceased as a weaned child and that “A man shall cause 

transformation into any god which a man wishes to make his transformations into.”281 CT298 relates the 

deceased to being as Osiris and CT299 speaks of the deceased being conceived and fashioned by the 

Pool and the Earthly Expanse.282 CT300-301 call for the deceased to ascend into the sky and to be with 

the ibAyt-bird.283 CT457-458 are texts unique to B1L and B3L, Heliopolis is strongly featured in CT457, 

and the deceased enters to the Lord of All.284 On B1L, CT458 and CT219, which do not prescribe to 

the standard full-length columns as the other texts have, rather having multiple registers within the 

columns. CT458 calls for the deceased not to die a second time, for they are “Horus, son of Osiris.”285 

CT219 refers to the deceased being raised on one side and placed on the other as found on B1L’s 

CT225-226.286 It shares with CT220 a focus on the provision of food.287 CT459-460 focus on the 

                                                
278 Willems, “The Social and Ritual Context of a Mortuary Liturgy of the Middle Kingdom (CT Spells 30-41),” 255. 
279 CT III 276b wsr.kwi xa.kwi m Wsir “I am strong, I appear as Osiris."  
280 CT V 327h [CT455] wnn irwy=i wbA msDrwy=i “My eyes are opened, (and) my ears are revealed.” 328l wnm=i m r=i 
fgn=i m art=i “I eat with my mouth (and) I excrete with my anus;” 328e-f [CT456] inn=i qsw=i imyw Ddw inn=i rwdw=i 
imyw xsm “My bones are brought by those who are in Djedu, my sinew is brought by those who are in Letopolis/Khesm.” 
281 CT IV 42e irt xprw m nTr nb mrrw s irt xprw im 
282 CT IV 51c [CT298] ii.n=i dbH=i xat m Wsir “I have come so that I may ask for the crown as Osiris;” 51e-f [CT299] 
iwr.k wi Sdw msi.k wi pD “May you conceive me Pool, may you fashion me, Celestial Expanse.” 
283 CT IV 52b [CT300] Hfd.n=i Hr stwt “I climbed upon the sun rays;" 52d [CT300] prt r pt “Ascending to the sky;" 52f-g, 
53a-b [CT301] in ibAyt int n=i Tw inD Hr=k pA r pt HsAA [sAw] Hdt wn=i im=k Ts “It was an ibAyt-bird which brought you to 
me, Hail to you who flew to the sky, milky-bird who guards the White Crown, I am joined together with you.” 
284 De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, 1954, 5:331–34. 
285 CT V 331j ink @r sA Wsir 
286 CT III 199b [CT219] Ts wi Hr gs=i iAby rdw Hr gs=i imnt “I am raised upon my Eastern Side and placed upon my 
Western side.” 
287 CT III 199d-h [CT219]  wnm=i t swr=i Hnqt iw rdi n=i Ssp-n-ib=i m bw nb rdw n=i im “I eat bread, I drink beer, there 
is given to me my desire in every place where those who are therein give to me.” 201a-f [CT220] bwt=i sp sn n wnm bwt=i 
Hs n wnm bwt wsSt n wsr=i "[What] I twice detest, I will not eat, excrement is my detestation, I will not eat, urine is my 
detestation, I will not drink.” 
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internal organs of the deceased.288 CT461 has the deceased pulling a brick from their father's tomb.289 

CT337 and CT341 similar to CT458 and 219, likewise split the columns on both B1L and B3L. CT337 

calls for Thoth to vindicate Osiris against his foe.290 Finally, CT341 finishes the sequences of texts on 

B3L and the last shared spell with B1L. This text has the deceased as Re in his appearances and makes 

reference to the ferry boat of the sky.291 In addition to these, CT387 and 390 are found on the tablet 

within the object frieze of B3L which call for a man’s heart and head to not be taken, respectively.292 

The rest of the B side of B1L begins at the H end with CT225-226 which share a reference to the 

deceased to be raised up on one side and placed on the other.293 CT225 also has a reference to power 

being in the ib and HAty of the deceased, as found in CT459 which is found further along B. 294 CT695 

focuses on possessions in the afterlife and is roughly opposite the offering table and Field of Hetep 

texts on the FR side.295 Following the shared spells with B3L, are CT184-187 and CT171. CT184-187 

share a focus on not eating faeces and being able to function properly in the afterlife, as previously 

discussed with regard to CT187.296 CT171, as the last spell of this side, calls for the joining of the river 

banks.297  

B2L begins with CT318-321 and 317 which equate the deceased to the Inundation god, Hapy.298 This is 

followed by one line of CT165 which is also repeated on B2L's F in full. CT78-83, a set of Shu spells, 

follows CT165. 299 These spells form part of a known "Middle Egyptian branch" of CT75-76 and 78-

83.300 CT78 equates the speaker to the BA of Shu and refers to the HH-gods who were conceived by 

                                                
288 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 73 and 104; CT V 332f-h [CT459] inD Hr=k ib=i pn HAty=i pn n(y) kAw=i n Dt=i n bT=f wi rDit ib 
n(y) s n=f “Hail to you, this my heart (ib) and this my heart (HAty) of my kA of my body, it will not forsake me, giving the 
heart of a man to him.”333a-b [CT460] inD Hr=k xpr m Xnw Xt=i Hr tp n imyw HAt=sn “Hail to you, Khepri within my belly, 
who are at the head of those who are in their tombs.” 
289 CT V 334b iS=i tr Dbt imy is n(y) it n(y) NN “I pull out the brick which is in the tomb of the father of NN” 
290 E.g. CT IV 332a imyt Ddw xAwy pf n(y) xt xAwy “Those who are in Djedu on the night of the things of the night.” 
291 CT IV 343c ink Ra m xaw=f “I am Re in his appearances” 343d Hwt Hr sbT=s im=i mXnt n(y)T pt Hr DAt=i “Hathor, she 
laughs therein my ferry-boat of the sky at my ferrying across.” 
292 CT V 54a [CT387] tm iT HAty s m=f m imnt “Not taking a man's heart from him in the West” 63c [CT390] n nhmt tp=i 
m=i “My head shall not be taken from me.” 
293 E.g. CT III 247d-249c Tsi=k tw Hr gs=k imnt rdi tw Hr gs=k iAby “You raise yourself upon your west side, (and) place 
yourself on your eastern side.” 
294 CT III 221c-223a sxm=k m ib=k m HAty “May you have power in your heart (ib) and in your heart (HAty).” 
295 CT IV 328b r hAA=f r iStw=f n(y)t imnt “in order that he may go down to his possessions of the West.” 
296 CT III 80a, 84e and 85c [CT184, 185 and 186] bwt=i pw Hs “Excrement is my detestation;”  
297 CT III 41c dmD ixmtwy “Joining the two river banks”  
298 CT IV 115d [CT317], 143a [CT319], 144a [CT320], 146d [321] ink Hap “I am Hapy (the Nile god);" 136a-b [CT318] xpr n 
HkA=i m Drw pt tA ink Hap “My magic came into being in the limits of the sky and land, for I am Hapy (the Nile God);” 
299 H. Willems, “The Shu Spells in Practice,” in The World of the Coffin Texts: Proceedings of the Symposium held on the 
Occasion of the 100th Birthday of Adriaan de Buck, Leiden, December 17-19, 1992 (Leiden: Nederlands Instituut Voor Het 
Nabije Oosten, 1996), 197–209; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 270–324. 
300 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 274. 
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Shu.301 Willems argues that there is nothing in CT76-80 that “forces one to consider the speaker as a 

dead person.”302 CT79-80 share references to the HH-gods who were conceived by Shu.303 CT80 is a text 

particularly rich in the mythology of Atum and Shu, and the second half is only found on Barshā 

coffins.304 The text focuses on the creation of the world, Shu and Tefnut by Atum and his being brought 

to life by Shu and Tefnut.305 The text identifies the speaker with Shu, which is usually shared with CT81; 

however, on B2L, there is no mention of Shu.306 The rubric calls for its recitation over the HH-gods 

inscribed on the hands of the deceased.307 CT82 states the speaker's eyes are in the grasp of Shu.308 

CT83 is shown completely in rubric form and is recited over the carnelian forepart of a lion, as 

protection from the BA of Shu.309 In all, bar one example, CT83 completes a sequence of Shu spells and 

is likely serving as a label for them.310 These Shu spells have been suggested to have a “liturgical use in 

the netherworld,” and CT76-80 could have accompanied the funerary rites in the Place of Embalming 

before the burial and that the spells on the coffin “served to regenerate the reality of the funerary 

rituals.”311 

Following these Shu spells is CT173, which focuses on not eating excrement and a reference to Shu’s 

she-assess.312 CT174 also refers to Shu, with the deceased having “gone up on Shu” and again calls for 

the deceased not eating excrement.313  

B4L includes a repetition of CT154- 160 and 146 in the remainder of B, as previously discussed with 

regard to their presence on H and FR.  

                                                
301 CT II 19a ink bA Sw “I am the Ba of Shu;" 19c-d i HH 8 ipw iwr n Sw msw n Sw qmAw n Sw Tsw n Sw “O! HH-gods who 
were conceived by Shu, who were born by Shu, who were created by Shu, who were knitted together by Shu.” 
302 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 285. 
303 CT II 23d [CT79] i HH 8 ipw prw m Sw “O! These HH-gods who came forth from Shu;” CT II 27d [CT80] i HH 8 ipw... 
28b ms.n=Tn Sw m HH m nwt “O! These eight HH-gods... you are born by Shu in HH, in the sky.” 
304 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 295. 
305 Ibid. 
306 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 295. CT II 44a-b B2L rather reads ink itm ms.n=f m fnD=f pr.n=i msADt=f “I am Atum, 
who made in his nose, (and) I came forth from his nostril.” 
307 CT II 44h mdw Hr HH 8 sS m qnit m sty Hr Drt n(y)t s “To be recited over 8 HH-gods drawn with yellow and Nubian 
pigment on the hand of the man.” 
308 CT II 45 {Twt} irty=i n xfw Sw “My eyes are in the grasp of Shu.” 
309 CT II 46a-e mdw Hr HAt n(y)t mA-HsA irt m Hrst m qsw n nrt r pw rdt n s r xx=f hA=f r Xrt nTr mkt m bA Sw “To be 
recited over the forepart of the fierce lion made from carnelian, from the bones of a vulture, to be given to the man to his 
neck, when he goes down to the necropolis <as> protection for the BA of Shu.” 
310 Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 277. 
311 Ibid., 285. 
312 CT III 47a wnm Hs tm swr wsSt m Xrt nTr “Not to eat excrement (and) not to drink urine in the Necropolis;” 52b-c 
pr.n=i m sTt Hr xrp iaAt-Hmt Sw “I have gone forth from the Island of Sehel, having authority over the she-asses of Shu.” 
313 CT III 59d pr.n=i Hr Sw “I have gone up on Shu;" 60c-f bwt=i pw Hs nn wnm=i sw nn sn=i sw wsSt nn swr=i sw “My 
detestation, it is excrement, I will not eat it, I will not smell it, urine, I will not drink it.” 
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8.4 Discussion 

The B has a vast number of both object frieze items and CTs, some of which are shared between 

coffins. Unlike that found on some of the other sides, there is no identifiable connection between the 

object frieze of the B side and its non-ornamental texts, including those surveyed by Willems.314 There 

are, however, links between the FR side and the B side in this regard. This includes the connection with 

the HAt-object found in CT83, and the HAt-object on FR.315   

The object frieze and CTs also share an association with the body position.316 At the two ends, the 

objects such as collars and necklaces have a strong association with the head, and sandals with the feet. 

The middle is less strict but items such as tools and weapons are within hands reach or close to the feet. 

Some of the CTs also relate to the body position, for example, CT225 which refers to the heart, and is 

close to the heart. The liturgy of CT30-38, however, with its proximity to the head, does have references 

to the head and face in the earlier texts.317  

Several CTs are grouped on the B side, forming liturgies or focusing on specific gods. CT30-38, 

included in part on all four coffins, has been discussed to form a liturgy to accompany a ritual. The Shu 

Spells on B2L identify the speaker with Shu or the BA of Shu. Another grouping on B2L is those that 

equate the speaker to Hapy, the Inundation god.    

There are strong links in the texts of B1L and B3L, and they both have two registers of object frieze. 

There are also similarities within the coffin pairs – such as B1L and B2L sharing texts that focus on the 

deceased not eating excrement and being provided for in the afterlife. 

8.5 Conclusion 

The B side is diverse with some shared themes and patterns within the same coffin and across others. 

There are groupings in both the object frieze and the CTs share links to the bodies’ position. There are 

groupings of texts in liturgy, theme and feature gods including CT30-38, Shu spells and CTs equating 

the speaker to Hapy. There are definite similarities between the two inner coffins and small similarities 

within the coffin pairs.   

                                                
314 Willems, Chests of Life, 208. 
315 Ibid., 207. 
316 Nyord, “The Body in the Hymns to the Coffin Sides,” 7; Willems, Chests of Life, 209. 
317 CT I 83a [CT30]  pr(i) sbH m r n(y) wrw nbw xrt "A cry comes forth from the mouth<s> of the Great ones;” 106d 
[CT32] sDm nw m msDrty=T "Hear this with your two ears;" 98d-100a [CT31] ix=i mAA n imy-r pr %n pn Wsir m Ddw m 
saH=f n kA imnt “I will cause this steward Sen to see Osiris in Djedu in his dignity of the Bull of the West.”   
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Chapter Nine: The Interior Decoration of BO 

The interior of the BO contains a feature unique to Dayr al Barshā coffins, the so-called “Book of Two 

Ways.” This is a combination of pictorial and textual decoration which has been studied by scholars 

such as Lesko and Sherbiny, among others.318 All four coffins studied in this work have a version of the 

Book of Two Ways on the base, (see Figure 49-Figure 56). 

The Book of Two Ways is a unique feature of coffins and “no similarly detailed attempts at portraying 

the landscape of the afterlife in such numbers are known elsewhere in Egypt at this time.”319 It brings 

together CTs, specifically those from CT1029-1185, alongside a pictorial map and other features.320 The 

map which this Book is named after takes up about 1/3 of the base of the coffin.321 These maps show 

two paths, one by water and one by land. Sherbiny argues that the assumption of “Two Ways,” is 

problematic.322 He notes that no text on the base refers to “Two Ways” and rather ‘ways' are referenced 

as a group, not a dual. 323 These references are found before and after the map sections but not within 

them.324 Sherbiny argues that the blue and black ways are not necessarily representative of water and 

land ways.325 In addition to the ‘two ways,’ there are several “other textual elements as well as demonic 

habitations,” and “gateways of darkness and of fire.”326 The base as a whole has been characterised by 

its instruction of the deceased “on the routes and paths through the land of Rosetau (R-sTAw) and the 

netherworld.” 327 This enables “the deceased to sail in a bark usually with Re, to pass by the doors and 

their demon keepers, to proceed on one or both of the ways, and to reach a goal at the mansion of 

Osiris or the ‘Field of Hetep.’”328 

                                                
318 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways; L. Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two 
Ways,” JAOS 91, no. 1 (1971): 30–43; W. Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses: Studies on the So-Called Book of Two Ways in 
Ancient Egypt (Leiden; Boston: Probleme Der Agyptologie, 2017); E. Abass, “The Lake of Knives and the Lake of Fire- 
Studies of Topography of Passage in Ancient Egyptian Religious Literature” (PhD, University of Liverpool) 2009; P. 
Robinson, “‘As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Paths’: Speculations on Ritual Landscapes in the ‘Book 
of the Two Ways,’” in Mysterious Lands, ed. D. O’Connor and S. Quirke, Encounters with Ancient Egypt (London: UCL 
Press, 2003), 139–59. 
319 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 143. 
320 Willems, Chests of Life, 235; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 30. 
321 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 4; Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 
142; Abass, “The Lake of Knives and the Lake of Fire,” 181. 
322 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 2–3. 
323 Ibid., 2. 
324 Ibid. 
325 Ibid., 3. 
326 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 142; Abass, “The Lake of Knives and the Lake 
of Fire,” 181. 
327 Abass, “The Lake of Knives and the Lake of Fire,” 182; Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find 
Their Path,” 146–48; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 30. 
328 Ibid. 
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Lesko classifies the Book of Two Ways into four variants.329 The B1L, B2L and B3L into variant B. 330 

B4L is a mixture of Lesko’s variants A and C.331 B4L is unique across the known examples of the Book 

of Two Ways as it repeats the central plan – the ‘map of Two Ways.’332 Sherbiny notes that despite 

previous assertions that variant C is the earlier version, it is only found in the second half of the twelfth 

Dynasty, while the long versions A, A-B and B are both found earlier in the Middle Kingdom and 

later.333  

9.1 Layout of Decoration and CTs  

The bases of these coffins are interesting concerning the interaction of the CT with the pictorial 

representations. A shortfall in several studies of the Book of Two Ways has been that the pictorial 

elements are “second if not third place” to the texts.334 Thus, they will be discussed together in order to 

analyse both with equal weighting . 

Sherbiny discusses the orientation of the book, and notes this is debated amongst scholars.335 He notes 

that B1L and B2L share the same direction with the FR and B sides being read from F to H.336 B3L 

reads with the B side from F to H and then the FR side from F to H.337 B4L reads with the FR side 

from F to H and then the B side from H to F.338 This is shown in Figure 46.  

The decoration of the base, as it is intricately associated with the layout of the CTs, will be discussed in 

Lesko’s nine parts.339 There has been criticism of this division by authors such as Sherbiny, whose recent 

work on the Book of Two Ways, provides a twenty-part division, as he argues that Lesko’s nine 

portions “compile all the material arrange in a hypothetical sequence that was never written in a known 

source.”340 However, Sherbiny’s work is focused on the early versions of the Book of Two Ways, which 

do not include some features of the four coffins. Thus, Lesko’s partition of the base will be used for 

ease of discussion and comparability to subsequent works on the Book of Two Ways.  

                                                
329 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 4–5. 
330 Ibid., 134; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 32–35. 
331 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 134. 
332 Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 32. 
333 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 32. 
334 Ibid., 33. 
335 Ibid., 34. 
336 Ibid., 45. 
337 Ibid. 
338 Ibid. 
339 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways.  
340 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 43. 
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Lesko’s partitions are used across all four variations. Therefore, not all sections are found on every 

coffin. The CTs of the four coffin bases are detailed through the nine sections in Table 11. 

Part B1L B2L B3L B4L 

I 

1029 1029 1029 1029 
1030 1030 1030 1030 
 1032 1032  
1033 1033 1033 1033 
 410   
 392   
 393   
 614   
 615   
1034 1034 1034 1034 
1035 1035 1035  

II Not present 

III 

1036 1036 1036 1036 1147 
1037 1037 1037 1037 1148 
1038 1038 1038 1038 1150 
1039 1039 1039 1039 1149 
1040 1040   1152 
1041 1041 1041 1041 1151 
1042 1042 1042 1042 1154 
1044 1044 1044  1155 
1043 1043 1043 1043 1156 
1045 1045 1045  1158 
1046 1046 1046 1046 1159 
   1047 1161 
1048 1048 1048  1160 
1049 1049 [damage]  1162 
   1050 1164 
1051 1051 [damage] 1051 1163 
1052 1052 [damage]  1153 
1053 1053 1053  1157 
1054 1054 1054 1054 1165 
    1166 

IV 

1055 1055 1055 1055 1167 
1056 1056 1056 1056 1168 
1057 1057 1057 1057 1169 
1058 1058 1058 1058 1172 
1059 1059 1059 1059 1175 
1060 1060 1060 1060 1170 
1061 1061 1061 1061 1171 
1062 1062 1062 1062 1173 
1063 1063 1063 1063 1174 
1064 1064 1064 1064 1177 
1065 1065 1065  1176 
1066 1066 1066 (traces) 1066 1178 
1067 1067 1067 1067 1179 
1069 1069 1069   

V 1052 1052   
1070 1070 1070  
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1071 1071 1071 1071 
1072 1072 1072  
1073 1073 1073  
 113   
 289   
 360   
1074 1074 [damage]  
1075 1075 [damage]  
1077 1077 [damage]  
1078 1078 [damage]  
1079 1079 1079  
1080 1080 [damage]  
1081 1081 [damage]  
1083    
1084a 1084 [damage]  
1084b    
1085a 1085 1085a  
1086 1086 1086  
1087 1087 1087  
1085b 1085b [damage]  
513 513 [damage]  
577 577 [damage]  

VI 

1088 1088 [damage] 

Not present 

1089 1089 [damage] 
1090 1090 [damage] 
1091 1091 [damage] 
1092 1092 [damage] 
1093 1093 [damage] 
1094 1094 [damage] 
1095 1095 [damage] 
1096 1096 [damage] 
1097 1097 [damage] 
1098 1098 1098 

VII 

1099 1099 1099 

Not present 
 387  
 109  
 361  
 395  

VIII 

1100 

Not present 

1100 

Not present 

1101 1101 
1102 1102 
1103 1103 
1104 1104 
1105 1105 
1106 1106 
1107 1107 
1108 1108 
1109 1109 
1110 1110 
1111 1111 
1112 1112 
1113 1113 
1114 1114 

IX 

1115 

Not present 

1115 

Not present 
1116 1116 
1117 1117 
1118 1118 
1119 1119 
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1120 1120 
 1121 
1122 1122 
1124 1124 
1125  
1128 1128 
1129 1129 
1130 1130 

Table 11: CT found on the BO organised by Lesko’s nine partitions.341 

B1L, B2L and B3L 

B1L and B3L are the most similar in their layout, with B2L having some additional texts leading to a 

more simplistic layout missing two parts found on B1L and B3L. Plans of the layout for these three 

bases are shown in Figure 50, Figure 52 and Figure 54. The significant damage to B3L in parts III-VI is 

noted in Table 11 and Figure 54. Starting with the F end of the FR side for B1L and B2L, and the F end 

of the B side of B3L is part I.  

Part I includes CT1029-1035 and is defined by a red rectangular frame around CT1033. 342 B1L, B2L 

and B3L include 1029-1030, 1033-1035, B2L and B3L include CT1032, and B2L, adds CT410, 392-393, 

614-615, within the rectangular frame. This section is mainly focused on passage, travel with Re, and the 

Paths of Rosetau and is categorised by Robinson as the setting sail of the Lotus Barque – the start of the 

journey and the ritual landscape.343 CT1029-1030 focus on the travelling of Re's barque through the 

sky.344 CT1032 is in the red rectangle and reads “circle of flames.”345 CT1033 similarly focuses on the 

circle of fire and the key theme of “passage.”346 The additional texts of B2L within the red rectangle are 

not directly related to the contents of CT1032 and CT1033. They focus on providing for the deceased 

in the realm of the dead, including on the deceased remembering his name and retaining his magic.347 

CT393 has the deceased receiving the fillet in the Winding Waterway.348 CT614 and CT615 both focus 

on the heart, that of the deceased and the god.349 CT1034 equates the speaker to Re and refers to the 

                                                
341 Following Fig 4 of Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 34. 
342 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 
34. 
343 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 147. 
344 CT VII 253a [CT1029] wTs ir=k Ra “Raise yourself, Re;" 257c and 261c [CT1029 and 1030] r n sqdwt m wiA cA n(y) Ra 
“Spell for the sailing in the Great Barque of Re.” 
345 CT VII 262k [CT1032] snnwt n(y)t sDtw. 
346 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 166; CT VII 278a [1033] r n swAt Hr snnwt n sDt “Spell for passing upon the Circle 
of Flame.” 
347 CT V 234a-c [CT410] sxi s rn=f Dd.n=i rn=i m pr-wr “A man shall remember his name; I have spoken my name in the 
pr-wr;” CT V 66a [CT392] tm n Hm HkA n s m-a=f “Not taking(?) a man's magic from his hand.” 
348 CT V 67b Ssp=i mDH m S nxA “I receive a fillet in the winding waterway.” 
349 CT VI 227a [CT614] tm Hms s <ib> r=f m Xrt nTr “Not to let a man's heart sit down against him in the necropolis;” 227g 
[CT615] ink snn n ib n(y) nTr “I am the one who gives pleasure (?) to the heart of the god;" Van der Molen, A Hieroglyphic 
Dictionary of Egyptian Coffin Texts, 510 notes that “gives pleasure” is an unsure translation. 
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Field of Hetep.350 CT1035 completed this part referring to the Paths of Rosetau, which are the paths of 

Osiris.351  

Following part I, part III and IV together form the map of two ways, which has been divided into 

fifteenth segments by Sherbiny (A-O).352 Part III is the blue section of the ‘map’ of the two ways, and in 

this case, includes CT1036-1046, 1047-1049, and 1051-1054. Segment A, CT1036-1037, includes a black 

semi-circle and share the statement “I have treated Osiris.”353 Segment B includes CT1038-1040 and 

part of CT1053 are the start of the blue way.354 CT1053 snakes along the blue way and equates the 

deceased to the Eye of Horus and is a spell for reaching the gate-keepers.355 CT1038, below the way, 

states “its keeper is Miserable-voiced.” 356 CT1039, following above the way, names these individuals: 

“Leaper, Fiery, She of the knife, Male, the one who curses.”357 CT1040 is the first text below the way 

and refers to Rosetau and Osiris.358 Segment C contains CT1041 and CT1042.359 CT1041 states “its 

keeper Cursed-face” and names further individuals who are in it.360 CT1042 equates the speaker to be a 

spirit and a lord of spirits.361 Segment D includes CT1043 and CT1044 above the way which both 

record names.362 Segment E, CT1045, is found above the way and likewise includes the passage theme 

with “this is the path that I know on the river bank.”363 Segment F includes CT1046 and CT1052 below 

the way, and below B2L includes a bowl-shaped object below and B1L-B2L include some dividing lines. 

364 CT1046 focuses on the followers of Osiris and CT1052 details that the snakes of [unknown] are the 

                                                
350 CT VII 280b-c mk.Tn m pXr.n=f sxt Htp nnk=i ink Ra nTr aA r=k " See, he has passed to the Field of Hetep, which 
belongs to me, I am Re, a greater god than you.”  
351 CT VII 282a-b swA.n=i wAtw n(y)t R-sTAw Hrt mw tA wAt nw n(y)t Wsir “I have passed on the paths of Rosetau, upon 
water (and) upon land, these are the paths of Osiris.” 
352 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 234. 
353 CT VII 284b ink srwx Wsir. 
354 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 237. 
355 CT VII 305g ink irt Hr “I am the Eye of Horus;" 306c r n pH smsw ipw irw arwt “Spell for reaching these elders, the 
keepers of the gates.” 
356 CT VII 287d Ahw xrw iry.s pw  
357 CT VII 288b-g SAp Asb aAt TA waAw aAtim; Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 44; R. Faulkner, The Ancient 
Egyptian Coffin Texts, vol. 3 (Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1977), 134. 
358 CT VII 289c-290b saH=i m P mi wab Wsir Ssp=i kiw m R-sTAw “My dignity is in Pe as I wash Osiris, I have received a cry 
out in Rosetau.” 
359 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 242. 
360 CT VII 291b waA Hr iry.s pw; Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, 134 names the individual as: “He whose face is 
hot, He of the loud voice, Oppressor, Monster, Trembler, He who is hot.” 
361 CT VII 293a ink Ax nb Axw 
362 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 246. CT VII 295d [CT1043] S<T>w “Covered;" as discussed by R. Faulkner, The 
Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, vol. 3 (Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1977), 135. 296c [CT1043] r n swA Hr=f “A spell for 
passing upon it;” 296d-i [CT1044] ASbw rs-ib rs Hr spd Hr spdw smt “The one who swallows; The one whose heart is awake; 
The one whose face is vigilant; The one whose sight is sharp; The one who is skiller; The one who listens.”  
363 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 254–55; CT VII 297e [CT1045] wAt nw rxt=i Hr wDbw 
364 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 257. 
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keepers of the gates and lists several places.365 Segment G includes CT1048-1049 and 1051, and 

CT1048-1049 share a focus on the Field of Hetep and Osiris which is also found on CT1051.366 

Segment H, the red band between the blue and black ways, includes CT1054, which identifies “the 

flaming lake which separates the two ways and which cannot be crossed.”367  

Part IV, the black way, includes CT1056-1069 and forms Sherbiny’s segments I-O.368 Segment I includes 

CT1055-1056. CT1055 focuses on passage with the speaker calling to be allowed to pass peacefully and 

sail the barque.369 CT1056 states “Its name is Great-face who repels the aggressors is the keeper of the 

coils.”370 Segment J includes CT1057-1058, and CT1057 names the “sharp-one” as “the keeper of the 

waterway.”371 CT1058, which is found before the second raised bend, is discussed by Sherbiny as “an 

utterance to this demon” and repels the opposition of the aggressors. 372 Segment K, CT1059 and 

CT1060, is immediately before the geometric pattern in the way. CT1059 is above the way and names 

the bend-keeper as “Protector-of-the-two-gods.”373 CT1060 is below a dip in the way, and the deceased 

wishes to “show Re upon the gates of the sky” and not to be excluded by the gate-keeper.374  CT1061-

1064 form the texts of the geometric segment L (Figure 47). CT1061 is above the geometric pattern and 

details the speaker as “Great-name.”375 CT1062 names the hippopotamus-face bellowing.376 CT1063-

1064 focus on passage and the path of Re. 377 Following this geometric pattern are segments M-O. 

Segment M, CT1065, is found under the dipped bend of the serpentine way after the geometric pattern 

and calls for the opening of multiple locations and doorways so that Re might go forth from the 

                                                
365 CT VII 298a [CT1045] bw im=s m Smsw Wsir “The place is its among the Followers of Osiris;” 304e-i [CT1052] HfAw 
aftt irw arrwt smw st AHwt st Say st inrw “The snakes of [unknown] are keepers of the gates. The place of herbage. The place 
of fields. The place of sand. The place of stones (corrupt).” 
366 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 261, doesn’t discuss CT1048 as it is not included in his sample set; CT VII 300c-d 
[1048] ink wab fsi n Wsir m Xrt ra iw AHwt=i m sxt Htp “I am the cleansed one who cooks for Osiris with the day, my arable 
lands are among the Fields of Hetep;" 301h [CT1049] m sxt Htp “is among the Field of Offerings;” 303a-b [CT1051] r n wnn 
m Htp m nTrw n(y) Smsw n(y) Wsir ra nb wnm=sn t m anxw “Spell for the those with offerings among the gods of the 
Followers of Osiris, every day, (and) they may eat bread among the living.” 
367 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 59. 
368 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 
33. 
369 CT VII 307b-d rdi swA=i m Htpw iri n=i wAt sqd wiA “Cause that I may pass safely, place a path for me, so I may travel 
on the barque.” 
370 CT VII 309a aA Hr xsf Adw ir n qAbw rn pw  
371 CT VII 309b mds Hr ir S “Sharp-face is the keeper of the waterway.” 
372 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 267; CT VII 310a ink dr xsf xpp iTTwt “I will remove the opposition of strangers 
who fly up.” 
373 CT VII 312b mk nTrty rn=f pw “His name is Protector of the Two Gods” 
374 CT VII 314a sr=i Ra Hr arrwt pt “So I may show Re upon the gates of the sky;" 315a-b n pH wi nbDw n xm wi ir arrwt 
“the Evil Ones will not reach me, the keepers of the gate will not exclude me” 
375 CT VII 317b ink rn wr “I am Great-name."  
376 CT VII 320a db Hr khAA “Hippopotamus-face bellows” 
377 CT VII 321a [1063] iwa.n=i Axt Ra “I have inherited the horizon of Re;” 322a [1063] ir wAt n Ra “A path is prepared for 
Re;” 323a [1064] r n swA Hr=s nw n(y)t Hr S=sn “This is spell for passing upon that which is before their waterway.” 
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horizon.378 Segment N, CT1066 and CT1067, sit above the black way. CT1066 names “Opposed-face” 

and CT1067 has the deceased as a messenger of the gods.379 CT1069 concludes this part, by naming 

"Great-face who opposes the aggressors (and) who guards it in his house" as the one who enters 

beneath the bend and refers to passage.380 

Part V is made of three red rectangles framing three uncoloured spaces, followed by the “High Paths of 

Rostau in confusion” made of overlapping blue zigzagging paths capped with a dome.381 This part 

includes CT1052,1070-1087, 513, 577 on B1L-B3L, and additionally CT113, 289 and 360 on B2L.382 

This part concludes B2L’s FR side. CT1052 sits on the edge of the blue way section abutting the three 

rectangles which include CT1070-1071, on B1L and B2L and has been categorised as the arrival in 

Rosetau.383 The section of CT1052 in part V reads “mysterious serpents, keepers of the gates.” 384 

CT1070 and CT1071 form a three-part design, CT1070 in the red divisions between CT1071. CT1070 

thrice repeats “it is flame which opposes one” and parallels to the red lake.385 CT1071 focuses on 

passage, flame, and Thoth.386 CT1072 sits in a design under a dome above two overlapping zigzags and 

discusses the paths of Rosetau being confused.387 On B2L, CT113, 289 and 360 follow this text, CT113 

prevents “a man’s heart from contending against him in the realm of the dead,” and refers to an 

interchange between Osiris and Seth.388 CT289 and 360 share a focus on the deceased’s connection to 

Heliopolis.389 CT1073 focuses on passage and fire, with the deceased’s path being prepared, linking to 

CT1070-1072.390 The next segment of part V, CT1074-1087 which largely continues with the paths of 

                                                
378 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 275; E.g. CT VII 324a-b wnn pt wnn tA wnn imnt wnn iAby “Open sky, open earth, 
open the west, open the east.” 325a-b swnn sbAw n(y) Ra pr=f m Axt “Cause to open the doors of Re, so he may go forth 
from the horizon.” 
379 CT VII 327a [CT1066] xsf Hr anx m Art rn=f pw “Its name is “Opposed-face” living in dung(?);” 328a-c [CT1067] ink sb 
mDw nTr n nTrw Ra ii.n=i sdb=i wpwt n(y) nb=s “I am the one who conducts the writings of a god to the gods. Re, I have 
come so that I may [unknown - possibly “report”] a message of its master.” 
380 CT VII 331a aA Hr xsf Atw sAAw st m pr=f; 333d-e ir n=i wAt swA=i “Create the path for me, so I may pass.” 
381 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 147. 
382 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 
34. 
383 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 147. 
384 CT VII 304e HfAw aftt irw arrwt “The snakes of [unknown] are keepers of the gates.” 
385 CT VII 333f sDt xsft wa pw 
386 CT VII 336a-b r n swA Hr=s nw n(y)t Xr=s sDt rn=f pw “It is a spell for the passing upon it, these under it. His name is 
Flame;” 338c ink Hmsi Hr irt tpy xmtnw wDa mdw nTrw m snnw DHwty “I am the one who sits on the Eye, first of the third, 
who judges the gods as the companion of Thoth.” B4L adds ra nb “every day” following “third.” 
387 CT VII 339e-340a r n wAt R-sTAw iw wAtw ipw pH nn wAtw iptw m stnm “Spell for the paths of Rosetau. These paths 
which reach here these paths in confusion.” 
388 CT II 130a-b tm rdi xsf HAty n s r=f m Xrt nTr i sD irt i in Wsir mA.n=f stX “Not causing a man's heart repelling against 
him in the necropolis. 'O, Eye-Breaker.' said Osiris. He has seen Seth.” 
389 CT IV 41a [CT289] xprw m imy sA Iwnw “becoming a protector of Heliopolis;” V 14c [CT360] smA tA m Iwnw 
“becoming a protector of Heliopolis.” 
390 CT VII 342c-343b N wsr ib wdn At iri wAt=f m sDt “The stout-hearted N, the weighty striking power, preparing his path 
in flame.” 
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Rosetau and their connection to Osiris, with CT1074, 1078-1080, 1085-1087, all refer to Rosetau.391 

CT1075 and CT1084 references Osiris but not Rosetau.392 CT1077 names individuals without reference 

to their context.393 CT1081 shares the Rosetau theme of passage with “he knows the spell for passing 

upon these squatting gods.”394 CT1083 is one single word “Fire.”395 To conclude this section, CT513 

and CT577 are likewise focused on pathways and passage.396   

Part VI, which has significant damage for B3L, is made of a complex black and red rectangular design 

and three blue skies with a sun disk and solar barque included in B1L and B3L.397 This part includes 

CT1088-1098 and sits at the F end of the FR side of the BO on B1L, B2L’s part VI is on the B side of 

BO following on from part V and likely on the F end of the B side of BO of B3L.398 It is an intricate 

pattern of black, red and unpainted rectangles. CT1088 has one word “Fire” and CT1090-1091 and 

1097 share this focus on fire.399 CT1089 is “principally a recitation to Re of the deceased’s 

accomplishments” and relates to the theme of passage.400 CT1092-1094 and CT1096 shares a focus on 

Thoth.401 Amongst these texts, CT1095 focuses on passage across the sky.402 CT1097 is a short text that 

reads “The one who possesses joy. Fire. Fire.” The last part of VI is three blue sky designs with a boat 

in the centre under the middle sky design with a red sun disk. Around the boat and between the upper 

and middle sky is CT1098, which refers to Thoth “identified as Re who shines in the night.” 403 This 

focus on Thoth relates to the preceding texts, such as the “Mansion of the moon” found in CT1096.404 

                                                
391  CT VII 345b [CT1074] wAt Hrt tA n(y)t R-sTAw “The paths upon the land belonging to Rosetau;" 348e [CT1078] wAt Hr 
mw n(y)t R-sTAw “The paths upon water belong to Rosetau;" 365f [CT1087] iwtyw pw n(y) Wsir R-sTAw “Rosetau is the 
corruption of Osiris.” 
392  CT VIII 346b [CT1075] ii.n=i dr=i dHi Hr Wsir “I have come so I may remove the humiliation upon Osiris;" 356b 
[CT1084] sDAt m Htp r stp sA n(y) Wsir “To travel safely into the protection of Osiris.” 
393  CT VII 347i-348d aSA Hrw sDm DAdwt aSA r DAdwt xpy Hmt wAH xpr dwn rdwy DAdwt HAm aSA “Many Faces who hear the 
DAdwt-snake, the many utterances of the DAdwt-snake, the one who meets the the one of the cow, the one who sets down 
Khepri, the one who stretches out the leg, the DAdwt-snake fishes many.” 
394  CT VII 354a-b ir=s s nb mAAw im n ski.n=f Dt Dr rx=f r n swA Hr mAstyw ipw 
395  CT VII 355c sDt 
396  CT VI 98a-b [CT513] ii.n=i r=i min sp sn ir n=i wAt “I have returned today, a path has been prepared for me;” 192a 
[CT577] pr=i m ra r xft=i “I will go out in the day against my foe.” 
397 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 390. 
398 Ibid., 87. 
399 Examples of references to sDt "fire" are found in CT VII 366j [CT1088], 70i, 370j [CT1090] and 371a [CT1091]; 380c-e 
[CT1097] Xr Haw sDt sDt “The one who possesses joy. Fire. Fire.” 
400 L. Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 94; Section referring to passage include:  CT VII 368a-b iri wAt=k m pt 
nb wart=k hA nwt mw sqd wiA=k im=s m grH “I will prepare your path in the sky, the mistress of your adminstrative district, 
the waters will come down so you may sail your barque in it in darkness.” 
401 CT VII 371e [CT1092] iap n=k DHwty “Greetings to you, Thoth;" 371f [CT1093] wAt DHwty r pr mAat “The path of Thoth 
to the House of Ma'at;" 372d [CT1094] inD Hr=k DHwty m Smswt Ra “Hail to you, Thoth, in the suite of Re;" 380a [CT1096] 
DHwty nw nt m pt “This is Thoth who is in the sky. 
402 CT VII 379c-d mAat iri=s sSm n=f wAT m DAt pt “Ma'at. she shows to him the path (when) crossing the sky.” 
403 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 99. 
404 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 390–91. 
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Part VII is composed of columns of CT1099 and B2L’s additional texts of CT109, 361, 387 and 395.405 

CT1099 is a long text which is composed of four addresses to: “the ones who belong to the mat 

(&mAtiw),” Re, “the supernatural being Rs-irwf,” Ruti.406 It is largely focused on the time before sunrise, 

and the deceased plays several ritualistic roles including that of Horus.407 It also focuses on the theme of 

passage.408 B2L follows this with CT109, 361, 387 and 395 to finish off the decoration of its BO side. 

CT109 begins with “Opening the West,” and refers to Hathor. 409 CT395 focuses on passage on the 

Lotus-Barque.410 CT361 has the deceased being “the steering-oar of Re” and CT387 calls for a man’s 

heart not to be taken in the necropolis.411  

Part VIII, which is only found on B1L and B3L, comprises columns of text followed by three red gates 

and includes CT1100-1114.412 CT1100-1103 details the four keepers of the gates above the columns of 

the rest of the text.413 CT1103 and 1105 refer to Shu and the Double Lion.414 The speaker of CT1104 

has come so that they “may present the cubits of Re as Khepri.”415 CT1106 focuses on passage.416 

CT1107 on the three red gates, and reads “darkness, darkness, darkness. The gate of darkness. Fire, fire, 

fire.”417 CT1108-1110 follow in three registers, detailing the names of the three gate-keepers: “he whose 

face is upside-down, the many shaped,” “he who lives on maggots,” and “Iknty who bellows in the 

fire.”418 CT1111 is found on a red band, reading “Fire. The Gate of Darkness.”419 Lastly, CT1112-1114 

focus on the sky.420  

                                                
405 Ibid., 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 34. 
406 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 420. 
407 Ibid., 420–21. 
408 Ibid., 423. 
409 CT II 122a [CT109] wbA imnt “Opening the West;" and refers to Hathor in 122c. 
410 CT V 63a [CT395] r n hAt r sSn-wiA “A spell for going aboard the Lotus-Barque.” 
411 CT V 15b [CT361] ink Hmw pw n(y) Ra “I am that steering-oar of Re;" CT V 54a [CT387] tm iT HAty s m=f m imnt “Not 
taking a man's heart from him in the West” Note that others read “in the Necropolis.” 
412 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87. 
413 CT VII 416a [CT1100] dwn HAtt iarrwt HA “he who stretches out the bow-warp is the keeper of the outer gate;” 420a 
[CT1101] mds sn iarrwt snnw “he who cuts them down is the keeper of the second gate;” 423b [CT1102] wnm HAmt n(y) 
pHwy=f iArrwt xmt nw “he who eats the droppings of his hindquarters is the keeper of the third gate;” 426d [CT1103] xsf Hr 
aSA xrw iraawt fdnw “Opposed-face, great of voice, is the keeper of the fourth gate.” 
414 CT VII 427a-b [CT1103] Sw rwty Sw r pt rwty r tA “Shu and the Double Lion, Shu is at the sky, the Double Lion is at the 
land.” Note: B1L adds “is at the sky (and) at the land” in the case of the Double Lion.  431c [CT1105] ii.n=i m pt n(y)t rwty 
“I have come into the sky of the Double Lion.” Note: B3L replaces “into the sky” with “into the offerings.” 
415 CT VII 430a ii.n=i m Haawt sr.n=tw mHw Ra m xpr “I have come joyfully so I may present the cubits of Re as Khepri.” 
416 CT VII 443-434a ii.n=i xr=k Hr wr “I have come to you, Horus-the-elder.” 
417 CT VII 436a-g kkw kkw kkw arry kkw sDt sDt sDt. Note that “The gate of darkness is only present on B1L.” 
418 CT VII 436h [CT1108] sxd Hr aSA irrw iarrwt tpy; 437f [CT1109] anx m fnTw arryt Hr-ibt; 439a [CT1110] Iknty khA m 
sDt arryt <xmt nw> 
419 CT VII 440c-d sDt arryt kkw 
420 CT VII 442a-b [CT1112] mk wi ii=kwi Ra m sqd ink wa m 4 nTr ipw Hrw gs pt “Behold, I have come, Re, to voyage, for I 
am one among these four gods who are at the side of the sky;” 443c-e [CT1113] qAi {nk} iar=i n=k “Be high, that I may 
ascend to you;" 445b [CT1114] Hr wr nw nty m pt nbt “this is Horus-the-elder who is in all of the sky.” 
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Part IX, found on B1L and B3L, is a section including three boats and CT1115-1130.421 CT1115 is prior 

to the first boat and with a theme of sky.422 CT1116 is found around the first boat, refers to Horus-the-

elder and Re.423 CT1117 is between the boat and the next vignette and relates with those texts 

surrounding the boat, and CT1118-1124 are primarily focused on Osiris.424 This boat is separated from 

the next vignette by CT1125, which hails the portals, hidden of names, and sacred of places.425 Above 

the final boat, which is described as the “Mansion of Osiris,” is CT1129, which describes the end of the 

barque’s journey.426 The boat is then surrounded by CT1128, which reads “Circle of fire. Circle of fire. 

The company which is in the bow is Isis, Seth and Horus. the company which is in the stern is Hu, Sia, 

and Re.” 427 The side is completed with CT1130, which Sherbiny divides into six parts: “Introductory 

remark identifying the speaker of the following citation as well as his audience;” “a citation of the 

speech of the creator god;” “identity and descriptive clauses about the deceased;” “a passage formula;” 

“identity and descriptive clauses about the deceased;” “colophon in the form of a Wissensformel.”428 

The discussions of Lesko, notes the elaboration on themes shown in the previous text, CT1129, 

including the reference to the sailing of the solar barque and that there is no indication that the journey 

has started.429 This text also identifies the deceased with Re and Osiris.430 This connects to themes from 

not only CT1129 but also texts across the composition including travel and the identification of the 

deceased with the gods.  

This summarises the BO of B1L, B2L and B3L; the B4L BO has comparable sections to these coffins.   

                                                
421 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87. 
422 CT VII 446b-c mswr r pt nw n(y)t nTr sH “This is the drinking-bowl of the sky of the god’s booth.” 
423 CT VII 447d m-m Smsw=f Ra Hr wr m Htp m Axt Ra Hr wr “Among the suite of Re and Horus-the elder by means of the 
offerings in the horizon of Re and Horus-the-elder.” 
424 CT VII 448d-449a [CT1117] ir s nb rx sDAt Ax sw im Wsir iw swAi.n=f DADAt nbt wnn DHwty im=s “As for any men who 
know what is sealed, he becomes more glorious than Osiris. He has passed every tribunals in which Thoth is;” 451a-b 
[CT1118] Wsir Hwt tA Axw stX tA Axw “The mansion of Osiris. The land of spirits. Seth of the land of spirits;” 452c [CT1119] 
(part) inD Hr=k Wsir Xr Hwt=f “Hail to you, Osiris, possessing his mansions;” 453a [CT1120] aHa<=i> Hna Wsir aHa=f “I 
stand up with Osiris (when) he stands;" 453h-j [CT1021] spA Wsir Akr “The centipede-god. Osiris. The earth-god;" 454c 
[CT1122] xm.n=f stX Hr Wsir He does not know Seth because of Osiris;" 454f [CT1123] m rdi irt Hr n Wsir “Give the Eye 
of Horus to Osiris;" 455b [CT1024] ink DHwty <xt> n Wsir ra nb xt=i “I am Thoth, the things for Osiris everyday are my 
offerings” 
425 CT VII 455d-e inD Hr Tn sbxt stAw rnw Dsrt stw “Hail to you, portals, mysterious names, holy places.” 
426 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 129; Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their 
Path,” 147. 
427 CT VII 458a-l Snt n(y)t sDt Snt n(y)t sDt snnw imy HAt Ast stX Hr snnt imyt pHty Hw siA Ra Note: An additional (third) 
“Circle of Fire” is found on B1L. 
428 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 577. 
429 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 129; Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 577-579; including references 
such as CT VII 465d-e iw=i r sqdw m wiA ink nb mw m DAt pt “I will travel in my barque, I am the Lord of waters (when) 
crossing the sky.” 
430 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 579; E.g. CT VII 471c-d ir s nb rx r n wnn=f Ra m <iAbt> pt ipt mi Wsir “As for 
any man who knows this spell, he will be Re in the <east> of the sky, like Osiris.” 
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B4L 

B4L is unique in its representation of the Book of Two Ways and is predominantly made of maps of the 

Two Ways, as shown in Figure 56. On the B side of the BO it includes parts I, III and IV and one text 

from part V that are found on B1L-B3L. The F end of the B side of BO and the FR side texts all come 

from Group C of Lesko and are also classified as part III and IV by Lesko, however, for clarity they will 

be referred to as IIIc and IVc.431 

Part I, III and IV are directly comparable to B1L-B3L. Part I of B4L includes CT1029 1030, 1033, and 

1034 and is again defined by a red frame around CT1033 and focuses on travelling with Re and the 

Paths of Rosetau. 432 Part III, the blue way, includes CT1047 and CT1050 not found on the other three, 

which both share a focus on Osiris.433 Part IV, the black way, contains CT1055-1064, 1066-1067, all of 

which are discussed in relation to B1L-B3L. Part V follows parts III and IV, in which B4L includes 

CT1071 in the rectangle design discussed concerning B1L-B3L. 

Part IIIc, CT1147-1166, is spread over both the remaining B and FR side of the BO, and starting at the 

H end of the FR with CT1147. 434 CT1147 is in a column before the ways, and focuses on Osiris and 

passing the “two waterways of Shu.”435 CT1148 sits in the register of the blue way between a red gate 

and a red slope containing CT1150, both of which focus on Osiris.436 The blue way has CT1153 running 

along it until the middle, and is a spell for “passing on it.”437 Also at the start of the way is CT1149 

which names the spirits who guard these paths and the gate-keeper.438 Above the way is CT1151 which 

refers to passage.439 CT1152 is before a blue dividing line across the blue way, which names several 

individuals440 Following the dividing line, CT1157 is inscribed on the blue way and is “for travelling to 

                                                
431 De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, 1961, 7:xv; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two 
Ways,” 32–35; Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 134. 
432 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 
34. 
433 CT VII 300a [CT1047] ink psi xnmt n Wsir m-m irrw Htpw “I am he who cooks a xnmt-cake for Osiris among those 
who make offerings;” 302d-e [CT1050] r n wnn m nTr n Wsir n mni mAA Wsir mt “A spell for being a god for Osiris. The 
one who sees Osiris will not die.” 
434 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 
33. 
435 CT VII 498d-e swA s 2 Sw ink srwx Wsir “I may pass the two waterways of Shu. I treated Osiris medically.” 
436 CT VII 498h [CT1148] iw srwx Wsir imy n qmA iwf=f “I treat Osiris medically, so do not mourn his flesh;" 500a 
[CT1150] ink msy m R-sTAw Axt “I am the one who was born in Rosetau;" 500c [CT1150] saH=i m P mi wab Wsir “my 
dignity is in Pe like the purity of Osiris.” 
437 CT VII 502b r n swA Hr=s nw n(y)t tp awy “A spell for passing over it, that is before me.” 
438 CT VII 499j aA Hr rn=f pw ir arrwt=s pw “His name is Great-Face, (and) he is its gate keeper.” 
439 CT VII 501g rdi.n=i DA=s pt xft swA=i n snD=i “I have caused it to cross the sky at the time when I pass (and) I am not 
afraid.” 
440 CT VII 501i-m iw m tA Hr aA xrw Ary hiw sA<m rn=f> “Hot of face. Great of Voice. Oppressor. Monster. His name is 
“the one who is hot.” 
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the abode of fire” and equates the speaker to the Eye of Horus.441 CT1154 names several individuals 

and is followed by CT1156 which shares the theme of passage.442 CT1158, then sits within the four-

sided way and refers to Osiris.443 Following this geometric pattern, CT1165 begins within the way and 

enables the deceased to pass the bend.444 Below the way within a lopsided dome is CT1163.445 The last 

text of the FR side of the BO is CT1158 and connects to CT1160, at the F end of the B side, with its 

reference to Osiris.446 CT1161 and CT1162 follow CT1160, CT1161 reads “my two plots are safe, and 

no-one can take them from me,” which connects with CT1164, also refers to those that have plots in 

the Field of Hetep being able to see Osiris and Thoth every day.447 CT1162 relates closely to the two 

texts around it, concerning the Field of Hetep, Osiris and Thoth.448  

Part IVc is the black way and includes CT1167-1179.449 The first text at the H end is CT1148, discussed 

in part IIIc. CT1167 sits between part IIIc and IVc within a red band, stretching only a short way along, 

and it again refers to “Great-face.”450 This is followed by CT1168 which names the keeper of this bend 

as “sharp of vision.”451 CT1169 follows below the black way, and includes the key theme of passage.452 

An extended geometric shape then is formed out of the black way with CT1172 above the pattern and 

CT1170 and CT1171 within the first two four-sided shapes. CT1172's speaker is “Great-name whom 

you made” and has the protection of Horus the Elder.453 CT1170 calls for the reader to recognise 

“Hippopotamus-face” and names him as “lustral basin,” the lustral basin is also found in CT1171 and 

                                                
441 CT VII 504a-b r n swAt nywt sD<t> ink irt <Hr> “A spell for travelling to the abode of fire, I am the Eye of Horus.” 
442 CT VII 502e-I [CT1054] Sb r sib spd Hr xrw [..]rw “Sb. He who is vigilant. He who is sharp-sighted. The noisy one. 
[Unknown];”503c [CT1056] wAt=s nw nt m Hwt bd “This is the path which is in the Mansion of Incense.” 
443 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 51; CT VII 504e Wsir nt im=s pw Ax Hmsi im=s “Osiris who is in it, who is 
glorious and sits in it.” 
444 CT VII 508a ir <s nb sw>At qnb [...] n S pn “As for all men who pass the bend of the waterway.” 
445 CT VII 507a ppst rn ym[...] "<Her> name is Ppst.” This text is damaged on B4L.  
446 CT VII 505e-f sxt irt Htp xnm=i im=s n Wsir “The field makes offerings, I gladden Osiris therein it.” NB: This text is 
written in rubric. 
447 CT VII 506a [CT1161] iw AHty=i m Htp n iTw m<=i> My two plots are in peace, (and) can not be taken from me;” 507c-
e [CT1164] ir=s s nb wnnw AHt=f m sxt Htp iw=f mAA=f Wsir ra nb Hna DHwty “As for all men whose plots are in the Field 
of Hetep, he will see Osiris every day with Thoth.” 
448 CT VII 506c-d r n wnn m sxt Htp m-m Smsw n(y) Wsir m-m Smsw n(y) DHwty ra nb “A spell for being in the Field of 
Hetep among the followers of Osiris (and) among the followers of Thoth, every day.” 
449 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 87; Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 
33. 
450 CT VII 509a-c aA Hr xsf Atw rn=f r pw n qnb=f pw r n swA Hr r=f nw nt Xr S pw “His name is Great-face who repels 
aggressors, it is a spell for his bend. A spell for passing by him that which is under the waterway.” 
451 CT VII 510b-c ir qnb pw n(y) S pw mds Hr rn=f pw “It is the keeper of the bend of the waterway, his name is Sharp of 
Vision.” 
452 CT VII 512c-d swA Hr=f nw nt tp awy Xr S pw rn n qnb pw pw “Passing upon him which is in front, what is under the 
waterway is the name of the bend.” 
453 CT VII 513d ink rn wAt <wr> ir.tn “I am <Great>-name whom you made;" 513f mkt=i pw mkt wAt <Hr>-wr “The 
protection of <Horus> the Elder is my protection.” 
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CT1174.454 Within the last section of the geometric pattern, CT1175 calls for the passing by the bend-

keeper.455 CT1176, below the bend, details that the speaker is the messenger of Re.456 At the end of the 

B side of the BO is CT1178 which names bend-keeper as “Great-face opposes the aggressor.”457 

From the F end of the B side of BO are three spells, CT1177-1179, including a repetition of CT1178, 

found on the FR side of the BO. CT1177-1178 names the keepers of bends.458 To finish this side and 

the last to be discussed for the B4L BO is that of CT1179. CT1179 focuses on the voyage on the solar 

barque and completes the decoration on the BO of B4L.459 

9.2 Discussion 

The Book of Two Ways is a complex pictorial-textual element of Hermopolitian coffins which offers 

multiple challenges to its understanding.460 Robinson has noted that the Book of Two Ways has multiple 

references to its purpose and the “objectives of the text” in CT1074 and CT1130, and in CT1053, 

although this reference is not included on any of the four coffins.461 He also suggests that the BO is a 

“counterpart to a sky theme, representing perhaps a descent into and a journey around an 

underworld.”462 Sherbiny asserts, in comparison to the New Kingdom compositions of Amduat and 

Book of Gates, the Book of Two Ways is not a Netherworld guide, in contrast to Lesko’s assertion that 

the purpose of “this ‘guide’ was to enable the deceased to attain a goal.”463 This ‘goal' varies across the 

corpus, Lesko notes that variant C's goal is for the deceased to see Osiris, shown through CT1131, 

which is not found on the four coffins, whereas other variants are focused on “Re and the journey of 

his solar bark” and “two other major gods, Osiris and Thoth.”464 It does not have a linear narrative and 

is rather a composition “where several mythical themes are intertwined, repeated, or juxtaposed to serve 

                                                
454 CT VII 512g [CT1170] db Hr “Hippotamus-face;" SAs r=f “Lustral Basin (?) is his name;” 513a-b [CT1171] r n swA Hr=s 
nw SAs=f pw “This is a spell for passing upon it, it is his lustral basin.” R. Van der Molen, A Hieroglyphic Dictionary of Egyptian 
Coffin Texts (Leiden; Boston; Köln: Brill Academic Pub, 2000), 603 notes that this translation of "lustral basin" is uncertain; 
514b [CT1174] r n iwat nt warw Hr SAsw “A spell for the heritage of the fugitive because of the lustral basins;" 514f [CT1174] 
ir=i wAt n ra xni=f “I create a path for Re (when) he halts.” 
455 CT VII 515b-c r n swA Hr=f ir qnb n S pw “A spell for passing upon him, it is the keeper of the bend of the waterway.” 
456 CT VII 515f ink sbb mdw nTrw n Ra “I am the one who sends the message of the gods to Re.” 
457 CT VII 516e aA Hr xsf Atw  
458 CT VII 516a-b xsf Hr Hr m Artw ir qnb pw pw “The one who is repelled, two faces in dung(?), It is the keeper of the 
bend.” Note that dung is unclear as indicated in Van Molen, A Hieroglyphic Dictionary of Egyptian Coffin Texts, 5. 
459 CT VII 517g rdi.n n=i ir wiA Smt nfrt “It has been given to me that the Barque will make a good voyage;”Lesko, “Some 
Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 34. 
460 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 593. 
461 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 146;  CT VII 345b [CT1074] wAt Hrt tA n(y)t 
R-sTAw “The paths upon the land belonging to Rosetau;“470e-471a iw=i rx.kwi sw n xm=i sw ink apr Ax wpt sbxtw "I know 
him (and) I am not ignorant of him, I am the one who is equipped (and) useful in opening portals.” 
462 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 142. 
463 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 135; Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 595. 
464 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 135. 
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a certain function.”465 Whether these texts are focused on a particular goal is questionable given the lack 

of a linear narrative. However, the theme of Re and his journey in the solar bark and the strong 

presence of Osiris and Thoth is undeniable.  

The BO has a strong focus on journeys, travelling, passage and paths. The theme of journeys is shared 

with the rest of the Coffin Texts, and thus does not separate it from the rest of the coffin decoration.466 

However, it does form a part of the themes to be summarised in this discussion.  

Locations 

There are multiple locations detailed on the BO, the key locations are the Field of Hetep and Rosetau, 

given their extensive references and points of confusion in previous scholarship. There are many other 

locations, leading to studies such as Robinson, examining the landscapes of this composition.  

Field of Hetep 

The depiction of the Field of Hetep is found on the FR side, which in the case of B1L and B2L, is 

roughly aligned with the Two Ways and it is referenced across CT1046-1049.467 Kees argued that the 

goal of this journey was the Field of Hetep.468 However, there is reluctance in the modern scholarship to 

see this as a ‘goal.’469 It has been suggested that the abode of Osiris is depicted in CT1046 but the 

available evidence does not justify this.470   

Rosetau 

There is a complicated relationship between the map of two ways and Rosetau.471 The map mainly does 

not mention Rosetau, other than two references in CT1040.472 These references are alongside those to 

other locations and gods which Sherbiny suggests may be the mounds of Rosetau and their gods.473 

CT1072-1080 are the main source of information for Rosetau as discussed in relation to part V of B1L-

B3L. Rosetau has a strong connection to Osiris as it is where the efflux of Osiris was stored and 

                                                
465 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 595. 
466 Ibid. 
467 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 155. 
468 Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 31; Kees, Totenglauben und jenseitsvorstellungen 
der alten Agypter, 293–94. 
469 Lesko, “Some Observations on the Composition of the Book of Two Ways,” 31; Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 
601. 
470 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 601. 
471 Ibid. 
472 Ibid., 602. 
473 Ibid. 
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protected.474 In CT1036-1037, it is stated that it is a goal of the deceased to embalm Osiris, discussed 

previously as having “treated Osiris,” and the deceased must journey to Rosetau.475 This location of 

Rosetau is described as a “desert-like and a sandy area,” accessible by many ways which may overlap 

each other, and contains mounds where various gods reside.476 

Themes 

There are several key themes in the texts of the Book of Two Ways, in particular, the Osirian Myth, 

Thoth and the moon, the Winding Waterway and the Solar Barque.  

Thoth and the Moon 

The deceased has multiple lunar associations, playing the role of Thoth and his assistant.477 Thoth is 

known as both the healer of the Eye of Horus and the protector of the moon, and there are multiple 

references to the moon and Thoth on the BO.478 Lesko suggests that part VI “presents a tradition about 

the beyond that makes the moon god, Thoth, and his abode in the sky the goal of the deceased.”479 For 

example, CT1094 includes the Sound Eye of Horus and the speaker approaches Thoth in the suite of 

Re, and CT1096 references the Mansion of the Moon.480 Sherbiny notes that “Bringing the Sound Eye 

of Horus” is synonymous with the bringing of offerings which relates to CT1094 where the deceased is 

a follower of Thoth, those concerned with bringing offerings.481 CT1094 also identifies the deceased 

with the moon and the lunar Eye of Horus and, therefore, the deceased with the role of Horus, linking 

with the Osirian myth where the deceased as Horus is the son of Osiris. 482   

                                                
474 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 602; See 349b-d [CT1079] ii.n=i smnn=i xtw m AbDw wp R-sTAw snDm=i mnt Wsir 
“I have come so I may cause to establish offerings in Abydos, I have opened Rosetau, so I may ease Osiris' suffering” 352b-c 
[CT1080] sDt HA=s rDw Wsir rdi im R-sTAw “Flame about it, the efflux of Osiris placed therein Rosetau;" 
475 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 602. CT VII 340c ir rx=sn gmm wAt=sn “It is those who know them who will find 
their paths.” 
476 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 601; CT VII 353b [CT1080] hAAt im=f pw dsrt n(y)t Say “It is what came down 
therefrom him to the desert of sand;” 339e-340a [CT1072] r n wAt R-sTAw iw wAtw ipw pH nn wAtw iptw m stnm “Spell for 
the paths of Rosetau. These paths which reach here these paths in confusion.” 
477 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 599. 
478 Ibid.; P. Wallin, Celestial Cycles: Astronomical Concepts of Regeneration in the Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, Uppsala Studies in 
Egyptology 1 (Uppsala: Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, Uppsala University, 2002), 80–84. 
479 Lesko, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Two Ways, 136. 
480 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 599; Wallin, Celestial Cycles: Astronomical Concepts of Regeneration in the Ancient Egyptian 
Coffin Texts, 81; CT VII 380b [CT1096] irt Hr Hr awy=f m Hwt iaH “The Eye of Horus upon his hands in the Mansion of the 
Moon.” 
481 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 599. 
482 Ibid. 
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Osirian Myth 

Osiris and the Osirian myth is found across the BO including specific features of the myth such as the 

murder of Osiris by Seth, the keeping of the body in Rosetau and the deceased healing Osiris (CT1079), 

the fight between Horus and Seth (CT1125), and the tribunal of Osiris in which Thoth plays a role 

(CT1117).483 The deceased also acts as a ritualist, including having the status of Shu when he goes to the 

abode of Osiris, preparing “food provision for Osiris;” (CT1047); being “equipped with magical 

powers,” and being among the followers of Osiris on their way to the mummification of the body of 

Osiris (CT1051 and 1079).484 Sherbiny notes that “reciprocity is stressed” in the Book of Two Ways and 

that this ritualistic role is beneficial to both Osiris and the deceased.485  

The Winding Waterway and the Solar Barque 

Passage and pathways are a key part of the CTs. The ferry-crossing of the Winding Waterway is 

referenced multiple times on the BO and is comparable to the Osirian myth as the deceased is, in 

several texts, the son of the injured sun god.486 Sherbiny divides these references into four parts with the 

deceased: 

1. boarding the ferry with other gods– the most commonly referred to of the parts; 

2. crossing over to the other bank with the crew of the barque; 

3. finding themselves in a fertile area; 

4. hollowing out of another barque for ascension to the sky with the sun god.487  

The night barque undertakes the crossing of the Winding Waterway, and Sherbiny states that it also 

concerns “the moon traversing the night sky” or the barque of “the creator god crossing the primaeval 

waters.”488 The deceased plays a role within the crew of the solar barque, after passing by a group of 

“protective beings.”489 Within the solar barque, the deceased, like Thoth, performs ritual acts for the sun 

god (CT1033 and 1089). The deceased’s ability to protect the barque and its crew from Apep is also 

included.490  

                                                
483 Ibid., 598; CT VII 456c [CT1125] shr.n=i aHAty “I made content the Two Warriors;” see previous discussions for 
translations of CT1079 and CT1117. 
484 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 598.  
485 Ibid. 
486 Ibid., 600. 
487 Ibid., 599–600. 
488 Ibid., 600.  
489 Ibid. As found in CT1030, 1033, 1055, 1089, 1094, 1099, 1109-1110, 1116, 1112, 1130.  
490 CT VII 273a [CT1033] iw xsf.n=i n=f aApp “I have opposed Apep for him;” CT VII 444a ink bwt aApp “I am the one 
who Apep detests.” 
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9.3 Conclusion 

The “Book of Two Ways” on the interior of the BO is a feature unique to Dayr al Barshā coffins and is 

found across these four coffins. Each of the four, while being unique, share some texts, themes and 

decoration. The goal or purpose of such a composition is hard to ascertain. The BO connects in with 

the rest of the coffin, such as the lid and the other sides, references to locations and themes. The 

uniqueness of B4L from the known corpus is a point of great interest that has an impact on the 

understanding of Sen’s pair of coffins, and the smaller differences found between B1L and B2L are also 

impactful.    
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Chapter Ten: The Interior Decoration of L 

There are only three extant lids of the four coffins, only two of which have interior decoration. The 

author of this thesis has had the pleasure of viewing one of these two unpublished decorated lids (B3L). 

Both interior decorated lids (B2L and B3L) will be discussed in this chapter, as they are catalogued by 

Lesko giving ample data for a discussion of the texts alongside notes provided in de Buck’ss 

transcription. However, it has not previously been published in detail, the decoration and layout of 

B2L’s lid will not be discussed.491  

10.1 Decoration 

B3L’s decoration is limited to texts, blue and white framing and a solar barque. The texts are divided 

into two registers of columns, one on the B side, the other on the FR, separated with blue and white 

framing. The text has been framed in white, and the B and FR sides include a blue band. The barque is 

found on the FR side of the lid, close to the H end (Figure 48).  

10.2 CT 

There are no shared texts between the two lids, the CTs found on B2L and B3L are detailed in Table 

12. 

 

                                                
491 Catalogue of texts from Lesko, Index of the Spells on Egyptian Middle Kingdom Coffins and Related Documents. 
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Table 12: CTs of the L. 
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B3L starts at the H end of the FR side of the lid with CT489-494 and 496-500 which focus on a path 

being created for the deceased’s BA, spirit, magic and shade, the protection of the BA and corpse.492 

CT495 and CT493 share references to Shu.493 CT94 is focused on Osiris with the speaker stating it is 

“this great BA of Osiris,” and is split around the depiction of the solar barque.494 CT95-96 share a 

reference to “going out into the day,” CT96 is split over the F end of FR and the B register, which 

begins again at the H end.495 CT97 is focused on Thoth and the Eye of Horus.496 Geb is spoken of in 

CT96 and CT515 with opening the door and his jaws to the deceased.497 CT619-620, share a focus on 

travelling in the Netherworld and the sky.498 CT503, 302-303, 272-273 share a focus on the sky, 

including becoming birds.499 CT304 connects back to CT491-493 where the deceased’s BA, magic and 

power is within them and their heart in their body and corpse in the earth.500 CT468 is focused on the 

deceased’s travel in the Field of Hetep.501 The L is completed with CT713-714, the only version of these 

texts. CT713 solely reads “I ferment with dates.”502 CT714 has the speaker bring his body into being.503     

                                                
492 CT VI 68d [CT489] ir n={f}<i> wAt ra pw Hap spty “Make a path for <me> on the day of the covering of lips;” 68f 
[CT490] r n rdit sxm m Ax m rdwy=f m Xrt nTr “Spell for giving a spirit power over his legs in the necropolis;” 69a [CT491] 
wnn wAt n BA=i Ax=i n Swyt=i HqA=i “A path is opened for my BA, my spirit, my shade and my magic;” 71k-l and and 83g  
[CT492 and 500] i bA=i Ax=i Swyt=i HqA=i “O, my BA, my spirit, my shade and my magic,;” 73b [CT493] <bA=i Hrt XAt> 
smA it=i “My Ba be far from the corpses, my father slayed;” 75k-m [CT494] iw sDm.n=f xrw bA Hr nHm=f Ds=f m ibTw iTw 
bAw “He heard the sound of my BA saving itself from trappers who take possessions of BAw.” 78e [CT496] ink pw ir.n=i wAt 
r bw nty Ra “I have prepared a path to the place where Re is;” 79a-c [CT497] iri wAt n bA=i n Ax=i n Swty=i “Prepare a path 
for my Ba, for my spirit, for my shade;” VI 81b-d [CT498] n xnr {sw}<wi> irw awt Wsir n sxm irw awt Wsir m xnr bA=i 
HkA=i m sAw Ax=i Swyt=i “Those who are in charge of the limbs of Osiris shall not have power to restrain my BA (or) my 
magic (or) watch over my spirit (or) my shade;” 82a-c [CT499] wnn wAt n bA=i HkA=i “To open a path for my BA, my magic, 
and my shade.”  
493 CT VI 76f Aw=f a=f Hna Sw “He extended his arm with Shu.”  
494 CT II 67b ink bA pw aA n(y) Wsir “I am this great ba of Osiris;”  
495 CT II 73b [CT95] pr=i m hrw “I will go out into the day;” 78c [CT96] r prt m ra nk=f im=f “at the going out into the 
day, so he may copulate therewith it;”   
496 CT II 91c-d ink DHwty iqr irt Hr Sd wi Hna=t “I am Thoth, the trusty one. Eye of Horus take me with you.” 
497 CT II 75a [CT96] iw wDa.n n=i Gb sbA pry=i im=f “Geb has opened the door for me, so I may go out therefrom it;” VI 
102b [CT515] sn.n n=i Gb arty=f Hr %n tn “Geb has thrown open his jaws for me, this Sen.” 
498 CT VI 232e-f [CT619] i wr skA Hr ib dwAt ir n=i wAt swAt r=i “O, Great of the cultivators, in the midst of the 
Netherworld, make a path for me, and I will indeed pass by;” 235f [CT620] sar=s wi “It cause me to ascend;” 235h [CT620] 
m wnn.n=i dwAt “I have opened up the Netherworld.”  
499 CT VI 89e [CT503] pr.n=i Hr Sw “I have gone up on Shu;” IV 53f [CT302] xprw m bik “Becoming a falcon;” 54e-f 
in.n=i ib=i m Axt “I have brought my heart from the horizon;” 55e [CT303]  i bik “O, Falcon;” 10a [CT272] xprw m nwr 
“Becoming a heron;” IV 11a [CT273] xprw m bik “Becoming a falcon.” 
500 CT IV 57e-g bA=i Hna=i ib=i m xt=i xAt=i m tA “My BA within me, my heart in my belly, my corpse in the land;” 58a 
HkA<=i> m Xt=i “My magic within my belly.” 
501 CT V 381m-n skA=i Asx=i Hna Htp m DAtt nTr n ntt wi rx.kwi rn n(y) niw.wt DAtwt imyw sxt Htp “I plough and reap with 
Hetep in the god’s estate because I know the names of the towns and districts which are in the Field of Hetep.  
502 CT VI 343h-i iw xnt m bnit.  
503 CT VI 344b sxpr.n=i Haw=i m Axw=i “I brought my body into being with my power.” 
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B2L has more texts than B3L, and its layout cannot be rightly determined from Lesko as the line 

numbers do not make it clear whether there are two registers or a single register. However, key themes 

can still be ascertained, which will be used to structure the discussion of the texts of B2L.  

The sky and solar mythology are the most common theme in the CTs on B2L’s L. This includes 

references to the stars in CT343, 469-470, such as Orion and Sothis.504 CT469 is included in Krauss’ 

discussion of Horus and Sothis as a unity and a spatial association between the two and Sirius.505 Krauss, 

Kees and Goebs note that Orion is closely associated with Osiris, and Isis with Sothis, therefore, linking 

the sky to the Osirian mythology as well as that of the solar mythology.506 The solar mythology is found 

in the solar barque and Re, which appears in CT153, 175-176, 395, 414 and 438.507 These connect to the 

deceased travelling within the sky, as shown in CT393 with references to travelling on the winding 

waterway and in the sky, as discussed in Chapter 9. CT219 has the deceased taking part in the crossing 

of the lakes of the horizon.508 CT704 has the deceased travelling around the northern sky, and CT357 

states “I am the one who crosses the sky.”509 References to paths are found in CT250 and CT257.510 

Ascension to the sky is another part of this travel and is in CT621, 707-708.511 CT297 further connects 

to ascension to the sky with the deceased knowing the name of the god guarding the ladder of the sky.512 

Birds are also key to the sky theme, and B2L’s L includes references to the lotus-bird, fledgelings, 

swallows and ibis (CT263, 336, 493-494, and 703).513 Other references to the sky include CT706 in 

                                                
504 CT IV 357a [CT343] sHd.kA=k rkr sHdw Axt n(y)t pt “You shall be starrier than the stars of the horizon in the sky;” V 
398h [CT470] r n spr r sAH “Spell for reaching Orion;” 390h-i [CT469] saH=f wi m tp spdt snby=f wi m Hwt sAH “It makes 
me noble in front of Sothis, it will make me secure in the Mansion of Orion;” VI 1a [CT472] r n rdit iry Swbty kAt n nb=f m 
Xrt nTr “Spell for causing shabtis to do work for his owner in the necropolis;” III 164a tm iri kAt <m Xrt nTr> “To not do 
work in the necropolis.” 
505 R. Krauss, Astronomische Konzepte und Jenseitsvorstellungen in den Pyramidentexten, Ägyptologische Abhandlungen, Bd. 59 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1997), 295, §127-128. 
506 Ibid., 287, §126; Kees, Totenglauben und jenseitsvorstellungen der alten Agypter, 143–44; Goebs, Crowns in Egyptian 
Funerary Literature, 19–20. 
507 CT II 265a [CT153] anx m xt mt ti anx Ra ra nb “I may live after death as Re lived every day.”V 68a [CT395] r n hAt r sSn 
wiA “Spell for going aboard the lotus-barque;” 244a [CT414] xsf aApp m wiA n(y) Ra “Driving Apep from the Barque of Re;” 
III 61a [CT175] r n prt r pt r bw nty Ra im “Spell for ascending to the sky to the place where Re is therein;” III 62h [CT176] 
rdi.n=sn n=i xaw Hna <Ra> “They have given to me the appearance with Re;” V 291m [CT438] xpr.kwi m Ra ran b anx=i m 
xt mt “I daily come into being as Re (and) I live after death.” 
508 CT III 199k DA=i S Axt “I cross the lakes of the horizon.” 
509 CT V 9a [CT357] ink DA pt; VI 336a [CT704] pXr=i m pt mHtt “I travel around the northern sky.” 
510 CT III 345a [CT350] <S>As Hr wAt nTr “Traveling on the path of the god;” 368b [CT257] nTrw ir n=i wAt swA=i im=s 
“Prepare a path for me, so I may pass therein it.” 
511 CT VI 235n [CT621] fA.kA Gb “Geb will raise up;” 338d [CT707] pr=i ds=i Hna=f r pt “I myself ascend with him to the 
sky;” 339a [CT708] qd pr=i in itm “My house is built by Atum;” 339d sby=i pri wi qA r Hfd Hwtw HfA prw “I will go and 
ascend high in order to climb (to) the mansions (and) crawl (to) the houses.” 
512 CT IV 50k rx rn n nTr sAw mAqt n(y)t pt “Knowing the name of the god who guards the ladder of the sky.” 
513 CT III 392e-g [CT263] ii.n=i m wDA imnt HH TAw nb nTr=i “I have come opening the west, seeking all fledgelings, my 
god;” V 53 [CT386] DAt irtw m hby “Crossing the river as an Ibis;” IV 45a-b [CT493] wDA imnt xpr mnt “Opening up the 
West (and) becoming a swallow;” start of 46f [CT494] iw rdi n=i xprw nw mnt “The shape of the swallow is given to me;” 
VI 334i [CT703] r n xpr m sSnti “Spell for becoming a lotus-bird.”  
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which the deceased is the seal-bearer of the sky and CT712 calls for the deceased “to be united as a god 

in the sky.”514 

Another theme is that of the deceased retaining or having power through his magic (CT342, 392, 450 

and 471).515 This is linked to the texts that provide for the deceased to have good health and provisions 

of food (CT179-180). 516 CT204, 215 and 218 also focus on the deceased eating food, rather than 

faeces.517 

Osiris, Thoth and Hathor are key gods on the lid. CT345, 617 and 985 focus on Thoth including calling 

for his wings to be opened.518 Hathor is another key god on the lid, with the deceased becoming the 

scribe of the Altars of Hathor in CT295.519 CT710, 482, 484-486 focus on being a follower of Hathor 

and the weaving of the dress of Hathor.520 CT483 usually includes Hathor, however, on B2L only one 

line is included.521 In CT711, the speaker has the attributes of the gods, including Hathor.522 Lastly, 

CT612 is a spell to become Hathor.523 Osiris is found in the lid, including in CT228, which has three 

copies on B2L, this copy includes a unique rubric: "any man who knows this spell, he will complete 110 

years in life, ten years therein before his impotence, and so forth, being an ignorant or knowing man 

should do. If he proceeds to the necropolis, he will eat bread by the side of Osiris.”524  

                                                
514 CT VI 337h [CT706] xpr m xtmy m pt “To become a seal-bearer in the sky;” 343a [CT712] dmD m nTr m pt “To be 
united as a god in the sky.”  
515 CT IV 346e [CT342] xsf msH xsfw=f r iT HkA n(y) s m=f m Xrt nTr “Driving off a crocodile near to him in order to take 
possession of a man’s magic in the necropolis;” V 66a [CT392] tm nhm HkA n(y) s m=f “Not taking a man’s magic from 
him;” 319b-c [CT450] n rd=i n=Tn HkA=i pn xsf mrwt “Not giving to you this magic of mine, drive off the mrwt;” 400g 
[CT471] sxm s m HkA=f “A man has power from his magic.” 
516 CT III 72b-c [CT179] wnn %n pn wDA %n pn im “This Sen may eat and this Sen may be hale therein;” 74b-c [CT180] Taw n 
fnD n %n pn “May breath be in Sen’s nose.” 
517 CT III 141e [CT204] bwt=i pw rDw “Efflux is my detestation;” 175b [CT215] tm wnm Hs “Not eating faeces;” 196g-h 
[CT218] bwt=i pw Hs n wnm=i sw “Faeces is my detestation, I will not eat it.” 
518 CT IV 369a r n maAt xrw imy bAH DHwty “A spell for truth of voice in the presence of Thoth;” 372a rmi Tw rmw Wsir 
“Those who weep for you, wept for Osiris;” VII 193l [CT985] pr r=f DHwty m sSp=f “Thoth goes forth in his brightness 
towards it;” VI 228e [CT617] i DHwty wnn n=i DnH=k pw “O, Thoth, open those wings of yours to me.” 
519 CT IV 47 h iw xpr m sS dbHtw n(y) Hwt Hr “Becoming the scribe of the altars of Hathor.” 
520 CT VI 341h [CT710] wnn m Smsw Hwt Hr “To be among the followers of Hathor;” VI 64n [CT486] Hs n Hwt Hr Ts.n=i 
Tstn “Hathor is pleased (when) I wove the dress;” 48d [CT482] psD Hwt Hr m Xnw Axt sSm=s pt “Hathor shines within 
Hathor, (and) she controls the sky;” 53g [CT484] Ts Tstn n(y) Hwt Hr “The dress of Hathor is woven;” 62e [CT485] iw=i m 
Smsw Hwt Hr “I am among the follower of Hathor.” 
521 CT VI 53a ink Sms xnnwt wa=i “I am one who followed my sole musician.” 
522 CT VI 342c [CT711] iw At=i m sxmt nTrt irt=i m Hwt Hr “My striking-power is as Sekmet the divine, my eyes are as 
Hathor.” 
523 CT VI 225e xpr m Hwt Hr “To become Hathor.” 
524 CT III 267d-i ir s nb rx r pn km=f rnpt 110 m anx iw rnpt 10 im m dr sDb=f Hmt r m irt s xm rx ir sDA=f r Xrt nTr 
wnm=f t r gs Wsir.  
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There are several body parts that are featured in the CTs of the L, in particular, the heart, mouth and 

head. The heart as ib and hAty is found in CT225, 388 and 614-615.525 The mouth is featured in CT351-

352 and 354.526 CT394 and 390 both focus on heads not being taken.527 

Other texts that do not fit into these larger themes include CT210 and 472 which focus on the deceased 

not working and, in CT472, the shabtis undertaking that work for them.528 CT353, 356, 359 and 407 

share a focus on water, in particular, CT407 which includes celestial waters, and links back to the sky 

theme.529 In CT 207, 217 and 613, the deceased gives or receives gifts in Heliopolis.530 CT410 calls for a 

man remembering his name.531 CT708-709 refers to building houses and mansions.532CT109 is a shared 

text with B2L’s BO, calling for the opening of the West, which reflects similar sentiments to CT152.533  

10.3 Discussion 

The sky is the predominant theme of the lid, which is expected as there is a “strong symbolic 

relationship” between the two and it is one of the primary cosmological elements discussed in the 

scholarship.534 This connection means the lid is analogous to the sky-goddess Nut and places the 

deceased in the position of Osiris, who is covered by Nut to protect them from Seth.535 The deceased 

being Osiris is also found in several texts on the lid including CT94, 345 and 228. The solar focus also 

connects the lid to the journey of the solar barque through the sky expressed in texts including CT414, 

703, and 395. The solar barque depicted on B3L is also significant to this theme.  

                                                
525 CT VI 227a [CT614] tm rdi Hmsi ib n(y) s r=f m Xrt nTr “Not to let a man’s heart sit down against him in the 
necropolis;” 227g ink syn n ib n nTr “I am one who gives pleasure to the god’s heart;” III 221c, 223a, 223c-d [CT225] sxm m 
ib= m HAty=k sxm=k m awy=k rdwy=k “May you have power in your heart (ib), in your heart (HAty), in your arms and in 
your legs;” V 57a [CT388] tm iTi HAty n s m=f “Not taking a man’s heart from him.” 
526 CT IV 386a [CT351] rdit r n s n=f “A spell giving a mouth to a man for him;” 402c [CT354] wab=t tp r=k “Your 
purification is on your mouth;” 390c-d [CT352] wsr.n=i m r=i “I have power in my mouth.” 
527 CT V 67g [CT394] tm nhm tp n s m<=f> “Not taking a man’s head from him;” 63c [CT390] n nhmt tp=i m=i “My head 
shall not be taken from me.” 
528 CT VI 1a [CT472] r n rdit iry Swbty kAt n nb=f m Xrt nTr “Spell for causing shabtis to do work for his owner in the 
necropolis;” III 164a [CT210] tm iri kAt <m Xrt nTr> “Not to work in the necropolis.”  
529 CT IV 392a [CT353] & V 11j [CT359] sxm m mw “Having power over water;” V 212a-b [CT407] r n rx Ts 7 nw mHt-wrt 
“Spell for knowing the seven knots of the celestial waters.” 8a-b [CT356] r n sxm m mw “Spell for having power over 
water.” 
530 CT VI 226f [CT217 and 613] rdi Awt m Iwnw “Giving gifts in Heliopolis;” 155a [CT207] sSp Awt m Iwnw “Receiving gifts 
in Heliopolis.” 
530 CT III 345a <S>As Hr wAt nTr “Traveling on the path of the god.” 
531 CT V 234a sxi s rn=f “A man shall remember his name.” 
532 CT VI 339a [CT708] qd pr=i in itm “My house is built by Atum;” 339j [CT709] qd Hwt m imnt “To build a mansion in 
the West.” 
533 CT II 260a-b [CT152] prt m ra anx m xt mt m imnt nfrt “Going forth into the day, living after death in the beautiful 
West.”  
534 Willems, Chests of Life, 233; Nyord, “Permeable Containers: Body and Cosmos in Middle Kingdom Coffins,” 35. 
535 Ibid., 328. 
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While the two lids do not have any spells in common, there are several spells shared between B2L's L 

and the other sides of the coffins and between B3L’s L and its FR. The majority of the B2L shared texts 

are found on the BO, fitting the conclusion that the lid was a counterpart to a descent into and a 

journey around an underworld. 536 These are tabulated below in Table 13. B3L’s L and FR share CT489-

493 which share references to opened doors, gates, portals, and paths being made for the deceased as 

well as the deceased’s BA, magic, shadow and spirit. 

 
Table 13: B2L L CTs shared locations 

The missing lid of B1L is unfortunate as the two sets of coffins cannot easily be compared. B4L’s L was 

observed by the author and Lesko to be undecorated on the interior, whereas the comparable outer 

coffin of Gua (B2L) is decorated on the interior. Therefore, one cannot be sure if the coffins of Gua 

both had decoration on the lid’s interior and whether they had the same pattern of decoration as Sen’s.  

10.4 Conclusion 

The sky and solar journey are key to the interior decoration of these two lids and add to the overall 

creation of space within the coffin sets of which they are a part. The lack of images in the case of B2L, 

although unfortunate, does not hamper the discussion of this lid and its comparison to its compatriot. 

B1L's missing lid does not allow for the comparison of the lids of the two sets.  

                                                
536 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 142; Nyord, “Permeable Containers: Body and 
Cosmos in Middle Kingdom Coffins,” 35. 
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Chapter Eleven: Discussion and Summary 

The focus of this thesis is the layout and decoration of the four coffins of Sen and Gua, and each 

coffin’s relation to the other in the pair. Thus, this discussion is a summation and comparison of the 

four coffins. It will focus on both the similarities and differences between the four and how the pairs 

form a layered space. The similarities, in particular, the repetition of features, are the most relevant as 

they show the importance of these features and the principle of layering. In addition, B1L and B4L, B2L 

and B3L the inner coffins (B1L and B3L) and the outer coffins (B2L and B4L) will be compared to aid 

in this discussion.  

Commonalities across all four coffins 

There are several commonalities to all four coffins. Within the object frieze, this includes the granaries 

and sandals (F or F end of B), Wsx-collars and manxt-counterpoises (H end of B), and following objects 

groups on B: jewellery, sticks and sceptres, weaponry, objects from the offering list of Old Kingdom 

pyramids, and tools. Cobras or vultures, royal items (e.g. White Crowns), objects of the royal object 

ritual and jewellery of FR are universal to the four. They each have their reason for their placement 

which falls into the four categories discussed by Willems.537 The sandals indicate a relationship between 

the body's position and the decoration of the coffin, as they are found near the feet.538 Likewise, wsx-

collars and manxt-counterpoises are associated with the head and neck. The granaries connect back to 

on the south wall of Old Kingdom tombs, therefore having a cardinal and historical significance. 539 

Lastly, the royal objects on the FR have multiple links to both the body position, in particular, the 

closeness of the crowns and collars to the head and neck where they would be worn and also a link back 

to the “royal object ritual” which included items such as weapons and staffs.540  

Nephthys is found across all H exterior texts indicating her clear association with the head end of the 

coffin. 541 B3L and B4L includes her on the interior texts; however, B1L and B2L are too damaged to 

ascertain her presence. Anubis is also found on the exterior on all four B sides; however, B4L differs on 

the interior to include Geb rather than Anubis. Osiris is the only god found across both the interior and 

exterior of all four coffins.  

                                                
537 Willems, Chests of Life, 209–10; Nyord, “The Body in the Hymns to the Coffin Sides,” 7. 
538 Willems, Chests of Life, 209. 
539 Ibid., 213. 
540 Ibid., 208 & 220. 
541 Ibid., 138–40.  
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CT146 is the only text shared by all four coffins and is repeated twice on B3L and B4L (B1L’s B, B2L’s 

H, B3L’s B and H, B4L’s B and FR). It is also unique to Barshā coffins.542 This text focuses on calls for 

the assembling of the deceased’s loved ones, family, and associates (as discussed in Chapter 5).  

The presence of the Book of Two Ways that has been discussed at length in chapter 9, does differ 

across the four coffins in its makeup. However, its presence is significant as it is a unique feature of 

Barshā coffins and is common to the four.543 These items summarise those features shared across all 

four coffins; there are far more that are shared between two compared, each having their significance 

and adding to the analysis of the interaction between the inner and outer coffin of a pair. 

11.1 B2L and B3L 

There are several similarities between the outer coffin of Gua (B2L) and the inner coffin of Sen (B3L). 

The exteriors include some of the same gods: Nephthys (H), Neith (H), Isis (F), Serqet (F), Osiris (FR) 

and Anubis (B). Two of the three undamaged interior ornamental texts contain Osiris (FR) and Anubis 

(B).  

These two coffins are the only two of the four to include labelling in hieratic of the object frieze. On the 

B side, B2L and B3L contain the following groups of objects, in addition to wsx-collars and manxt-

counterpoises, jewellery, sticks and sceptres, weaponry, objects from the offering list of Old Kingdom 

pyramids, and tools found on all four coffins, B2L and B3L includes textiles. 

There are several mutual texts between the two coffins (Table 14). These include CT228 found three 

times on B2L and B of B3L, which equates the deceased to Osiris (see Chapter 8). On B2L’s FR and 

B3L’s L CT272-273 are found, which refer to the deceased becoming a bird, and CT390 which refers to 

the deceased’s head not being taken, as discussed in Chapter 6. B2L’s L and B3L’s B share CT219, 

which has the speaker taking part in the crossing of the lakes of the horizon.  

Other common texts form part of the Book of Two Ways (see Table 14). There are some differences, 

particularly concerning the large number of additional texts on B2L, which means that two parts (eight 

and nine) are not included on B2L, as discussed in Chapter 9.  

                                                
542 De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, 1938, 2:180. 
543 Robinson, “As for Them Who Know Them, They Shall Find Their Path,” 143. 
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Table 14: Shared texts of B2L and B3L 

11.2 B1L and B4L  

There are several similarities between the inner coffin of Gua (B1L) and the outer coffin of Sen (B4L). 

The exteriors are the same type and, in particular, the four sons of Horus are included in the standard 

order on the corners.  All the exterior sides include the same gods: Osiris (FR), Anubis (B), Isis (F) and 

Nephthys (H). Two of the interior sides contain the same gods: Osiris (FR) and Isis (F). B4L differs 

from B1L on the B side including Geb rather than Anubis in the offering formula.  

The B1L and B4L object friezes do not include labelling, and only include one register of objects on H, 

FR and F. In addition to the common items across all four coffins, on H, despite the damage, it is clear 

that it has the seven unguents, wnx-cloths and Xnm.t-wr sieves. On the F end, they share the presence 
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of sandals. They also share several groups of objects on the B side including aprons and kilts and pD-aHa 

objects. 

The texts in common between these two coffins, other than BO, include two sets of texts: CT154-160 

and CT30-36, as shown in Table 15. CT154-160 focus on knowing the various BAw and CT30-36 form 

a liturgy as discussed in Chapter 5 and 7. As B4L’s Book of Two Ways is unique, as discussed in 

Chapter 9, there are vast differences between the two coffins. 

 
Table 15: Shared texts of B1L and B4L 
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11.3 The inner coffins (B1L and B3L) 

There are multiple features common to the inner coffins, indicating elements that were valued for the 

inner coffins of both Sen and Gua.  The exteriors include PT §580c = §1607a-b on the FR side and the 

Thoth phrase on B, and black outlining on the blue ornamental texts. They also share an offering 

formula to Anubis on both the interior and exterior B side.  

While there is significant damage to B1L's H, it is clear that B3L and B1L contain myrrh, seven 

unguents and wnx-cloths in the object frieze of H. All the sides include only one register of object frieze 

on each side, and the following groups of objects on the B side, in addition to those shared across all 

four: aprons and kilts, pD-aHa objects, and sandals.544 

The inner coffins share the most substantial number of texts, the majority of which are found in the 

same location indicating some texts that were valued in the inner coffin (see Table 16). The texts and 

vignette for the Field of Hetep, in particular, CT464-466, are found on the FR side. It is a significant 

vignette as it shows the “characteristics of an area in the Beyond and serves as a Netherworld guide.”545 

On the F, CT379-382 call for animals to be driven away. As noted in Chapter 8, the entirety of the B3L 

B texts are found on B1L. The texts of particular note are CT30-36, the previously discussed liturgy in 

Chapter 6; and CT228. There are also eight texts found on both the L and FR, which include the 

Osirian and solar mythology, as discussed in Chapter 10. 

As shown in the several repeated texts on BO on Table 16, B1L and B3L are the most similar of the 

four coffins with respect to their representation of the Book of Two Ways. Over 50% of the spells on 

the BO are shared between the two coffins as well as many of the vignettes, as discussed in Chapter 9. 

The orientation of the BO differs between the two.  

                                                
544 Willems, Chests of Life, 215. 
545 Ibid., 234. 
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Table 16: Shared texts of B1L and B3L 
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11.4 The outer coffins (B2L and B4L)  

There are very few similarities between the outer coffins, which is quite a contrast to the inner coffins. 

Their similarities include the exterior type, the presence of the four sons of Horus on the corners of the 

long sides, and imAx.y xr phrases making up the rest of the columns. B2L has the sons of Horus in a 

different order, as discussed in Chapter 4. The FR and B horizontal texts on the exterior and interior 

refer to Osiris and Anubis respectively. The F and H also include several gods on the exterior texts – 

Nut and Isis (F), Nephthys and Neith (H).  

The object frieze of B2L’s H is damaged and, therefore, cannot be compared. The FR and F object 

frieze differ as B2L has two registers compared to the one of B4L. The B side has two registers and 

includes anx-symbols, at the F end on B2L, and at the H end of B4L, and several clusters of objects, in 

addition to those shared across all four: aprons and kilts, pD-aHa objects, and textiles. 

The only common texts between the two, other than CT146, are those on the BO. There are significant 

differences between B2L and B4L’s Book of Two Ways, with a small number of texts shared: CT1029-

1030, 1033-1034, 1036-1043, 1046, 1051, 1054-1067 and 1071.  

11.5 The coffins of Gua (B1L and B2L) 

The coffins of Gua have many similarities creating a fascinating, layered space between the two. They 

both have a damaged H end, impacting the analysis of the interior and exterior texts of that end. They 

share the same typology of the exterior, the texts of the long-sides, however, do differ, in that B1L 

includes the PT §580c = §1607a-b on FR and the Thoth phrase on B, whereas B2L has only imAx.y xr 

phrases. B1L and B2L place the sons of Horus on the four corners, however, B2L alters their order.  

On the interior, both coffins include a false door, wDA.t eyes and an offering table on the FR side, 

however, B1L includes an offering table roughly half the size of the offering table on B2L as it includes 

an offering list below the table. The interior ornamental texts include Osiris (FR), Isis (F) and Anubis 

(B). 

The coffins of Gua contain several common CTs of which the majority are found on the BO (see Table 

17). A number that are shared between B1L’s B and L of B2L including CT219, where the deceased is 

raised on one side and placed on the other, and a focus on the sky; CT225 which refers to the sky 

opened for the deceased and CT228, as mentioned above. CT228 is also found on B2L’s F and B. While 

these two coffins have limited mutual texts, there are several shared themes in particular locations on 

the coffin have been noted. This has included the focus on not eating excrement, found on both the B 

and FR sides. 
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The differences in the decoration, other than the CTs, are limited, while there is much variation in the 

object friezes, largely these two coffins follow the same groupings of objects. B2L includes two registers 

of objects frieze, in contrast to the one register found on each side of B1L. In addition to the objects 

previously discussed as found across all four coffins, the B incorporates the following groups of objects, 

in addition to those shared across all four: aprons and kilts, and pD-aHa-objects.546  

There are connections between the decoration and texts, such as the presence of Shu Spells on B2L’s 

FR which speak of HH-gods, which are roughly in line with the representation of HH-gods on the FR side 

of B1L. CT619 on the FR of B1L is also close to the HH-gods and is noted to refer to the HH-gods. 

Willems notes that CT81, in particular, details the drawing of the HH-gods on the mummy.547 The HH-

gods are also known to have a close connection to the four sons of Horus, which are found on both 

coffins.548 There are also several Shu spells on the opposing side, B of B2L. This shows a clear layering 

of decoration, indicating the value of these Shu spells, and the HH-gods together joining together with 

the four sons of Horus and shows synchronicity between not only the object frieze and the texts found 

within a coffin but also between a pair. This is also shown at F, where CT168 and 318 found on B2L 

and the anx-symbols on B1L link to a purification ritual as discussed by Willems.549 

Other difference in decoration is the lack of a Field of Hetep vignette and accompanying texts on B2L, 

despite their presence on B1L. As noted previously, B3L and B1L contain the Field of Hetep and, thus, 

there seems to be a connection between the Field of Hetep and the inner coffins.  

The Book of Two Ways on these two coffins, are the same variant and therefore so are the majority of 

their texts and features. B2L does add several additional texts to the BO, which does mean that there is 

not space for the final two parts that are found on B1L, as discussed in Chapter 9.  

                                                
546 Ibid., 215. 
547 Ibid., 208. 
548 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 32. 
549 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 349; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 137. 
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Table 17: Shared texts of B1L and B2L 

11.6 The coffins of Sen (B3L and B4L) 

The coffins of Sen form an interesting pair with many differences and fewer similarities. Concerning the 

exteriors, the differences between B3L and B4L, visually and textually, are striking. The exterior 

decoration has several differences between the two coffins, including the mutilation of snakes on the 

inner coffin but not on the outer coffin as discussed in Chapter 4. It differs regarding the false door and 

wDA.t eyes on the exterior and interior, B3L includes a false door and wDA.t eyes on the exterior but only 

a false door on the interior. In contrast, B4L has just wDA.t eyes on the exterior and both a false door 

and wDA.t eyes on the interior. The exterior texts differ in content and layout, B3L with three columns 
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on the long-sides of B3L rather than four on B4L. B3L includes PT §580c = §1607a-b on the FR side 

and the Thoth phrase on B, whereas B4L has imAx.y xr phrases and the four sons of Horus, however, 

the top of the B4L’s L includes the PT §580c = §1607a-b. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, in all the exterior and interior texts and some of the CTs of B3L and the 

exterior ornamental texts of B4L Sen has the title of steward, however, on the interior of B4L, Sen is 

given the title of chief of the physicians.  

There are several differences between the coffins in the interior ornamental texts. Three of the four 

sides of B4L have two registers of ornamental texts on the interior in contrast to B3L’s one register on 

all four sides. The same gods are incorporated on short-ends interior texts – Nephthys (H) and Osiris 

(F). B4L includes a second register on FR which refers to Thoth. B and F differ in their references to 

gods on the ornamental texts, B side includes Anubis on B3L and Geb on B4L. B3L’s F does not refer 

to any god in contrast to the expected reference to Isis found on B4L.  

The H object frieze, which is only undamaged on B3L and B4L, share the objects that have been found 

in the purification ritual of PT §§50-57 and items associated with the head, as discussed in Chapter 5. 

This location fits well with the principle of layering, indicating the importance of these items to these 

coffins and the ritual, as well as the key link to the head.  

The F object frieze is noteworthy as B3L only includes granaries and B4L is the only one of the four 

coffins to include carpenter’s tools on the F end, a pattern unique to Barshā coffins.550 Lastly, B of B4L, 

by only including one register of ornamental texts, contains two registers of object frieze. B3L only has 

one register. The object frieze has a less rigid structure on the long sides; however, they do share the 

following clusters of objects on B, in addition to those shared across all four: aprons and kilts, pD-aHa-

objects, and textiles. 551  

The vignette and texts on the Field of Hetep, as discussed in Chapter 6 and early in this chapter, are 

only found together on the inner coffins. However, B4L includes the vignette of the Field of Hetep on 

the FR side, with all the expected texts found with the vignette, are missing. It is unclear why this is the 

case, whether there was an error in the painting and the vignette was not planned to be on the outer 

coffin, or the texts were accidently omitted.  

Other than CT146 and those CTs in Book of Two Ways, the only CTs the two coffins of Sen have in 

common is the liturgy of CT30-36, as shown in Table 18 and as discussed above concerning the inner 

coffins. 

                                                
550 Willems, Chests of Life, 213. 
551 Ibid., 215. 
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The Book of Two Ways on B3L and B4L falls into separate variants and, therefore, only share twenty-

eight texts across four of the nine parts, as discussed in Chapter 9. As previously noted, B4L is unique in 

its repetition of the two ways, including both variant A and C, meaning the majority of the base is 

covered with two versions of the Two Ways, unlike B3L which only includes one version, the rest of the 

BO being made of several different features.  

 
Table 18: Shared texts of B3L and B4L 

11.7 Summary and comparison of the coffins of Gua and the coffins of Sen 

The four coffins of Gua and Sen have been compared in multiple ways in this chapter. This section will 

summarise the key findings and compare the two coffin sets. This will include those features and 

elements that are shared and conclusions that can be drawn from that as well as the differences between 

the two ensembles which mark them as unique artefacts.   
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As noted earlier in this chapter, there are several features found across all four coffins which show 

elements that are highly valued in both ensembles. This includes CT146, which is not found in the same 

location on every coffin and is found six times; thus, this is highly valued text in the two ensembles 

focussing on the assembling of the deceased’s family and loved ones, and provisioning them with food 

and drink. This is found along with a select few other similarities including: the presence of cobras or 

vultures, royal items (e.g. White Crowns), objects of the royal object ritual and jewellery on FR; sandals 

on the F or F end of B; wsx-collars and manxt-counterpoises, jewellery, sticks and sceptres, weaponry, 

objects from the offering list of Old Kingdom pyramids, and tools on B; the granaries at the F; 

Nephthys in all H exterior texts; Anubis in all B exterior texts; and Osiris on all interior and exterior FR 

ornamental texts. The objects shared had close associations with either the body (sandals, collars and 

counterpoises) or previous tomb depictions (royal objects and granaries). The references to gods are 

both associated with funerary rituals and with the coffin as a model of the universe. Nephthys at the H, 

with most commonly Isis at the foot, places the deceased in place of Osiris and is “derived from the 

role of the two female mourners.”552 Isis is not found on all four coffins, as she is missing from the 

exterior of B2L and interior of B3L. However, she is found across both pairs, and this, therefore, 

continues to place the deceased in place of Osiris. Osiris, on the eastern side, is connected to the east 

“as a provider of offerings” and is therefore found on the FR side, and Anubis is found on the western 

(B) side with references to the western dessert.553 Anubis is replaced on B4L’s interior B with Geb, 

whom Willems notes is a key god on Dayr al-Barshā coffins, thus Anubis’ replacement with Geb is of 

significance.554 

In addition to these features shared across all four coffins, there are elements shared between the pairs. 

When comparing the two coffin sets, the similarities between the inner coffins is notable, while the 

outer coffins are less so. As discussed above, those elements shared between the inner coffins include: 

PT §580c = §1607a-b on the exterior FR and the Thoth phrase on the exterior B, an offering formula to 

Anubis on both the interior and exterior B side, objects on the H end and B, the texts and vignette for 

the Field of Hetep on FR, CT379-382 on F, the entirety of B3L B including CT30-36 and CT228, eight 

texts found on both the L and FR, and over 50% of spells on the BO. As noted in Chapter 3, the inner 

coffins are referred to as swHt (egg) in the later periods.555 The close association with rebirth and the 

closeness to the body make the inner coffin very valuable and make these similarities very important. 

The outer coffins, further away from the body, are more varied.   

                                                
552 Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the Orientation of the Human Body,” 41; Willems, Chests of Life, 134–35. 
553 Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the Orientation of the Human Body,” 41. 
554 Willems, Chests of Life, 195. 
555 Ibid., 238; Raven, “Egyptian Concepts on the Orientation of the Human Body,” 34. 
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There are also multiple features and themes that are found on the coffins of both individuals, although 

not necessarily in the same location. The multiple texts that are found on both the coffins of Gua and 

those of Sen include: CT30-36, 146, 154-160, 219-220, 228, 272-273, 290, 298-301, 337, 341, 379-382, 

387, 390, 455-461, 464-466, 503, 515, and 619-620, (not including the texts found on the BO), as 

indicated in Table 14, Table 15, Table 16 and Table 17. These texts show themes and features of 

importance in both pairs.  

The liturgy of CT30-36, as discussed in Chapter 7, is found across the pairs. These texts form a part of 

“the screenplay of a ritual “drama” enacted on the day of the funeral.”556 These texts are largely found 

on Barshā coffins, with only one other example on L2Li (Lisht). The next most common text after 

CT146 is CT228, which is found across three of the four coffins, and is repeated twice on B1L, thrice 

on B2L and once on B3L. This text speaks of the deceased as appearing as Osiris, as does CT298. 

CT337 calls on Thoth to vindicate Osiris against his foe, again linking to the Osirian mythology.  

CT154-160, which are focused on the knowledge of the BAw, are found across the pairs. CT154-157, in 

particular, are related to the body’s position as discussed in Chapter 5. CT158-160 are discussed in 

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 as they are found on the F of B1L and FR and B of B4L. This repetition indicates 

their value in these pairs.  

As discussed concerning the inner coffins, at the H end of the FR on B1L and B3L the Field of Hetep 

is found (CT464- 466). This includes the vignette containing CT466. In addition to this B4L includes 

the graphic of the Field of Hetep but is missing the texts. This indicates the importance of the Field of 

Hetep on the inner coffins. B4L’s depiction of the vignette without the text complicates the analysis 

somewhat; however, it is clear that the Field of Hetep was important as it was also found in several 

other texts including those on the BO.  

Several texts have the theme of sky, including CT503, 619-620. CT272-273, 300-301 refer to the 

deceased becoming a bird. CT341 has the deceased as Re in his appearances and the ferry boat of the 

sky.  

CT219-220 include a focus on the provision of proper food for the deceased and not eating excrement. 

This is a theme that is shared in other texts such as CT368 on B2L and CT173-174, 187 on B1L. 

CT455-461, 387 and 390 focus on providing power and danger to not behalf the deceased. CT459 and 

460 also focus on the internal organs of the deceased. CT379-382 similarly call for animals to be driven 

away. CT290, 299 and 515 do not have themes which are included in the other texts, CT290 speaks of 

                                                
556 Ogdon, “A New Dramatic Argument in the Coffin Texts (Spells 30-37),” 37–43; Willems, “The Social and Ritual Context 
of a Mortuary Liturgy of the Middle Kingdom (CT Spells 30-41),” 253; Jürgens, Grundlinien einer Überlieferungsgeschichte der 
altägyptischen Sargtexte, 237; Assmann, Death and Salvation in Ancient Egypt, 147–58. 
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the deceased as a weaned child, CT299 speaks of the deceased being conceived and, lastly, CT515 has 

Geb throwing open his jaws. 

As has been indicated in this analysis of texts shared between the pairs, there are key themes that have a 

clear presence on both coffin pairs, including the sky and the solar mythology, Osiris and the 

netherworld, passage, the protection of the deceased, including the provision of food, rather than 

excrement to eat. 

When comparing the two coffin pairs, it is clear that the coffins of Gua (B1L and B2L) have far more in 

common with each other than the coffins of Sen (B3L and B4L) do with each other. This is shown 

through B1L and B2L sharing the same: exterior type, Book of Two Ways variant, interior false door, 

wDA.t eyes and offering table, and interior ornamental texts on B, FR and F. There are only a few shared 

texts, other than the Book of Two Ways, including CT228, CT219, and CT225. Whereas the coffins of 

Sen differ in their: exterior typology, presence of wDA.t eyes on the interior and false doors on the 

exterior, titles used for Sen, interior ornamental texts of B and F, the object frieze of F, the 

representation and texts for the Field of Hetep, and the differing variants of the Book of Two Ways. It 

should also be noted that in addition to CT146, the only other shared texts on the coffins of Sen are the 

liturgy of CT30-36.  

Another key part of the coffin sets is the presence of clear layering of a few features and themes. As 

discussed by Bettum, there are clearly different symbolic meanings between inner and outer coffins 

from later periods.557 However, Willems notes that in Middle Kingdom coffins, there is no “functional 

variance” that could be determined between the coffins as there are examples, such as B3Bo-B4Bo and 

Sid2X-Sid3X, that are near identical.558 Despite this, the so-called ‘principle of layers’ – the layering and 

repetition of features and elements within the coffin is worthy of note as it is clearly found in multiple 

examples of the coffins of Sen and Gua. On the coffins of Gua, the Shu Spells on B2L’s FR and on the 

opposing B side, which speak of HH-gods, are roughly in line with the representation of HH-gods on the 

FR side of B1L. The HH-gods are also known to have a close connection to the four sons of Horus, 

which are found on both B1L and B2L on the four exterior corners.559 This shows a clear layering of 

decoration, indicating the value of these Shu spells and the HH-gods together joining together with the 

four sons of Horus and shows a certain layering between not only the object frieze and the texts found 

within the coffins but also between the texts themselves. Likewise, such concurrence is found on B1L 

and B2L’s F which layer a focus on purification, where CT168 and 318 found on B2L and the anx-

                                                
557 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 32. 
558 Willems, Chests of Life, 51. 
559 Bettum, “Death as an Eternal Process,” 32. 
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symbols on B1L link to a purification ritual as discussed by Willems.560 This purification ritual is also 

found on the coffins of Sen on the H, in another case of layering. The purification ritual of PT §§50-57 

involved the application of the seven unguents and the eye paint to the face of either a mummy or 

statue and the use of wnx-cloths all of which are found on the H of both B3L and B4L.561 While this 

layering of features cannot provide generalisations across the relationships between all inner and outer 

coffins of the Middle Kingdom, the layering of the two coffin pairs does show some repeated, and 

therefore likely valued or important, themes and symbolic meanings to these two individuals, including 

the purification ritual which is shared by both pairs – albeit at opposite ends.  

11.8 Conclusion 

The coffins of Sen and Gua are diverse while sharing some similarities. This discussion has summarised 

and compared the four coffins. It has noted the vast number of features that are common between the 

inner coffins, in contrast to the far fewer features that are shared between the outer coffins. It has noted 

a number of shared texts and themes within the individuals’ coffins. There are also several similarities 

across the pairs, indicating some critical themes for the coffins, including multiple examples of layered 

features and themes. It has also been noted that the coffins of Gua have more in common with each 

other than the coffins of Sen, indicating variation between the conceptualisation of the inner and outer 

coffins.  

                                                
560 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 349; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 137. 
561 Willems, “The Embalmer Embalmed,” 344. 
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Chapter Twelve: Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to describe and examine the inner and outer coffins of Sen and Gua, to 

understand the layout of the interior and exterior decoration and how the coffins together created a 

layered space. This research has demonstrated that each of these coffins is unique. However, they share 

critical themes and features that come together to form intricate layers and patterns.  

B1L, B2L, B4L exteriors were ascribed type IVab and B3L type VIII.562 B3L stands out the most with 

the mutilation of the snakes, the inclusion of a false door, having three rather than four columns on the 

long sides and outlining of its exterior hieroglyphs. B1L and B3L, the inner coffins, are the most similar 

and on the exterior, they include the Thoth phrase on the B side and the use of “PT §580c = §1607a-b” 

on FR. Both outer coffins share that they use only imAx.y xr phrases on the long sides, although not 

referencing the same gods in the same places. Nephthys (H) and Osiris (FR) were also shared in the 

exterior texts across all four coffins.  

The interior decoration of H of all the coffins is clearly linked to both the position of the body and the 

rituals around offering, purification, embalming and the Opening of the Mouth ritual, despite the 

damage to B1L and B2L. The ornamental hieroglyphs of B3L and B4L mirror their exterior texts in 

their reference to Nephthys. B1L and B4L mirror each other in having CT154-157. B2L and B3L 

include CT146 as the first spell on H.  

The FR sides are diverse, and the ornamental hieroglyphs largely mirror the exterior FR. The object 

frieze of the four coffins links in with objects found in the “Regalia Offering Direction,” and, therefore, 

rooted in the royal sphere.563 There is a connection between the HH-gods in B1L and B2L, and there are 

several themes and texts the four coffins have in common, in particular, the Field of Hetep texts and 

vignette (CT404, 464, 465, 466, 467), with the texts and vignette found on B1L and B3L. B4L includes 

only the vignette.  

The F sides had multiple similarities including three of the four ornamental hieroglyphs having a imAx.y 

xr phrases with Isis. Other similarities include granaries and sandals in the object frieze and the repeated 

CT379-CT382 texts on both B1L and B3L, the two inner coffins. This diverse decoration has a 

connection to the position of the body, to rituals, and to previous tomb depictions.  

 

                                                
562 Willems, Chests of Life, 21. 
563 Hays, The Organization of the Pyramid Texts, 608; Willems, The Coffin of Heqata, 208 & 220. 
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The B includes common groupings of features in both the object frieze and its CTs, which are linked to 

the body’s position. It also has shared groupings of texts which share liturgy, theme or feature gods 

including CT30-38, Shu spells and CTs equating the speaker to Hapy. 

The “Book of Two Ways” on the interior of the BO is a feature unique to Dayr al Barshā coffins and is 

found in these four coffins. Each of the four differs in many ways, each unique in itself, and they share 

some texts, themes and decoration. The goal or purpose of such a composition is hard to ascertain, and 

instead, it is best to consider it as a collection of mythological themes, locations and rituals. The BO 

connects in with the rest of the coffin, such as the lid and the other sides, references to locations and 

themes. The uniqueness of B4L from the known corpus is a point of great interest that has an impact 

on the understanding of Sen’s pair of coffins, and the smaller differences found between B1L and B2L 

are also impactful.   

The sky and solar journey are key to the interior decoration of these two lids and add to the overall 

creation of space within the coffin sets of which they are a part. The lack of images in the case of B2L, 

although unfortunate, does not hamper the discussion of this lid and its comparison to its compatriot. 

B1L's missing lid does not allow for the comparison of the lids of the two sets. 

The discussion of these findings has shown that the inner coffins of Sen and Gua have a vast number of 

similarities, in comparison to the more diverse outer coffins. It noted several shared texts and themes 

within the individuals’ coffin pairs. There are also several features shared across the pairs, indicating 

some important themes for the coffins.  It has also indicated the presence of some layering of themes 

within the coffins pairs, including the HH-gods and Shu spells, the Field of Hetep, and purification 

rituals. It has also been noted that the coffins of Gua have more in common with each other than the 

coffins of Sen, indicating variation between the conceptualisation of the inner and outer coffins. 

While the focus of this thesis was not to ascertain patterns across the corpus of Middle Kingdom 

coffins, this analysis shows, despite little being understood about the practice of multiple coffins in the 

Middle Kingdom and “no functional variance” having been previously determined, there is still great 

value in examining these individual sets as a unit to understand elements that were valued and the 

intricacies of an individual’s funerary furniture.564  

                                                
564 Willems, Chests of Life, 51. 
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Translations of Exterior Ornamental Hieroglyphs 

B1L 

 

    
 

FR Horizontal (Figure 18) 

Htp di nsw Wsir nb Ddw xnty imnt nTr aA nb Abdw di=f xt nb nfr wab dbHt-Htp prt-xrw n imAx.y GwA 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of Djedu, Foremost of the West, the great god, Lord of 

Abydos, give: all things good and pure, a funerary meal, an invocation offering, the venerated one, Gua.  

FR Columns  

imAx.y xr Imsti GwA 

The venerated one with Imseti,565 Gua 

[2] psS.n=s s(y) mwt=k [3] Nwt Hr=k di=s wn=k m nTr 

Your mother Nut, she has spread herself on you so that she may cause you to be as a god 

imAx.y xr _wA-mwt=f 

The venerated one with Duamutef566 

                                                
565 Van der Molen, A Hieroglyphic Dictionary of Egyptian Coffin Texts, 37. 
566 Ibid., 785. 
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F Horizontal (Figure 10) 

imAx.y xr GwA 

The venerated one with Gua 

F Columns  

[1] Dd mdw in Gb rdi.n(=i) [2] n=k Ast r rd.wy=k rmi.=s tw 

[1] Words spoken by Geb, (I) have placed [2] for you, Isis at your feet, that she may weep for you. 
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B Horizontal (Figure 22) 

Htp di nsw Inpw xnty sH-nTr tp=f Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrs nfrt nt imAx.y GwA mAa hrw 

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming, Lord of the Sacred Land, gives a good burial in the necropolis (to) 

the venerated one, Gua, true of voice.  

B Columns  

[1] imAx.y xr @py  

[1] The venerated one with Hapi 

[2] pri=k r nwt m [3] nTrw sSp a=k in +Hty 

[2] May you depart to the sky among [3] the gods, and may your arm be grasped by Thoth 

[4] imAx.y xr QbH-snw=f 

[4] The venerated one, with Qebehsenuef.567  

                                                
567 Ibid., 651. 
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H Horizontal (Figure 14) 

[…] n […] x […] GwA 

[…] Gua 

H Columns  

[1] mdw in Nwt rDi.n(=i) [2] [n=k] Nbt-Hwt Xr tp=k GwA 

[1] Words spoken by Nut (I) have placed [2] [for you] Nephthys under your head Gua 
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B2L 

 

 

FR Horizontal (Figure 19) 

Htp di nsw Wsir nb Ddw xnt [imnt a]A nTr nb Abdw di=f xt nb nfr wab dbHt-Htp prt-xrw n imAx.y wr 

swnw GwA 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of Djedu, Foremost [of the West, the gre]at god, Lord 

Abydos, give: all things good and pure, a funerary meal, an invocation offering, the venerated one, chief 

physician, Gua.  

FR Columns  

imAx.y xr Imsti wr swnw GwA […] 

The venerated one with Imseti, chief physician, Gua […] 

imAx.y xr ^w wr swnw GwA 

The venerated one with Shu, chief physician, Gua 

imAx.y xr [&fnt wr swnw GwA] 

The venerated one with Tefnut, chief physician, Gua] 

imAx.y xr [@py wr swnw GwA] 

The venerated one with Hapy, chief physician, Gua  
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F Horizontal (Figure 11) 

imAx.y xr nTr niwty=f wr swnw GwA mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with his local god, chief physician, Gua, true of voice. 

F Columns  

mdw in Nwt r[Di.n(=i) Ast Xr rdwy=k] 

Words spoken by Nut [I have placed Isis at your feet]568 

imAx.y xr %rqt Xr{=k} rmi =s <t>w [GwA] 

The venerated one with Serqet with you so that she may weep for you, Gua 

  

                                                
568 This section is not visible due to the display of coffin against the canopic chest obscuring the text.  
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B Horizontal (Figure 23) 

Htp di nsw Inp xnty sH-nTr tp Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrs nfrt nt imAx.y GwA mAa hrw 

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming,569 Lord of the Sacred Land, gives a good burial to the venerated 

one, Gua, true of voice.  

B Columns  

imAx.y xr _wA-mwt=f wr swnw GwA 

The venerated one with the Duamutef, chief physician, Gua 

imAx.y xr Gb wr swnw GwA mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with the Geb, chief physician, Gua, true of voice.   

imAx.y xr Nwt wr swnw GwA 

The venerated one with the Nut, chief physician, Gua 

imAx.y xr QbH-snw=f wr swnw GwA 

The venerated one with the Qebehsenuef, chief physician, Gua. 

  

                                                
569 Translated as “who is in w.t” by Willems, Chests of Life, 124. 
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H Horizontal (Figure 15) 

H is damaged, and the horizontal text is missing.  

H Columns  

[…] Nbt-Hwt wr swnw GwA mAa-xrw […] 

[…] Nephthys, chief physician, Gua, true of voice. […] 

r Nt wr swnw GwA mAa-xrw 

to Neith, chief physician, Gua, true of voice.  
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B3L 

 

 

FR Horizontal (Figure 20) 

Htp di nsw Wsir nb Ddw xnt imnt aA nTr nb AbDw di=f xt nb nfr wab prt-xrw t Hnqt kA Apd n kA n imxAy 

m r-pr %n mAa-xrw nb imAxy 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of Djedu, foremost of the west, the great god, Lord of 

Abydos, he gives all good and pure things, an invocation offering for the spirit of the venerated in the 

chapel of Sen true of voice, venerated lord.  

FR Columns 

[1] psS.n=s mwt=k Nwt [2] Hr=k di=s wn=k m [3] nTr nn xftyw=k imy-r pr %n  

[1] Your mother Nut has spread herself [2] over you so that she may cause you to be as [3] a god, 

(while) your enemies not existing, steward Sen.570 

                                                
570 Following the translation of PT §580c = §638 a-b = §1607 a-b given by ibid., 134. 
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F Horizontal (Figure 12) 

imAx.y imy-r pr %n mAa-hrw 

The venerated one, steward, Sen, true of voice. 

F Columns 

mdw in Ast Xr rdw=k  

Words spoken by Isis under your feet. 

imAx.y xr %rqt imy-r pr %n  

The venerated one is with Serqet, steward, Sen.  
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B Horizontal (Figure 24) 

Htp di nsw Inpw xnty sH-nTr tp Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrs nfrt nt Xrt-nTr imAx.y imy-r pr %n mAa hrw 

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming,571 Lord of the Sacred Land, gives a good burial in the necropolis 

(to) the venerated steward, Sen, true of voice.  

B Columns 

[1] pr=k r Nwt mm nTrw [2] sSp xfa a=k in +Hwty nn xt[3]fyw=k m Xrt-nTr %n mAa-hrw 

[1] May you depart to the sky amongst the gods [2] (and) may your arm be grasped by Thoth, (while) 

your enemies [3] are not in the necropolis, Sen, true of voice. 

  

                                                
571 Translated as “who is in w.t” by ibid., 124. 
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H Horizontal (Figure 16) 

imAxy m r pr sni mAa-xrw 

The venerated one, steward, Sen, true of voice 

H Columns  

rdi.n(=i) n=k Nbt-Hyt Xr tp=k sn 

<Words spoken by Neith> (I) have place Nephthys at your head, Sen 

Dd mdw in Nt imy-r pr %n mAa-[xrw] 

Words spoken by Neith (for) the steward, Sen, true of voice.  
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1*: This is an ambiguous sign; the author of this thesis suggests that it is U28. 

L Horizontal572 

Htp di nsw Inpw nb spA sDA=f nfr Hr wAt nfrt n(y) nTr di Smst imAx.y imy-r pr [%n Hr=s] 

An offering which the king (and) Anubis, lord of the district, he causes to travel upon the good ways of 

the god (and) causes to follow the venerated one, steward, [Sen, upon it]. 

 

  

                                                
572 This lid is as yet unpublished and thus no images are available for publication in this thesis.  

1* 
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B4L 

 

 

FR Horizontal (Figure 21) 

[Htp di nsw Wsir nb] Ddw xnt aA nTr nb AbDw di=f xt nb nfr wab dbHt-Htp prt-xrw t Hnqt kA Apd anxt nTr 

im n imAxy imy-r pr sn n mAa-xrw 

[An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of] Djedu, foremost of the dead, the great god, Lord of 

Abydos, he gives all good and pure things, a funerary meal, an invocation offering (of) bread, beer, ox, 

fowl upon which a good god lives for the venerated, steward, Sen, true of voice.  

FR Columns 

imAx.y xr Imsti imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw nb imAx 

The venerated one with Imseti, Sen, steward, venerated. 

imAx.y xr ^w imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with Shu, steward, Sen, true of voice. 

imAx.y xr Gb imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with Geb, steward of Sen, true of voice. 

imAx.y xr _wA-mwt=f imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw nb[t…] 

The venerated one with Duamutef, steward, Sen, true of voice, [venerated] lord.   
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F Horizontal (Figure 13) 

prt-xrw t Hnqt kA Apd n imAx.y imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

Invocation offering of bread, beer, oxen, fowl for the venerated one, steward, Sen, true of voice.  

F Columns 

Dd mdw in Nwt rDi.n(=i) n=k Ast xr rdw=k rmi=s tw 

Words spoken by Nut (I) have placed Isis at your feet that she may mourn you. 

{=s Tw} imAx.y xr aA-nTr m xr pr %n mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with the Great God in the house of Sen, true of voice.  
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B Horizontal (Figure 25) 

Htp di nsw Inpw xnt sH-nTr tp Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrst nfrt m qrs=f nfr n Xrt-nTr imAxy xr aA-nTr 

imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming, Lord of the Sacred Land, gives a good burial, burying him in the 

necropolis, the venerated on with the Great God, steward, Sen, true of voice.  

B Columns 

imAx.y xr @py imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw […] 

The venerated one with Hapi, the steward, Sen, true of voice […] 

imAx.y xr &fnt imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw imAx.y 

The venerated one with Tefnut, the steward, Sen, true of voice, venerated one.  

imAx.y xr Nwt m r pr %n mAa-xrw nb imAx.y 

The venerated one with Nut, the steward, Sen, true of voice, venerated lord 

imAx.y xr QbH-snw=f m r pr %n mAa-xrw nb imAx.y 

The venerated one with Qebehsenuef, the steward, Sen, true of voice, venerated lord.  
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H Horizontal (Figure 17) 

prt-xrw t hnqt kA Apd imAx.y imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw nb imAx.y 

Invocation offering of bread, beer, oxen, fowl for the venerated one, steward, Sen, true of voice, lord of 

the venerated. 

H Columns  

[1] mdw in Nwt rDi.n(=i) n=k Hwt-nb tp=k rmi=s tw sAx […] [2] Tw imAx.y xr Nt imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

[1] Words spoken by Nut (I) have placed Nephthys at your head, that she may mourn you (and) glorify 

[2] you, the venerated one, with Neith, steward, Sen, true of voice 
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L Horizontal573 

pD.n s(y) mwt=k Nwt Hr=k m rn=s n St-pt rdi.n=s wn=k m nTr n xftyw=k m rn=k n nTr imAx.y xr nTr 

aA imy.r pr %n mAa-xrw 

Your mother Nut has spread herself over you in her name “Shet-pet,” so she having caused you to be as 

a god, there being no enemies not against your name of god, venerated one with the great god, steward, 

Sen, true of voice.    

                                                
573 This lid is as yet unpublished and thus no images are available for publication in this thesis.  
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Translations of Interior Ornamental Hieroglyphs 

H 

B3L 

imAx.y xr Hwt-nb imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with Nephthys, steward, Sen, true of voice.  
 
B4L 
 
imAx.y xr nbt-Hwt Xr tp=k rmi=s tw sAx n Dt wr xt %n mAa-xrw 

The venerated one with Nephthys under your head so that she may mourn you (and) glorify forever the 

great one things, Sen, true of voice.  
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FR 

B1L (Figure 34) 

Htp di nsw Wsir nb Ddw aA nTr nb Abdw prt-xrw nfr m qd=s pr=f n Xr-nTr mAa-xrw Hr ib n nTrw nb 

imnt imAxy xr Wsir nb imnt GwA wr <swnw> mAa-xrw 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of Djedu, the great god, Lord of Abydos gives: a good 

invocation offering, building his house of the necropolis, true of voice, in the midst of all the gods of 

the west, the venerated on under Osiris, Lord of the West, chief <of the physicians>, Gua, true of 

voice.  

 

B2L (Figure 35) 

Htp di nsw Wsir nb Ddw xnt imnt aA nTr nb Abdw di=f xt nb [nfr wab dbHt-Htp n] i[mAx.y wr swnw GwA 

mAa-]xrw 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of Djedu, Foremost [of the West, the gre]at god, Lord 

Abydos, give: all things good and pure, a funerary meal, the venerated one, chief physician, Gua.  

 

B3L (Figure 36) 

Htp di nsw Wsir nb Ddw xnt imnt aA nTr xnt imnt aA nTr nb Abdw di=f xt nb nfr wab prt-xrw t Hnqt kA 

Apd n kA n imxAy xr PtH imy.r-pr %n mAa-xrw nb imAxy 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, Lord of Djedu, foremost of the west, the great god, Lord of 

Abydos, he gives all good and pure things, an invocation offering for the spirit of the venerated under 

Ptah, steward, Sen true of voice, venerated lord. 

 

B4L (Figure 37) 

Line 1 

Htp di nsw Wsir it wr wp Sa.t tAwy m Xr-nTr di=f prt-xrw t Hnqt kA Apd dbHt-Htp imxAy wr swnw %n 

mAa-xrw nb imxAy 

An offering which the king (and) Osiris, father of the great one, who has slain the slaughter of the two 

lands in the necropolis, he gives an invocation offering of bread, beer, oxen, fowl, a funerary meal, the 

venerated one, chief of physicians, Sen, true of voice, lord of the venerated ones.  
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Line 2 

Htp di nsw +Hwty di itrt Sma di itrt mHw psDt aAt nTrw nbw di=sn xt nb n imxAy wr swnw %n mAa-xrw 

An offering which the king gives Thoth giving a row of Upper Egyptian Sanctuaries and a row of Lower 

Egyptian sanctuaries, the great Ennead, all gods, they give all things to the venerated one, chief of 

physicians, Sen, true of voice.  
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F 

B1L ( Figure 38) 

imAx<y> xr Ast wr swnw GwA 

The venerated one with Isis, chief of the physicians, Gua. 

 

B2L (Figure 39) 

imAxy xr Ast wr swnw GwA 

The venerated one with Isis, chief of the physicians, Gua.  

 

B3L (Figure 40) 

imAxy imy-r pr %n mAa-xrw 

The venerated one, steward, Sen, true of voice.  

 

B4L (Figure 41) 

Line 1 

imAxy xr Ast Xr rdwy=k rmi=s tw  

The venerated one with Isis under your feet so that she may mourn you (and)  

Line 2 

sAx n Dt wr xt %n mAa-xrw 

glorify forever the great one things, Sen, true of voice.   
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B 

B1L (Figure 42) 

Htp di nsw Inpw <H>nty sH-nTr tp=f Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrs nfrt mi-qd pr=f nfr m st imnt xr inpw 

nb qrs=i rdi n pn imAxy GwA  

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming, Lord of the Sacred Land, gives a good burial in in accordance with 

his house in his seat of the West with Lord Anubis giving my burial to this venerated one, Gua.  

 

B2L (Figure 43) 

Htp di nsw Inpw xnty sH-nTr tp Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrs=f nfrt n Xrt-nTr imAx.y GwA mAa hrw 

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming,574 Lord of the Sacred Land, gives his good burial in the necropolis 

to the venerated one, Gua, true of voice.  

 

B3L (Figure 44) 

Htp di nsw Inpw xnty sH-nTr tp Dw=f imy wt nb tA-Dsr qrs nfrt mi-qd pr=f nfr m st imnt xr inpw imy-r 

pr %n 

The offering which the king (and) Anubis, foremost of the Sacred Booth, he who is upon his mountain, 

he who is in the place of embalming, Lord of the Sacred Land, gives a good burial in in accordance with 

his house in his seat of the West with Anubis (to) the steward, Sen.  

 

B4L (Figure 45) 

Htp di nsw Gb sA pw sn pn mry pw sn pn rdi.n=f wab m pt imAxy wr swnw %n mAa-xrw nb imAxy 

The offering which the king gives Geb’s son, this Sen, beloved, this Sen, causing him to be cleansed in 

the sky, the venerated one, chief of the physicians, Sen, true of voice, lord of the venerated.  

                                                
574 Willems, Chests of Life, 124 translates as “who is in w.t.” 
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Plates 

 

 

Figure 1: Layout of rectangular Middle Kingdom Coffin  
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Figure 2: Daressy’s 1900 plan of the tomb of Djehutihotep and five tomb shafts.575 

                                                
575 Daressy, “Fouilles de Deir el Bircheh (Novembre-Décembre 1897),” 23. 
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Figure 3: Kamal’s 1901 map showing the tomb of Djehutihotep.576 

 

Figure 4: Zoomed section of Figure 3 showing shafts 11-15.  

                                                
576 Kamal, “Fouilles à Déïr-el-Bersheh (Mars-Avril 1900),” 15. 
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Figure 5 A map of area covered by the 2002 excavation team.577 

 
Figure 6: Djehutihotep’s tomb relief on inner chamber right-hand wall, including part of Gua’s name (indicated in square).578 

 

 

                                                
577 Willems et al., “Preliminary report of the 2003 campaign,” 311; “Dayr Al-Barshā Project.” 
578 Newberry and Griffith, El Bersheh: The Tomb of Tehuti-Hetep, Plate XXVII, 5. 
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Figure 7: The types of layouts that are relevant to the coffins of interest.579 

 

 

                                                
579 Based on diagrams from Willems, Chests of Life, 182–85. 
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Figure 8: Layout of features on Exterior FR of B1L, B2L, B4L 
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Figure 9: Layout of features on Exterior FR of B3L 
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Any images of the Coffins of Sen and Gua published from this page onwards, unless otherwise stated, 
are copyright of the Trustees of the British Museum, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
Non-commercial-Share Alike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.  
 
 

 

 

Figure 10: B1L F exterior Figure 11: B2L F exterior580 

  

Figure 12: B3L F exterior Figure 13: B4L F exterior 

 

                                                
580 B2L F exterior was analysed from a number of different angled images. The one selected, although it does not show all 
the texts, it does show most of it.  
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Figure 14: B1L H exterior Figure 15: B2L H exterior581 

  

Figure 16: B3L H exterior Figure 17: B4L H exterior 

                                                
581 Image attribution: Google, Google Arts and Culture Street View.  
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Figure 18: B1L FR exterior582 

 
Figure 19: Angles of B2L FR exterior583 

                                                
582 The H end is an image by the Trustees of the British Museum, from the second column on is an image take by the author. 
583 Images taken through the glass of coffin on display, showing the exterior from a number of angles.  
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Figure 20: B3L FR exterior 

 

Figure 21: B4L FR exterior 
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Figure 22:B1L B exterior 

 
Figure 23:B2L B exterior584 

                                                
584 Image attribution: Google, Google Arts and Culture Street View.  
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Figure 24: B3L B exterior 

 

   
Figure 25: Two angles of B4L B exterior 585 

                                                
585 The analysis of the decoration was made up of images from various angles including photographs taken while viewing B4L in storage, which were for personal study only (not shown here).  
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Figure 26: Exterior False Door of B3L.  Figure 27: Example of the decapitation of I10 on B3L 

 

  
Figure 28: B2L Ornamental Frame on B Figure 29: B1L Ornamental Frame on FR 
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B2L H was analysed from a number of different 
angled images, many zoomed on the CTs. The one 
selected below, although it does not show detail of 
the content, shows the level of damage sustained, 
with the break shown cutting into the CT columns.  
 
 

 
Figure 30: B1L H Figure 31: B2L H586 

  

Figure 32: B3L H  Figure 33: B4L H  

 

                                                
586 Image was taken through the glass of coffin on display.  
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Figure 34: B1L FR 

 
Figure 35: B2L FR 
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Figure 36: B3L FR 

 
Figure 37: B4L FR
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 Figure 38: B1L F Figure 39: B2L F587 

  
Figure 40: B3L F Figure 41: B4L F 

 

 

                                                
587 Image is author’s own taken of the coffin on display, hence the blurring. 
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Figure 42:B1L B  

 
Figure 43:B2L B  
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Figure 44:B3L B  

 
Figure 45:B4L B 
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Figure 46: Orientation of BO. 588 

 

 

Figure 47: Geometric shape from the Black Way of B1L. 

 

                                                
588 Sherbiny, Through Hermopolitan Lenses, 45. 
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Figure 48: Line drawing (by author) of solar barque observed on B3L’s L 
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Figure 49: B1L BO 

 
Figure 50: B1L BO plan589 

                                                
589 Based on De Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, 1961, Plan 8 and the observations by the author. 
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Figure 51: B2L BO 
 

 
Figure 52: B2L BO Plan590 

                                                
590 Based on ibid., Plan 9 and the observations by the author. 
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Figure 53: B3L BO 

 
Figure 54: B3L BO Plan591 

                                                
591 Based on ibid., Plan 10 and the observations by the author. 
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Figure 55: B4L BO 
 

 
Figure 56: B4L BO Plan592

                                                
592 Based on ibid., Plan 12 and the observations by the author. 
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